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Abstract

Customers are placing ever increasing demands on automotive part manu-

facturers for high quality parts at low cost. Increasingly, the demand is for

zero defects or defect rates in the less than one part per billion. This creates

a significant challenge for manufacturers as to how to achieve these low

defect levels economically while producing large volumes of parts. Impor-

tantly, the presence of infrequent process and measurement (gauge) events

can adversely affect product quality.

This thesis uses a statistical mixture model that allows one to assume a

main production process that occurs most of the time, and secondary rogue

events that occur infrequently. Often the rogue events correspond to neces-

sary operator activity, like equipment repairs and tooling replacement. The

mixture model predicts that some gauge observations will be influenced by

combinations of these rogue events. Certain production applications, like

those involving feedback or high-reliability gauging, are heavily influenced

by rogue events and combinations of rogue events. A special runtime soft-

ware profiler was created to collect information about rogue events, and sta-

tistical techniques (rogue event analysis) were used to estimate the waste

generated by these rogue events.
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The value of these techniques was successfully demonstrated in three

different industrial automotive part production applications. Two of these

systems involve an automated feedback application with Computer Numer-

ically Controlled (CNC) machining centers and Coordinate Measuring Ma-

chine (CMM) gauges. The third application involves a high-reliability in-

spection system that used optical, camera-based, machine-vision technology.

The original system accepted reject parts at a rate of 98.7 part per million

(ppm), despite multiple levels of redundancy. The final system showed no

outgoing defects on a 1 million part factory data sample, and a 100 million

part simulated data sample. It is expected that the final system reliability

will meet the 0.001 ppm specification, which represents a huge improve-

ment.
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Notation and Nomenclature

Notation

§ identifies a section number in the thesis.

(x.y) identifies equation y from Chapter x.

Nomenclature

Variable Definition

0 The number 0.

0 The zero matrix. A matrix containing zeros.

α Probability of a rogue process event. See §4.1.1.

β Probability of a rogue gauge event. See §4.1.1.

γ See §4.3.3.

ε Probability of a rogue event. Often assumed to be small or zero.
See §4.2.5, §4.2.8 and §4.3.5.5.

Λ See §4.4.1.2. For ΛA see §4.4.2.

Φ(x) The distribution function of the standard normal distribution.
See §3.1.6.
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Variable Definition

φ(x) The density function of the standard normal distribution. See
§3.1.7.

ρ See §4.3.3.

Σ The population variance matrix. Subscripts describe which vari-
ance matrix.

σ The population standard deviation. Subscripts identify which
population standard deviation.

σ2 The population variance. Subscripts identify which variance.

θ Probability of a rogue event. See §4.2.5.

ϑ The confidence limit in §4.4.6.2 is 1− ϑ.

ξ See §4.4.5.

ωi The number of parts quarantined for an event that lasts i update
samples.

ωFN The total number of parts quarantined per manufacturing period
(day).

A The action of the controller. A represents Accept for an Ac-
cept/Reject decision or Chase for a Chase/Wait decision.

A′ The complement of A. A′ represents Reject for an Accept/Reject
decision or Wait for a Chase/Wait decision.

Cov(X, Y ) The covariance of X and Y.

CPK The process capability index. See §3.3.

ci The scrap / rework rate corresponding to ωi.

D The delay in the feedback loop. May be expressed in update-
samples, samples or parts. See §4.2.1.
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Variable Definition

DCNC Delay between first finish cut to part exiting CNC. For a double
spindle lathe, typically DCNC ≈ 2TCNC

E An event. Subscripts indicate which event.

E(X) See §3.1.3

fA Rate of events per period (day). See §8.4.

G See §4.4.3.

g(Y), gQ(Y) See §4.4.1.2.

H See §4.4.3.

I The identity matrix. A square matrix containing ones on the
diagonal and zeros elsewhere.

kFS The in-spec (good) sample rate to fine sample rate ratio.

kUS Update sample rate to general sample rate integer. See (6.1).

µ A population mean. Subscripts identify which population mean.

N (µ, σ2) is a normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2.

N The number of elements in the X, W and Y vectors. See §4.4

n The number of elements in the eigenvalue matrix. See §4.4.1.2.

nCMM The number of Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM) in the
cell.

nCNC The number of CNC machines in cell.

nCS The sampling rate for control purposes in parts per sample. In
application, this will be nGS or nFS, depending on what the queu-
ing algorithm selects.
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Variable Definition

nFS Fast (or fine) sample rate in parts.

nGS The in-spec (good) sample rate in parts. This is the sample rate
in normal production.

nQ Number of quarantine queues.

NP See §4.4.6.2.

NS Number of parts in a sample.

NSG Number of parts in a subgroup. 5 parts per subgroup is a typical
subgroup size.

nU Update sample rate in parts rounded up to the next nCS,nFS, or
nGS-th increment as applicable. For example, if the process is
capable of updating in 4 or 5 parts, and nCS = nGS = nFS = 3
then nU = 6.

O(n) Big-O notation. See §3.1.10.

P A probability. For PA, PC and PE see §4.3 and §4.3.3.

P (µ, σ2) The process distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. Sub-
scripts indicate which distribution. See §4.1.1.

P ∗
E Upper bound for PE. See §4.3.

Q The Q-chart variable. See §4.4.1.2.

R (µ, σ2) The rogue distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. Subscripts
indicate which distribution. See §4.1.1.

T An intermediate vector. See (4.161).

TCMM CMM cycle time (inspection time).

TCNC Cycle Time of CNC

TCONV Conveyor Transport Time
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Variable Definition

TWAIT Wait time for CMM.

UCC Required measurements for common cause variation.

UCMM Capacity of CMM measuring process (in parts).

UCNC Capacity of CNC machining process (in parts).

USC Required measurements for special cause variation, including
measurements already scheduled for common cause variation.

USCEXTRA Required measurements for special cause variation, excluding
measurements already scheduled for common cause variation.

V See §4.4.1.2. For VA see §4.4.2.

Var(X) The variance of X. See §3.1.3.

W The random variable representing the gauge error. See §4.1.1.

W The random vector representing the gauge error. See §4.4.

X The random variable representing the process error. See §4.1.1.

X The random vector representing the process error. See §4.4.

Y The random variable representing the observation, i.e. the ob-
served error. See §4.1.1.

Y The random vector representing the observation, i.e. the ob-
served error. See §4.4.
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Definitions and Abbreviations

Bound - As used in this thesis, it means to establish an upper or lower
bound on a variable. Optionally, the bound can be reduced until the
economic effects of the variable are no longer significant.

CMM - Coordinate Measuring Machine A machine that automatically mea-
sures parts under computer control.

CNC - Computer Numerically Controlled A designation for an automatic
machining center that indicates it executes programs under computer
control, as opposed to under manual control, or under the control of a
set of prerecorded commands on paper tape (NC).

Common Cause Variation - In SPC, the variation that is naturally
present in the production process is common cause variation. Also, see
special cause variation.

CPK - Process capability index. Properly, CPK . See §3.3.

distribution function - Cumulative Distribution Function - See §3.1.6.

density function - Probability Density Function - See §3.1.7.

GR&R - Gauge Repeatability and Reproducibility - A method for analyzing
how accurately a gauge’s measurements of the same parts repeat on
the same gauge (repeatability) and other gauges (reproducibility). The
frequently used test specified in Measurement Systems Analysis by
AIAG (2003) specifies 10 parts tested by 3 different operators with 3
observations per operator.
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IID - independent and identically distributed - All the distributions under
consideration are the same, and their values are statistically indepen-
dent from each other (see independent).

independent - See §3.1.1 and §3.1.8.

in-spec - The part either meets or is within the customer specifications,
within the expected accuracy of the gauge as defined by the GR&R.

M-SPC - Multivariate Statistical Process Control. In M-SPC, multiple ran-
dom variables are monitored on a single set of control charts. For sys-
tems involving large numbers of variables, this significantly reduces
the total number of control charts.

Nominal - The center value from the part print. Tolerance limits are of-
ten defined relative to the nominal. For example in the dimension
1.25± 0.25 mm. 1.25 mm is the nominal.

on-line - An operation that takes place inside the automated production
process, i.e. on the line.

off-line - An operation that takes place outside of the automated production
process, i.e. off the line.

Outgoing Defects - are parts that are accepted by the gauge, even though
the end-user and/or subsequent inspection will likely reject the part as
defective.

out-of-spec - The part does not meet the customer specifications. See in-
spec.

Part Print - The engineering specification document that specifies the part
dimensions.
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PPAP - Production Part Approval Process - All production parts must be
checked for suitability in the customer’s application for both manufac-
turing and product design reasons. The intention of the PPAP process
is to verify a supplier’s production methods, ensuring the production
process is capable of meeting the customer’s needs. Undocumented
changes on the part of a supplier have occasionally caused unforeseen
adverse impacts on the customer’s manufacturing operations or final
product. The point of the PPAP process is to approve a known manu-
facturing process in such a manner that all the parts produced by the
known process are acceptable to the customer. If the supplier contin-
ues to follow the approved process, then all parts from the approved
process will continue to remain acceptable to the customer, subject to
the expected risks listed on the relevant FMEA and control plan docu-
ments.

ppb - parts per billion - A short form for 10−9.

ppm - parts per million - A short form for 10−6.

Random Variable - See §3.1.2.

Random Vector - See §3.1.4.

Repeatability - measures the influence of random effects on gauge obser-
vations, given a gauge measuring the same part with the same operator
(measurement conditions). Repeatability is usually specified as a toler-
ance zone, or a percentage of the part tolerance zone. It is determined
with a GR&R.

Reproducibility - measures the influence of different operators (measure-
ment conditions) on the observations of a gauge. Typically, manual
gauges are heavily influenced by the human operator that uses them.
Alternatively, the GR&R procedure can also be used to test repro-
ducibility between two automatic gauges, or between an automatic
and a manual gauge, or under different measurement conditions.
Reproducibility is usually specified as a tolerance zone, or a percentage
of the part tolerance zone. It is determined with a GR&R.
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Rogue Event - An event outside of the main process and/or measurement
operation.

Rogue Distribution - The distribution associated with a particular class
of rogue events.

SPC - Statistical Process Control A method used to optimize industrial pro-
cesses where out-of-control conditions are detected on control charts,
investigations are made, and the processes are adjusted accordingly.

Special Cause Variation - In SPC, the variation to be eliminated is spe-
cial cause variation. Also, see common-cause variation. Rogue varia-
tion can be either special or common cause variation, depending on the
process designer’s current goals.

Wear Offset - the CNC machines use cutting tools that experience wear.
The wear offsets are used to compensate for this wear.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Canadian automotive parts suppliers spent $8.9 billion dollars on capital

equipment in the decade from 2000 to 2009 (DesRosiers, 2011). Increasingly,

these capital projects feature ever more complex mechanical, electronic and

software systems, with software being used in new and innovative ways.

Mechanical systems can fail in many different ways, creating difficult to pre-

dict interactions between the mechanical and software systems. In software

projects, validating and debugging software represents 50-75% of the total

software cost (Hailpern and Santhanam, 2002). For the projects of interest

in this thesis, the performance of the gauging and control software has a

large impact on the economic performance of the production line, and hence

the return on capital investment. Immense pressure exists to ensure that

new capital investments are brought into production smoothly, with minimal

software or part quality issues. In particular, unanticipated quality issues

can result in expensive product recalls, which can make it uneconomical to

invest in new manufacturing equipment.
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In many cases, the part volumes associated with each individual part

production process have increased. The result is that even unlikely (one in a

million) failure modes occur frequently in the context of producing hundreds

of millions or billions of parts. It is impossible to understand all possible

failure mechanisms, and their interactions, in advance. At low defect rates,

complex interactions within the manufacturing process chain can have un-

expected adverse results of considerable economic significance.

Current approaches to this are defined by initiatives such as Six Sigma

(Tennant, 2001), quality standards (ISO, 2003), and requirements such as 1

ppb (part per billion) or zero defect specifications. Significant progress has

been made in controlling effects that can be made or predicted around the

normal distribution. These include both Statistical Process Control (SPC)

approaches and deploying automated process control (APC) approaches.

Many systems benefit from the use of SPC, APC, and Six Sigma techniques,

and many of these techniques have been extended to work with many

different distributions. However, the fundamental problem with any

technique that assumes a known distribution to make predictions about

gauge performance is that if the actual gauge observations do not follow the

assumed distribution, then the predictions can be wrong.

One of the remaining problems which is addressed in this thesis involves

identifying defects that are infrequent and thus hard to detect. For example,

the production volumes involved in the automotive industry are very large,

and each car contains many parts (on the order of 10,000). To increase the

number of defect-free cars, assembly plants are requiring part manufactur-

ers to have very small defect rates. Achieving these low rates requires the

highest performance levels from the manufacturing processes, gauges and

control systems deployed on the production line.

Historically, automotive parts were manufactured with dedicated, single

function pieces of automation, and sophisticated electronic control systems
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did not exist. Since the advent of inexpensive computers, modern manu-

facturing features highly sophisticated pieces of programmable electronic

equipment. This includes Computer Numeric Control (CNC) systems, and

Programmable Logic Control (PLC) systems. These systems can implement

sophisticated control algorithms. Simply deploying an automatic control sys-

tem does not always result in an inexpensive, low defect rate, high perfor-

mance industrial process. Instead, it is necessary to deploy a control system

with appropriately selected algorithms onto appropriately designed produc-

tion and measurement (gauging) systems. While all production processes,

algorithms, and gauges are different, the automotive parts supplier indus-

try designs the systems to meet a common set of quality standards included

in ISO TS16949 (ISO, 2003). Thus, a wide variety of algorithms and sys-

tems are treated in a common way. For the industrial applications described

in this thesis, the common methodologies described in existing literature

were ineffective in reducing costs and reducing defect rates. As a result, this

thesis presents new methods, which are applicable to many algorithms and

systems used in high-volume manufacturing.

This thesis describes two new techniques that were developed to assist

engineers in their efforts to make economically sound improvements in pro-

duction processes. The techniques are

Rogue Event Analysis - Chapter 4 presents the statistical theory used for

rogue event analysis. The assumption is that manufacturing processes

have multiple modes of operation, which are modeled as mixture distri-

butions. A main operating mode exists in which the majority of parts

are produced. With modern SPC techniques, this mode is often highly

capable (accurate and repeatable), and has a correspondingly high pro-

cess capability index CPK . Unfortunately, malfunctions in the produc-

tion line generate rogue events. These rogue events may or may not

require automatic or human operator intervention to correct. In some
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systems, at infrequent but measurable rates, the automated systems

can be confused by interactions of multiple rogue events, and ship re-

ject product to a customer. This results in complaints and outgoing

defects. Rogue event analysis is about understanding the impact of

these rogue events on production processes.

Runtime Profiling with SPC - Infrequent events are most easily detected

with ample data from real production systems, however this is rarely

available during system development and initial deployment. The run-

time profiler is aimed at getting meaningful data from systems in full

production. Importantly, the runtime profiler developed in this thesis

was designed to monitor program behaviour and compare it against

control limits developed using SPC techniques. For high-reliability ap-

plications, it is designed to quarantine any parts that are not within

the application-specific control limits. Information gathered on-line is

logged to disk and can be reviewed off-line. Program changes and sys-

tem improvements can then be made based on well considered off-line

analysis.

If the above two techniques are used together, they explain the effects ob-

served in practical automated inspection (gauging) systems, and manufac-

turing cells.

An important aspect of this thesis was to develop models that explained

the statistical effects observed in the cell. Probability calculations can be

performed when the distributions of the underlying random variables are

known. In principle, any distribution can be assumed, however in practice

the normal distribution was often assumed. However, modern run-time pro-

filing has the capability of gathering large quantities of information from

the programs being monitored. This includes program flow behaviour, and

the values of any process related input and output values gathered during
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the execution of the program. From the production line in Chapter 9, mil-

lion part data samples can be gathered within two weeks. With these large

data samples, it is no longer necessary to assume the normal distribution,

as the underlying distributions can be directly measured to accuracy levels

proportionate to the sample size.

In order to better explain the events observed, in Chapter 4, a mixture

model is proposed in this thesis to be used instead of the more conventional

normal distribution model. Some applications require predictions about in-

frequent events to accuracy levels beyond what can be achieved with real-

istic sample sizes, even if every part produced is monitored by the run-time

profiler. These include applications with zero defect / 1 ppb outgoing defect

specifications.

This thesis proposes statistical models that can be used to estimate both

frequent and infrequent events. With accurate models, it is possible to se-

lect and optimize algorithms to improve the economic returns on production

processes. Specifically, for any given set of inputs, decision theory can be

used to make the best decision out of a finite number of alternatives. For

continuous systems, an optimal output can be found. However, this process

only works if the underlying statistical model is accurate.

Without an accurate model, it is difficult to make accurate predictions

about the performance of industrial systems. Thus, this thesis is about de-

veloping a mixture model, and using it to make predictions and explain the

observed effects encountered in manufacturing cells. Use of these models

permitted the measurement (gauging), material transport and feedback con-

trol processes to be improved. This resulted in improved economic returns

and reduced waste in the example applications.

1.2 Premise of Operation

Modern automotive part production processes are designed to be repeatable
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so that parts can be produced with consistent characteristics (dimensions).

Practical processes cannot be made to repeat perfectly. In manufacturing,

any losses associated with the inability of the production process to repeat

perfectly, are described as “waste”. Waste may include quarantined parts,

rework, scrap parts and downtime.

Once the process becomes sufficiently capable, then the process should

be sufficiently accurate and repeatable that the waste generated should be

minimal. However, many applications generate more waste than the process

capability measurements would predict. In industrial applications, infre-

quent events can affect the production process and cause additional waste.

In this thesis, the infrequent events that fundamentally alter the nature of

the production process will be called rogue events. The challenge addressed

in this thesis is to find and reduce the amount of waste generated by these

rogue events.

Often, the mechanical, electrical, chemical, thermal, and/or optical sys-

tems involved in the production process are assumed to be predictable. How-

ever, if these systems are measured with sufficiently accurate measuring

devices, variability in the measurements can be detected. If these random

effects correspond to variation in the parts being manufactured, they are de-

scribed as “Process Error”. If the random effects correspond to errors in the

measurement (gauge) process, they are described as “Gauge Error”. When

a gauge takes a measurement, the resulting “observation” is the sum of the

process error and the gauge error.

In most modern production processes, computer software reads the input

signals from the gauge; the results are displayed; and decisions are made on

how to control the production process. The effect of rogue events on process

and gauge error can be unpredictable. Thus the decision making process,

whether implemented automatically under computer software control, or

manually under operator control, can never be made completely perfect.

Some waste in the production process will always be generated.
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Many computerized gauges are capable of gathering large numbers of

inputs (observations). The interpretation of these observations, when the

physical system is considered, is often difficult. This necessitated the devel-

opment of the mixture model to explain the effects observed.

Modern manufacturing systems often run 24 hours per day and 7 days

per week (24/7). Additionally, computers gather information very quickly,

and can make decisions far too fast for people to review and validate. This

creates significant challenges when trying to determine the root causes of

waste, and how to minimize it. One solution is to record large volumes of

data automatically from the production process, and then analyze the data

off-line.

In computers, tools that automatically gather production data are re-

ferred to as “profilers”, and tools that automatically gather production data

on deployed (running) systems are referred to as “runtime profilers”. His-

torically, it was believed that the computer costs associated with profiling

were too expensive to be used on production systems, as such runtime pro-

filing was never used. Older profiling approaches primarily gathered timing

data from the programs. However, the newer approach used in this the-

sis annotated the source code to collect almost all critical program flow and

process-related input and output data in the program. With the price of

modern computers, computer costs are no longer an issue for many produc-

tion processes. It is now possible to capture large volumes of information in

real-time without incurring significant costs.

The automatic profiling / data logging approach is very effective at gath-

ering information on rogue events. However, the data log can contain so

much information that no one has the time to review it. As such, easily

detected rogue events may be missed amongst all of the information. Inter-

actions amongst infrequent events can be extremely hard to find inside log-

ging data, as the predictive capacity of any logging set is limited by the size
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of the sample analyzed. For high-reliability applications, a person may not

be able to analyze enough observations to make accurate predictions about

infrequent events. Thus, the automatically gathered profiling data must be

analyzed automatically with suitable statistical techniques. This motivated

the development of the mixture models presented in Chapter 4.

1.3 Statistical Methods

Statistical methods assume the presence of random variables. The be-

haviour of these random variables is often described by the mean, variance,

and distribution of the variable. A typical distribution is the normal

(Gaussian) distribution.

The conventional approach is to estimate the mean and variance based

on small samples of data, and extrapolate the nature of the distribution by

assuming the normal distribution applies. Often, the sampling is done with

outlier rejection, which helps to minimize the influence of infrequent outliers

on the estimates of the mean and variance. If the majority of the waste in

the process is dominated by processes that can be predicted through this

extrapolation process, then the normal distribution model works well.

The issue encountered in the industrial applications was that the infre-

quent rogue events were causing the majority of the waste in the produc-

tion process, and the conventional approach did not predict these infrequent

events accurately. As such, this thesis uses a mixture model that assumes a

main production process when no rogue events are present, and secondary

rogue processes when the rogue events are present.

The presence of rogue events can significantly affect the accuracy and

performance of the software measuring parts and controlling feedback cell

operations. For instance, if one type of rogue event happens one percent of

8
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the time, and one rogue event results in ten parts being quarantined, then

that single type of rogue event results in ten percent of the total production

being quarantined. Manufacturers, partially understanding this effect, will

only operate cell designs where the impact of rogue events is limited.

Sometimes, two different types of rogue events can occur simultaneously.

This is referred to as a combined rogue event. The odds of this occurring can

be quite small, often less than a few hundred parts per million. Occasion-

ally, it can be difficult for algorithms to distinguish between combined rogue

events and main production, because both may exist in the pass-zone of the

gauge. The odds of a combined rogue event occurring inside the pass-zone

of the gauge is quite small, however it can be a measurable and costly effect

when the customers specification is 1 ppb or zero defects.

In this thesis, an obviously reject part being accepted as good by an au-

tomated gauge is referred to as an “outgoing defect”. Outgoing defects cause

significant issues in automated high-reliability gauging applications. In

these applications, if an end-user finds obviously reject (defective) parts in-

side a part shipment (or their car), then expensive production, safety and/or

product recall and quarantine procedures will be implemented such that the

quality problem is contained and people are not placed in danger unneces-

sarily. A key achievement in this thesis is that it makes it possible to predict

the rate of combined rogue events and estimate the rate of outgoing defects.

Within reasonable economic limits, manufacturers want profitable man-

ufacturing cells that produce no more waste than necessary. This will only

occur if the manufacturing cell deals with rogue events effectively, and not

by shipping obviously defective production to the customer (end-user). If an

end-user finds an outgoing defect inside shipped production, then the result-

ing product recalls will threaten the long-term profitability of the manufac-

turing operation.
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1.4 Application of Statistical Methods

As it is now possible to estimate of the rate of outgoing defects resulting from

a given choice of software algorithms, appropriate inspection algorithms can

be selected for the industrial applications described in this thesis. In a

high-reliability application, selecting an appropriate inspection algorithm

can dramatically reduce the number of outgoing defects and the costs asso-

ciated with them. The theory for this is developed in Chapter 4, and the

industrial application shown in Chapter 9.

The usefulness of the rogue events approach is not restricted to high-

reliability inspection systems. In a feedback application, it is vital to be

able to distinguish between process error and gauge error. Importantly, all

instances of rogue process error need to be responded to quickly, as much

waste can result.

The insight gained in the feedback application was that it was necessary

to select appropriate algorithms at two different points in the cell design.

As shown in Chapter 4, delays in the feedback loop can create misleading

feedback information. As such, any rogue events that create delay in the

feedback loop will adversely impact feedback loop performance. Thus, the

feedback algorithm needs to be able to respond quickly to rogue process

error, in order to keep the process operating within specifications. As such, if

the rates of the two competing sources of rogue events cannot be kept within

acceptable limits, excessive waste will result. This effect was demonstrated

both theoretically, and in the industrial applications that are described next.

1.4.1 Industrial Importance

The first two industrial applications relate to CNC machining cells with

Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) Feedback. These were large complex

10
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cells, which were attempted at four different plants, with the promise of

significantly reducing waste and increasing worker productivity. The first

industrial application examines the feedback loop, and details how rogue

events can be the dominant source of special cause variation and waste

inside the cell.

The second industrial application examines the material transfer system

inside the same class of cells, and details how the material transfer system

must be adapted to deal with rogue events such that the resulting waste is

reduced. Four companies attempted the creation of these cells, and only two

succeeded. Those that succeeded employed the techniques developed and

discussed in this thesis.

The third industrial application was an attribute inspection system. The

challenge was that certain gauging algorithms were highly capable, and

could easily pass the standard methods of estimating their reliability as

detailed in Measurement Systems Analysis (AIAG, 2003). However, when

rogue events were present, these methods generated misleading results. In

practice, this meant that it was very hard to predict which algorithms were

effective on-site, and the customer was unable to determine if gauge mal-

functions were causing excessive outgoing defects. This problem was solved

through the use of the new runtime profiler described in Chapter 5, and by

designing a gauge algorithm that made it very unlikely that multiple rogue

events could cancel in an undetectable or difficult to detect manner.

The industrial applications show how important it is to use collected

information to improve processes in a manner that reduces waste.

1.5 Thesis Layout

This thesis describes technology that continues to be used in real world
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industrial applications. As such, the thesis layout was chosen such that

the theory is first developed, and the later chapters describe the industrial

applications themselves.

Chapter 2 presents a detailed literature review.

Chapter 3 presents a short background on the key theoretical concepts used

in this thesis.

Chapter 4 presents the statistical theory used to describe rogue event anal-

ysis.

Chapter 5 describes the runtime profiler that was used in the development

of this thesis.

Chapter 6 provides an introduction to the industrial applications. It out-

lines pertinent background information required to understand the in-

dustrial applications presented in Chapters 7 through 9.

Chapter 7 describes the first industrial application, a CNC manufacturing

cell with CMM feedback. The goal of Chapter 7 is to present the theory

and experimental results relating to the effects of rogue events on the

feedback loop, and the selection of feedback algorithms that reduce

these negative effects.

Chapter 8 describes the second industrial application, and focuses on the

conveyor system using in the manufacturing cell. The feedback algo-

rithms from Chapter 8 determine the frequency at which adverse rogue

events occur, and the conveyor system algorithms determine the sever-

ity of each event in terms of waste generated per event. As such, signif-

icant gains can be made by improving the material transport systems

and the algorithms that control them.
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Chapter 9 describes the third industrial application, and focuses on a high-

reliability inspection system. This industrial application was the best

demonstration of the profiling technologies developed, because the fre-

quency of the adverse events was sufficiently small that automated

technologies were required.

Chapter 10 presents the conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Survey

2.1 Why aim for zero defects?

Companies did not always aim for zero defects. Historically, companies

aimed for minimum economic losses. This has been termed the economic

conformance level (ECL) model, which is detailed in Daniel and Reitsperger

(1991, p. 603), and Juran (1974, pp. 5-12). The ECL calculation assumes

that the defect rate is constant (does not change with time), and thus it un-

derestimates the impact of future defect reduction initiatives.

Many modern quality improvement books recommend zero defects as a

long-term goal, as product quality can be made to improve with time. This

includes the landmark books by Shewhart (1931), Deming (1986), Juran

(1974), Ishikawa (1976), and Crosby (1979). These books have resulted in

SPC, TQM method, lean manufacturing, and later Six Sigma. In particular,

as explained in Design for Six Sigma by Yang and EI-Haik (2008, pp. 12-

14), Juran consolidated the works from Deming and Ishikawa into the To-

tal Quality Management (TQM) method. These methods have been applied

with success in the American automotive industry (Lightstone et al., 2005),

the Japanese automotive industry (Daniel and Reitsperger, 1991), French
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automotive industry (Soderquist and Motwani, 1999), and Korean automo-

tive industry (Park et al., 2001). Industrial standards like ISO 9000:2000,

QS 9000, and ISO/TS 16949 now encapsulate TQM principles, as discussed

in Kartha (2004).

A common benchmark is the Process Capability Index CPK . The relation-

ship between CPK and the expected defect rate is shown in Table 2.1. This

table assumes normally distributed process error. Two important effects are

worth noting. Firstly, a part dimension that achieves a CPK = 2 should have

a defect rate of no more than 2 parts per billion (ppb). Secondly, if the effect

of the defect involves an interference fit between two mating surfaces, then

two CPK = 1.33 processes will fail to assemble (interfere) with a probability

rate of less than 8 ppb. As an example of an interference / assembly prob-

lem, consider the case of a bolt being inserted into a washer. If a bolt and a

washer are drawn from a random sample of production parts, then the inter-

ference will only occur if the bolt is too large to fit inside the washer. Many

practical assembly problems match are correspond to this basic problem.

Table 2.1: Relationship between CPK and expected defect rates
CPK Sigma Pr(In-Spec) Pr(Out-of-spec) Pr(Interference)
2.0 6σ 99.9999998% 2.0ppb < 1·10−8 ppb
1.66 5σ 99.999943% 573.3ppb 0.0008ppb
1.5 4.5σ 99.99932% 6.8ppm 0.098ppb
1.33 4σ 99.9937% 63.3ppm 7.7ppb
1.0 3σ 99.73% 0.27% 11.0ppm

Notes:

1. Interference calculation assumes two mating parts with equal tolerance bands and standard deviations.

2. Parts per billion = ppb.

3. Parts per million = ppm.

The domestic automotive industry has achieved 108 quality defects per

100 vehicles sold, according to the initial quality survey by Power and As-

sociates (2010). If it is assumed that the average car has on the order of

10,000 parts/vehicle sold, with 100 dimensions per part, this means the av-

erage rate of outgoing defects per dimension per part is on the order of 1.08
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ppm. What the automotive industry would prefer, is an average rate of out-

going defects per dimension per part of 1 ppb, which would translate into

0.1 quality defects per 100 vehicles sold, or almost “zero defects.” For the av-

erage automotive parts supplier, with production runs less than 100 million

parts, a 1 ppb specification translates into “zero defects” as well. The above

analysis is approximate. However, the approximations do not change the

reality that it is economically desirable to reduce the outgoing defect rates

at the supplier level from rates measured in parts per million to rates on

the order of one part per billion or less. The challenge facing the automotive

industry is to make the zero defects / 2 ppb promise of CPK = 2 production a

reality.

2.1.1 Costs of Defects

Gitlow (1990, p. 13) presents two different views of losses due to departures

from nominal. In the historical view, any part made that was measured

above the upper specification limit, or below the lower specification limit,

created the economic loss. This model does not fairly represent the true costs

of defects. Instead, Gitlow (1990, p. 14) points out that the economic costs of

quality are related to the deviation from nominal. Significant quality issues

are likely to incur significantly higher costs than marginal quality issues.

In all three of the example applications, the cell operators were able to no-

tice the failures of the initially deployed software algorithms. Additionally,

the JD Power IQS initial quality survey (Power and Associates, 2010) only

detects quality problems noticeable to the customer (end-user). As such, it is

reasonable to conclude that many of the quality complaints relate to nonbor-

derline outgoing defects. Unfortunately, with modern demands on produc-

tivity, it is no longer cost-effective to deploy as many operators and support

personnel on production lines. As such, it is necessary to use automation,

which may or may not detect quality issues in the same way as people.
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A second important concept relating to the cost of defects is encapsulated

in the book title “Quality is Free” from Crosby (1979). Continuous improve-

ment does not mean just minimizing the defects as seen by the customer.

It means both the supplier and customer working together to reduce waste

everywhere in the system. The practical implication of this is that it is not

sufficient for a supplier to adopt a high-cost method of production (like scrap-

ping many parts), in an effort to minimize overall production costs. The goal

is to eliminate waste throughout the entire supply chain.

2.1.2 Statistical Process Control (SPC)

SPC was originally proposed in Shewhart (1931). Over time it grew to in-

clude many concepts, as more encompassing quality improvement efforts

like TQM and Six Sigma were developed. For the purposes of this thesis, the

SPC philosophy includes

1. Control charting the process being monitored,

2. Detecting potential out-of-control conditions (alarms),

3. Investigating the alarms, and

4. Improving the system to remove the root cause by engaging in contin-

uous improvement.

All of the above SPC steps can be implemented manually, with no computer

assistance, by trained factory floor personnel. The advantage to implement-

ing SPC in a manual production environment is that trained factory floor

personnel are often needed to accomplish Steps 3 and 4.
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Modern production is often highly automated. Steps 1 and 2 of the SPC

philosophy lend themselves readily to automated systems. With modern

computers and gauges, it is easy to implement automatic data gathering,

charting, detection of out-of-control conditions, and alarm generation. It is

also possible to quarantine (for later investigation) any suspect production.

However, Shewhart developed the original SPC charting methodology be-

fore the advent of modern computers in a production line setting. As such,

operators had a reasonable chance of implementing steps 3 and 4. With

modern automated equipment, and the continuous reductions in shop floor

personnel, the challenge is to accomplish steps 3 and 4 in an automated

environment.

Control charting remains an area of active research interest. Modern

applications of control charts, including the X Bar R chart, are covered in

many texts including Ryan (2000) and Vardeman and Jobe (1999). Kourti

(2005) points out the significance of multi-variate methods (M-SPC). New

control charts continue to be developed, including the concept of the gen-

eralized zero-inflated Poisson chart, as discussed in Chen (2004) and Chen

et al. (2008). Control charts have been used to monitor systems with rare

defects, and Xie et al. (1995) describes a control chart with that specific goal.

Additionally, control charts have been applied to many diverse areas, includ-

ing software as described by Florac et al. (2000).

The repeatability and reproducibility of gauges are monitored through

the GR&R procedure specified in the Measurement Systems Analysis

(AIAG, 2003). Gauge outputs have been control charted before because, for

most industrial processes, the data being control charted are from gauges.

Normally, this control charting is used to monitor the production process;

however, control charts can also be used to monitor the performance of the

gauge, as will be discussed later in this thesis. The idea of control charting

gauge data is mentioned in Wheeler (2006) and control charts are recom-

mended for situations where the gauge performance is either borderline or
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incapable. Wheeler (2006) does not specify exactly how the control charting

is to be done. From the nature of the Wheeler’s paper, it would likely be

done by measuring the same part 3 or more times, potentially on a regular

and on-going basis, and then X Bar R charting the results. Any alarms in

the range chart would indicate a problem with the gauge.

To the best of the author’s abilities to ascertain, no theoretical founda-

tion for control charting gauge inputs and intermediate gauge data has been

published in the literature. In a complex modern gauge, vast amounts of

input and intermediate data exists. However, in the author’s experience,

many people simply assume it is technically impossible to collect signifi-

cant amounts of data from a modern complex high-speed production gauge.

Chapter 5, describes the new run-time profiler that can collect the required

data in real-time. Given the new run-time profiler, Chapter 4 presents the

relevant theory as to why the input data should be monitored.

The problems solved in this thesis are not the only aspects of SPC and

TQM which have not been thoroughly theoretically examined. Sitkin et al.

(1994) notes

“the potential contributions of TQM could be lost if its theoreti-

cal underpinnings and boundary conditions are not critically as-

sessed. ... The overall patterns that emerge from our analysis

suggest that TQM is not a panacea that can be unthinkingly used,

but that it must be implemented with a clear sense of the degree

to which the context is characterized by uncertainty, nonroutine-

ness, and/or instability.”

TQM was developed as a series of managerial philosophies, and SPC Control

Charting was developed as a series of techniques. Unfortunately, it is very

difficult to develop theoretical models that bound the applicability of these

techniques. Furthermore, the work of Sitkin et al. (1994) did not resolve all
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of the issues surrounding the applicability of TQM. This thesis will address

an industrially significant shortcoming of TQM and SPC. It will develop a

model of how events associated with frequently detected alarms on control

charts can interact to produce less frequent rogue events that do not trigger

an alarm.

2.1.3 Solving the Quality Challenges

The automotive parts supply base needs to improve its outgoing part quality

while reducing part costs. Even though SPC was originally developed as a

manual technique, implementing SPC has yielded many benefits in modern

production processes. Some parts of SPC are readily automated, but it is

difficult to automate investigations and continuous improvement activities.

This thesis details a new type of runtime profiler for use in these investi-

gations, so that they can be performed off-line. As such, the investigations

do not require staff to monitor and diagnose software performance at full

line-speed. Additionally, the theoretical models will be used to interpret the

output, and shed light on why continuous improvement is required.

The focus of this thesis will be on nonborderline effects. A significant

push has taken place inside the automotive industry to improve CPK and

GR&R scores. This has caused many implementation specific challenges.

With work, these challenges are often overcome. Many industrial applica-

tions have achieved the required CPK and GR&R scores. Yet these same

applications fail to achieve the expected “Quality is Free” (Crosby, 1979) sup-

plier and customer cost reductions. In the industrial applications described

in this thesis, it was necessary to implement the new methods described in

Chapters 7 to 9 to get the desired quality results.

Finally, this thesis will look at automated tools, notably the new run-

time profiler, that are intended to make it simpler to perform continuous
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improvement on automated production systems. Profiling is a significant

area of software engineering, and it will be discussed in the next section.

2.2 Profiling

Software engineers use profilers to collect diagnostic information from exe-

cuting programs. Usually, profilers are only used in test builds for various

software development activities including software optimization. Runtime

profilers are the specific class of profilers used to collect diagnostic informa-

tion on released software.

Profilers can be used to observe running programs and collect data, which

can then be used to detect anomalies. Frankl and Weiss (1993), Hutchins

et al. (1994), Frankl and Weiss (1991), Frankl and Weyuker (1993b), and

Frankl and Weyuker (1993a) examine various software testing methods and

techniques. Dickinson et al. (2001) lists methods of classifying different

techniques, so profilers can be compared. Many methods are available, and

are discussed in the literature. In this research, the Branch Count Sequence

(BCS) technique from Harrold et al. (1998) was selected for use with the

runtime profiler because it could be implemented in a deterministic manner

with fixed memory requirements. Specifically, it was desired to have fixed

memory and execution time (for the profiler), even if lengthy loops were

encountered in the inspection algorithms.

Another useful feature of profilers is the ability to detect changes in pro-

gram execution that lead to the accept gauge condition, without following

the typical accept execution path. This may point to either software or hard-

ware failure. Pavlopoulou and Young (1999) and Elbaum and Hardojo (2004)

suggest that embedding a known good profile into a program can be used to

detect anomalies in running programs. This capability was implemented.
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The number of code executions of each code block was computed on a per-

part basis. If the number of executions was outside of control limits, then

the run-time profiler would automatically ensure the resulting suspect parts

were quarantined. Additionally, the run-time profiler also monitored the Q-

score function as described in Chapter 4, and would quarantine parts if the

Q-score was outside of control limits.

Of the existing profiling approaches in literature, the BCS technique from

Harrold et al. (1998) was used in this thesis, as it was considered to be

more effective than the technique from Liblit et al. (2005). As such, the

BCS technique was implemented in this thesis.

Runtime profiling is usually challenged by execution speed. The closest

similar work found in the literature survey is from Liblit et al. (2003) and Li-

blit et al. (2005). Liblit uses the predicates equal (=), less than (<), less than

or not equal (≤), greater than (>), greater than or not equal (≥), and not

equal ( 6=). These predicates are used to determine if any unusual numbers

are present in the program. By randomly selecting a few predicates, a few

pairs of variables in the program, and/or a few comparisons of variables to

constants, then it is possible to detect infrequent events in very large num-

bers of program executions while only doing a few comparisons on any given

execution. This approach is not that useful for high-volume manufacturing,

as it does not guarantee that the measurements from any given part will be

properly tested against all of the relevant control limits.

The manufacturing problem requires a more focused approach that en-

sures gauge observations are sufficiently similar such that reliable algo-

rithm operation can occur. Appropriate checks to control limits need to be

performed each and every time a part is measured. This is a new issue

for both profiling and runtime profiling, and has not been done in previous

efforts. Chapter 4 outlines the statistical theory of how algorithms can be

influenced by gauge error.
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2.2.1 Limitations of Existing Profiling Techniques

Consider a case where a part has a dimension X. The goal is to determine

if the magnitude of X is less than or equal to UX , i.e. |X| ≤ UX . A gauge

measures the part, and makes an observation labeled Y .

What is the optimal algorithm for determining if |X| ≤ UX?

Option A: Test if |Y | ≤ UX .

Option B: Test if |Y | ≤ UT , for some to be determined UT .

Option C: Assume |X| ≤ UX always, and not monitor the process.

In many manufacturing applications, Option C will work a large percentage

of the time, because engineers design the processes such that the probability

Pr(|X| ≤ UX) ≈ 1. Options A and B may also be appropriate, depending on

the undetermined statistical relationship between X and Y .

It is not obvious that any conventional profiling technique works well in

this application, because this problem is not about conventional software

bugs. This is a statistical data analysis problem that requires empirical

information to solve.

The insight that motivated the development of this thesis was that run-

time profiling tools could be used for more than just software problems. They

could be used to solve important industrial problems, including the problems

solved in Chapters 6.3 through 9. One of these applications was a feedback

system. Thus, the background associated with a feedback system is dis-

cussed next.
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2.3 Manufacturing with Feedback

The industrial applications that will be presented in Chapters 6, 7, and 8

involve metal cutting cells, and solving problems relating to measuring and

compensating for errors caused by thermal variation and tool wear. This

has been extensively covered in the metalworking literature. The existing

literature does not predict which cell/part combinations yield the highest

economic returns.

For instance, Gibson and Hoang (1994) points out that three different

error compensation strategies exist: in-process, in-cycle, and post-process.

However, each of those three strategies require the automotive parts man-

ufacturer to make different capital investments. In-process gauging uses

processes similar to Shawky et al. (1998), where parts are measured on-line

during machining. In-cycle gauging stops the machining process while the

measurement is being made, as in the approach from Liu (1999). Trips to

the manufacturing plant revealed that both in-process and in-cycle gauging

would significantly increase the total cycle time of the CNC machines. In-

creased cycle times mean more CNC machines are needed for the same out-

put, so it is not commonly used in high-volume applications. Alternatively,

post-process gauging measures parts after they have been manufactured

and allowed to cool. This makes for accurate measurements, but creates

time delays. The time delays cause large amounts of waste if the machining

process was done incorrectly. The economic choice is whether it is preferable

to tolerate increased off-line waste, or to purchase additional equipment.

This is a critical decision for the auto-parts manufacturer, as production is

routed to the lowest cost supplier.

A significant number of papers use Neural Networks and/or Expert Sys-

tems to help in the diagnosis and feedback of manufacturing data within

an automated cell. Bagshaw and Newman (1999) and Bagshaw and New-

man (2002) examine feedback within a small manufacturing cell. Similarly,
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Gibson and Hoang (1994) applies SPC techniques into an Automatic SPC

(ASPC) based control system using an expert system. Hamrol (2000) used

neural networks and SPC techniques, again in the context of machining. A

review paper on applying Neural Networks to SPC was completed by Zor-

riassatine and Tannock (1998). The issue with expert system and neural

network approaches is that they fail to develop a clear linkage between the

inputs the expert systems have, and the relevant background that influences

the waste levels in the cell.

Companies have also applied manual SPC based approaches, including

those discussed in texts like Vardeman and Jobe (1999). Also, it is clear from

visits to manufacturing companies, that many companies have internal pro-

cedures, often part-specific, describing the recommended way to measure

part dimensions and adjust tool wear accordingly. However, when operator

tool wear actions were observed, the operators were not consistently follow-

ing established procedures. This raised the question as to why the operators

thought that what they were doing was better or easier.

Automotive parts manufacturers make large capital investments in man-

ufacturing cells. To justify this investment, they need to be able to deter-

mine, in advance, if the chosen cell configuration is appropriate, and to be

able to improve the process once production starts. Chapter 7 details differ-

ent algorithms tested with the machining process, and the selection process

used to improve the machining process. The insights gained show that only

certain part/process combinations work well in cells with CNC manufactur-

ing and CMM feedback. Research on the manufacturing cells showed that

in addition to tuning the feedback algorithm, it was also necessary to con-

sider the impact the material transport algorithms had on productivity and

quality.
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2.4 Material Transport Algorithms

Flexible material transport systems represent a relatively new area of re-

search. In comparison to metal cutting, which dates back to the indus-

trial revolution, the modern factory robot is a relatively recent invention.

Scheduling general flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) was reviewed by

Buzacott and Yao (1986). Brandin (1996) demonstrated it was possible to do

on-line supervisory control of a manufacturing cell. Supervisory control fo-

cuses on cell and factory scale issues like machine scheduling and availabil-

ity, and assumes all control actions are governed by high-level predictable

routing specifications. This research focuses on the less predictable low-level

process issues, including the waste implications of feedback loops. Brandin

(1996) omits any reference to scrap, rework, inspection and operator involve-

ment in cell operation.

Mears et al. (2009) analyzed the integration of a CMM into the CNC

machine tool, and some of the resulting feedback and control system is-

sues. Bering et al. (2002) described generalized quality information feed-

back. Bagshaw and Newman (1999) and Gibson and Hoang (1994) explored

Statistical Process Control, SPC, with CNC feedback. Later, Bering and

Veldhuis (2010c) detailed the practical issues involved with CMM feedback

systems and the appropriate feedback algorithms for CNC machining cells

experiencing special cause variation.

None of the scheduling or feedback control papers deal with the practical

issues experienced in trying to optimize the capital equipment decisions in-

volved in making the automated cell introduced in Chapter 7. As addressed

in Bering and Veldhuis (2010b), the CNC to CMM feedback process inter-

acts with the material transport system, in a manner unique to this cell

configuration.
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The problems encountered with the CNC manufacturing with CMM feed-

back cells inspired the development of the runtime profiler. It made a con-

vincing case for the need to have a general purpose tool to profile and tune

production gauge and control systems. The resulting runtime profiler was

tested on a spring orientation problem, which is described next.

2.5 The Spring Orientation Problem

The spring orientation detection application was implemented through a

machine-vision system. It is an attribute gauging problem, where conven-

tional GR&R analysis does not yield useful results. Even though GR&R

analysis fails, acceptance sampling theory continues to apply, and the limi-

tations in acceptance sampling are discussed in §2.5.1. Acceptance sampling

theory defines the limits of what can be accomplished by sampling.

Obtaining correct spring pitch is crucial in certain applications. Inserting

the springs into the engine in the correct orientation affects engine perfor-

mance, emissions, and fuel economy.

A fundamental issue present in this gauging application, and many oth-

ers, is that it can be difficult to create provable engineering theory to relate

the gauge results to customer requirements. The spring orientation applica-

tion is one of those applications. Too many failure modes exist, and it quickly

becomes difficult to show which ones may cause outgoing defects. When pro-

filing data is analyzed, it quickly becomes obvious that not all these failure

modes occur, and of the ones that do occur, many cannot interact in a man-

ner likely to cause a gauge to accept a defective part and cause a problem

with outgoing defects. The spring orientation problem was finally under-

stood and solved by using the rogue events analysis and the runtime profiler

as presented in this thesis.
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2.5.1 Attributes and Attribute Acceptance Sampling

An attribute is a characteristic of the part being measured, and has the

property that it is either present or it is not. An example of this in the

spring inspection problem, is that the spring is either correctly oriented or it

is not. The mechanical system prevents any intermediate orientations from

reaching the end-user.

Traditionally, attribute acceptance sampling is used to tell if a “lot”

of product uniformly has the same attribute. The size of each “lot” is

application-specific, and for the purposes of this section it will be assumed

to have N parts. An attribute acceptance sampling process works by

gathering testing a sample of n parts, where 1 ≤ n ≤ N . For n < N ,

there are many different strategies for selecting the optimal set of parts

to sample. However, assuming an ideal attribute gauge, for any sampling

plan with n < N , there exists the possibility of that defects will exist in the

N − n parts that have not been inspected. Formally, the average number

of outgoing defects can be calculated, and this number is referred to as

Average Outgoing Quality (AOQ).

To achieve an AOQ result meaningful to the 1 ppb accuracy level, either

n must be larger than 1 billion n ≥ 109 for ideal gauges. In practice, this im-

plies extremely large lot sizes on the order N > n ≥ 109. In many industrial

applications, it is not feasible to store, batch, and gauge parts in lots of over

one billion parts.

For critical applications where very low levels of outgoing defects must

be achieved and the lot size N � 109, attribute acceptance sampling theory

indicates that n = N , and every part should be inspected by the gauge.

Formally, this results in an AOQ of zero, implying no outgoing defects will

occur (assuming an ideal gauge).

Attribute acceptance sampling commonly uses two definitions for error:
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1. Producer’s Risk (Type I Error) is the likelihood that an attribute accep-

tance sampling test will fail, even though customer’s quality expecta-

tions are met. Assume the sample size is much smaller than the lot

size, i.e.n � N . If a large number of reject parts are present in the

measured sample of size n, and a small number of defective parts are

present in the unmeasured bacth of size N −n, then the producer risks

scrapping all N parts even though a large precentage of the unmea-

sured parts N − n might be good.

2. Consumer’s Risk (Type II Error) is the likelihood that an attribute ac-

ceptance test will pass, even though the customer’s quality expecta-

tions are not met. If a small number of reject parts (or no rejects) are

present in the measured sample of size n, and a significant number

of defective parts are present in the unmeasured bacth of size N − n,

then the acceptance sampling test will pass, even though significant

numbers of defective parts are present in the batch. This will trigger

considerable costs for the consumer.

With n = N and ideal gauges, the producer’s risk and the consumer’s risk

should both be zero. However, real production lines do not have ideal gauges.

Attribute acceptance tests are commonly used in a production environ-

ment as part of line startup. Many of the industrial plants used a n = N =

10, 000 part attribute sample test to evaluate whether a new production line

and gauging system was suitable for production. A new production line is

run until the production gauge accepts 10,000 parts. All of these parts are

then tested using secondary gauges in the quality department, that can be

assumed to be ideal.

The advantage of the 10,000 part commissioning test is that if any part

passes the production gauge, and is rejected on the secondary (ideal) gauges,

then it can be safely assumed that the production gauge is not suitable for

production. However, the converse is not true.
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Specifically, for any n, where n < N and n � 109, if all parts pass the sec-

ondary gauge (no rejects), then it does not imply the production line/gauge

combination is reliable to a 10−9 or 1 ppb reliability specification. One of the

key accomplishments of this thesis is to provide some guidance in how to

determine which production line/gauge combinations are reliable to 1 ppb,

and which are not. However, other methods of assessing gauge performance

also exist.

2.5.2 Variables and Variable Acceptance Sampling

It is possible that a part has a variable characteristic, like part height. For-

mally, these variable characteristics are the random variables in the manner

described in Chapter 3. It is possible to determine some representative char-

acteristics of these variables, like the population mean and variance, assume

a statistical distribution, like the normal distribution, and make predictions

about the properties of these variables. Variable acceptance sampling tests

can have been developed around these assumptions.

Vardeman and Jobe (1999, p. 473) points out the limitation of variable

acceptance sampling. Specifically, unless the process distribution actually

follows the normal distribution, the resulting predictions are often useless

for predicting the shape of the tails of the distribution. Thus it is necessary

to monitor the system to verify that the expected results continue to apply,

and this was one of the motivations behind developing the run-time profiler

that is capable of collecting information on the distributions of random vari-

ables.

Obviously, the performance of any acceptance sampling plan will be lim-

ited by the accuracy of the gauge doing the inspection. Formally, the GR&R

procedure described in the next section is often used to estimate the accu-

racy of the gauge.
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2.5.3 GR&R

When a gauge measures a part, measurement error will be present. Assume

each part has a single fixed value of process error, an unknown amount

of measurement error, and a resulting gauge reading (observation). It is

possible to make certain assumptions, and to identify and determine the

influence of random measurement error and operators on the observations.

For certain classes of gauges, operator technique affects measurement error.

Formally, the GR&R methods from MSA (AIAG, 2003) can be used to identify

the measurement error and the influence of operators on gauge readings

(observations).

Wall (1996) and Wall (1997) uses a similar set of assumptions to estimate

the Probability of Detection (POD) and the Probability of False Indication

(PFI). These quantities can be related in concept to Type I (Producer’s Risk)

and Type II (Consumer’s Risk) from acceptance sampling, however POD and

PFI are fundamentally different because Wall is attempting to measure the

performance of a gauge and in acceptance sampling one is measuring a lot

of parts.

Wall’s work is particularly important when considering the case of a bor-

derline attribute gauge. For instance, consider the case of an attribute gauge

where the measurement error is sufficiently large, that in frequently occur-

ring cases a region exists where an ambiguity is present between whether

the attribute is present (accept) or not (reject). For such a gauge, it can be

difficult to choose an appropriate pass-zone where the POD and PFI have

suitable values.

The manufacturing plants visited in the development of this thesis were

keenly aware of gauging problems relating to thresholds, POD and PFI.

However, in the case of the spring inspection problem, these issues did not

apply. There was no obvious overlapping border-zone that was causing the

problems.
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Binary attribute gauges have been examined previously, including in van

Wieringena and de Mastb (2008), Danila et al. (2012b), Danila et al. (2012a)

and Danila (2012). Binary attribute gauges measure a two-state (binary)

attribute and output a binary (accept/reject) result. However, the attribute

gauges of interest in this thesis are not true binary attribute gauges. In-

dustrial high-reliability gauges may measure a binary (present/not-present)

attribute and then output an accept/reject result. However, for complex

gauges, the accept/reject result does not correlate to the present/not-present

attribute. Specifically, high-reliability gauges are invariably configured that

if any significant automation or measurement failure occurs, then out of an

abundance of caution, the part being measured will almost always be re-

jected even if it is good (not defective). Which automation and measurement

failures are considered significant is usually a matter of interpretation (and

potential ambiguity).

In theory, given sufficient information, it is possible to develop a suffi-

ciently sophisticated model of a complex system to eliminate any ambiguity

and to determine if the system will be reliable. However, as a practical mat-

ter, it is difficult to get this information. As such, the applications discussed

in Chapters 6 through 9 were developed by collecting profile data from de-

ployed manufacturing cells first, and then the models presented in Chapter

4 were developed. This represents a fundamentally different way of devel-

oping and commissioning a new production gauge.

2.6 Summary

Zero defects is an important quality goal for the automotive industry. Con-

sidering the large number of parts in a vehicle, small numbers of defects at

the part supplier level can result in large numbers of defects inside the fin-

ished automobile. Significant nonborderline defects should cost more than
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borderline defects. These defects are particularly difficult to explain with

methodologies that assume the normal distribution applies, because manu-

facturing processes with a CPK ≥ 2 should generate very few defects.

Statistical process control techniques, including control charting, are in

widespread use inside the automotive industry. New control charts are be-

ing developed for new applications of SPC. Effective use of control charting

requires operators to investigate problems and make improvements such

that the problem will not repeat. This process is referred to as continuous

improvement. The number of operators in manufacturing has decreased as

machine speeds and productivity has improved. This has made it more dif-

ficult to do investigations and implement continuous improvements.

Profiling is a well-developed area of Software Engineering. Profiling can

be computationally expensive, hence the common practice was to do profil-

ing during initial software development, and then remove the profiling code

before the program is shipped. This practice continues to this day. However,

it is no longer as expensive as it once was to instrument production systems.

As such, runtime profiling is about instrumenting production systems, cap-

turing data from them, storing and transmitting the data for later analysis,

and then analyzing the data to some useful economic purpose. In the case of

this thesis, no one has used SPC with runtime profiling to debug industrial

gauges in the manner suggested here.

The industrial applications are from researched areas of engineering. A

key challenge for CNC production cells using CMMs to acquire measure-

ments for feedback is that prior work was unable to explain why some sys-

tems worked in some applications, and many did not work in all applica-

tions. Guidance was needed on how to determine which feedback system

produced superior economic results across many different part and cell con-

figurations. Also, the CNC production cells with CMM feedback have their

own challenges, specific to the application. This is particularly influenced by
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the need to involve the operator inside the feedback loop. A synergy is re-

quired such that the feedback loop appropriately corrects the process when

necessary; the operator performs the other critical production tasks that the

feedback system cannot perform; and the synergies of both systems are uti-

lized to improve the economic results of the cell.

The vision system used in the spring orientation example is a high-

reliability attribute gauge, and this presents difficult challenges. The

solutions to this problem will be explored in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Background Theory

3.1 Statistical Theory

3.1.1 Events

Probability can be expressed in terms of events. In this thesis, an event

will be labeled EA, where E denotes an “Event”, and the A subscript is used

to denote the specific event being analyzed. The probability of an event

occurring is related to the probability of the event not occurring

Pr(EA) = 1− Pr(E ′
A) (3.1)

where E ′
A denotes event EA not occurring. The symbol for either event EA

or the event EB or both occurring is EA ∪ EB. The symbol for both event EA

and event EB occurring simultaneously is EA ∩EB. If it is known that event

EA has occurred, the conditional probability that EB occurs given EA can be

defined as

Pr(EB|EA) =
Pr(EB ∩ EA)

Pr(EA)
(3.2)
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as specified in Helstrom (1984, p. 22). Event EA is independent from event

EB if and only if

Pr(EA) = Pr(EA|EB) = Pr(EA|E ′
B) (3.3)

where Pr(EA|EB) represents the conditional probability that event EA occurs

given that EB is also occurring.

3.1.2 Random Variables

In probability, random variables are functions that map sets of numbered

events onto the real number line, such that the probability of occurrence of

different sets of events can be determined. Beaumont provides the definition

“A random variable is a function on a sample space with two

properties:

1. the values it assumes are real numbers; and

2. for every real number x, the probability that the value of the

function is less than or equal to x can be calculated.”

(Beaumont, 2005, p. 81)

Random variables are also referred to as stochastic variables in some texts.

In this thesis, random variables are denoted by uppercase Q, S, T , W , X, Y ,

and Z. The probability notation

Pr(X = x) (3.4)

refers to the probability that the random variable X, when observed, has

outcome (number) x.
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It is important not to confuse the definition of a random variable with

that of a variable used in computers or conventional algebra, as they are

fundamentally different concepts. In computers, the variable x represents a

known or determinable value. For example, a computer program may make

the assignment x = 2. On the other hand, the random (stochastic) variable

X is a function that is the set of all possible numbers that could occur. For

instance, if a six-sided die was tossed, then X could be any of 1...6 with

Pr(X = 2) = 1
6
.

Often it is helpful to know the probability that a random variable is in a

range. In this thesis, limits will be denoted with a capital U . For example

Pr(U1 ≤ X ≤ U2) (3.5)

represents the probability that the random variable X is between or equal

to the limits U1 and U2. For example, if a 6-sided die was thrown, then

the probability that any of the numbers between 3 and 5 occur, inclusive, is

Pr(3 ≤ X ≤ 5) = 1
2
.

At many points in the thesis, the limits will be assumed symmetric and

denoted UT , where UT = U2 = −U1. The resulting probability will be shown

as

Pr(|X| ≤ UT ) = Pr(−UT ≤ X ≤ UT ) (3.6)

3.1.3 Expected Value

From (Helstrom, 1984, p. 96), the expected value of a random variable is

defined as

E(X) =

∞∫
−∞

xfX(x)dx (3.7)
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where fX(x) is the density function as described in §3.1.7. The population

mean µX is the expected value of the random variable X, i.e.

µX = E(X) (3.8)

The population variance σ2
X of X is given by

σ2
X = Var(X) = E

{
[X − E(X)]2

}
(3.9)

The quantity σX is known as the population standard deviation, and is the

square root of the population variance σ2
X . The covariance of X and Y is

given by

Cov(X, Y ) = E {[X − E(X)][Y − E(Y )]} (3.10)

The covariance and variance are related by the property that Var(X) =

Cov(X,X).

3.1.4 Random Vectors

It is possible to define random vectors X and conventional vectors x. Vectors

and matrices will be shown in bold face. The expected value of a vector is a

vector containing the expected values of each component of the vector. Sim-

ilarly, the expected value of a matrix is a matrix consisting of the expected

values of each entry of the matrix. For this thesis, it is assumed that vectors

expressed in matrix notation are column matrices.

Using matrix notation, we may define the vector mean and Variance-

Covariance matrix Σ as

µX = E(X) (3.11)

Σ = E
{
[X − E(X)][X − E(X)]T

}
(3.12)
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The Σ matrix has variance terms on the diagonal, and covariance elsewhere.

If X = [X1...XN ]
T , then the corresponding Σ matrix is

Σ =



Var(X1) Cov(X1, X2) · · · Cov(X1, Xn−1) Cov(X1, Xn)

Cov(X2, X1) Var(X2) · · · Cov(X2, Xn−1) Cov(X2, Xn)
...

... . . . ...
...

Cov(Xn−1, X1) Cov(Xn−1, X2) · · · Var(Xn−1) Cov(Xn−1, Xn)

Cov(Xn, X1) Cov(Xn, X2) · · · Cov(Xn, Xn−1) Var(Xn)


(3.13)

The Σ matrix has additional special properties, including the fact that it is

a symmetric matrix, and a matrix σ exists such that σ2 = Σ applies.

3.1.5 Distributions

Many random variables are assumed to be from standard distributions. The

following states

X
D
=N (µ, σ2) (3.14)

that the random variable is from the normal distribution with mean µ and

variance σ2.

3.1.6 Distribution Function

The cumulative probability function (distribution function) of a normal dis-

tribution with mean µ and variance σ2 is given by

F (x;µ, σ2) = Pr(X ≤ x) where X
D
=N (µ, σ2) (3.15)

= Φ

(
x− µ

σ

)
(3.16)

=
1

σ
√
2π

∫ x

−∞
e−

(t−µ)2

2σ2 dt (3.17)

where
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F represents the distribution function of the distribution being analyzed.

µ represents the mean of the distribution being analyzed.

σ2 represents the variance of the distribution being analyzed, and

Φ represents the distribution function of the standard normal distribu-

tion, which is a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a variance

of one.

For continuous random variables, the derivative of the distribution function

exists.

3.1.7 Density Function

The derivative of the distribution function is the probability density func-

tion, hereinafter known as the density function. The density function of a

normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 is given by

f(x;µ, σ2) =
dF (x;µ, σ2)

dx
(3.18)

=
1

σ
φ

(
x− µ

σ

)
(3.19)

=
1

σ
√
2π

e−
(x−µ)2

2σ2 (3.20)

where

f represents the density function of the distribution being analyzed.

F represents the distribution function of the distribution being analyzed.

µ represents the mean of the distribution being analyzed.

σ2 represents the variance of the distribution being analyzed, and
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φ represents the density function of the standard normal distribution,

which is a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a variance of

one.

For continuous random variables, the derivative of the distribution function

exists.

The normal distribution is symmetric around the mean µ. This property

is often used to calculate the size of the tails of a distribution, using the

formula

Pr (x ≤ |X − µ|) = 2Φ

(
−x

σ

)
(3.21)

where x ≥ 0 and X ∼ N (µ, σ2). (3.21) was used to calculate the values

presented in the Pr(Out-of-Spec) column in Table 2.1.

3.1.8 Independence of Random Variables

Random variables can be independent. Specifically, the random variable Y

is independent of X if and only if

Pr(Y ≤ y) = Pr(Y ≤ y|X = x) for all x, y (3.22)

A necessary condition for independence is that the variables are not cor-

related, i.e. Cov(X, Y ) = 0. Normal distributions have the special prop-

erty that two normal random variables will be independent if and only if

Cov(X, Y ) = 0.

Statistical independence is critical to reliable systems, as it affects sys-

tem reliability. Consider two events EA and EB with two corresponding ran-

dom variables XA and XB. If EA and EB are independent, the probability

that both occur simultaneously is

Pr(EA ∩ EB) = Pr(EA) Pr(EB) (3.23)
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The practical consequence of this result is that it is extremely unlikely that

two rare events EA and EB occur simultaneously. If EA and EB are not

independent, the probability that both occur simultaneously is

Pr(EA ∩ EB) = Pr(EA) Pr(EB|EA) = Pr(EA|EB) Pr(EB) (3.24)

where 1 ≥ Pr(EB|EA) ≥ 0 and 1 ≥ Pr(EA|EB) ≥ 0. When Pr(EB|EA) and/or

Pr(EB|EA) are unknown, then the probability of both EA and EB occurring

simultaneously is bounded solely by the less frequently occurring event.

Specifically

Pr(EA ∩ EB) ≤ min (Pr(EA),Pr(EB)) (3.25)

where min represents the minimum of Pr(EA) and Pr(EB).

Proving independence is crucial for analysis of high-reliability systems.

From a practical perspective this is done by analyzing the covariance of

the underlying random variables XA and XB, and making the argument

that they should be independent based on knowledge of the system and the

relevant distributions.

3.1.9 Mixture Distributions

In mixture distributions, the random variable X may take on outcomes from

two different distributions. The notation used in this thesis to define a

random variable from a mixture distribution is

X
D
=(1− α)P1(µ1, σ

2
1) + αP2(µ2, σ

2
2) (3.26)

where

X is the random variable.

P1 represents the first distribution from which X may take on values.
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P2 represents the second distribution from which X may take on values.

α represents the probability that X will take on values from the second

distribution.

1− α represents the probability that X will take on values from the first

distribution.

µ1 represents the mean of the first distribution.

µ2 represents the mean of the second distribution.

σ2
1 represents the variance of the first distribution.

σ2
2 represents the variance of the second distribution.

When X takes on a value from P1 the associated event will be denoted E1.

Similarly, when X takes on a value from P2 the associated event will be

denoted E2.

When mixture distributions with sufficiently small α are present, many

sampling methods often return estimates of the mean µ1 and the variance

σ1, and yield no useful information about the mean µ2 and the variance σ2.

Importantly, if the α is sufficiently small, a sample of ten parts might not

contain any parts corresponding to the second mixture. Alternatively, if

outlier rejection is used, then a sample from the second distribution may

be dismissed as an outlier and ignored. A ten part sample is one of the

suggested sample sizes for the GR&R procedure from AIAG (2003).

This thesis is based on sampling manufacturing data using automated

techniques, including runtime profiling, that have the capability of recording

every measurement (observation) from automated gauges. As such, the data

being analyzed was unaffected by the problems caused by gathering small

samples and extrapolating.
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3.1.10 Definition of Bachmann-Landau Notation

It is occasionally helpful to describe the asymptotic properties and con-

vergence properties of functions in a compact manner. In this thesis,

Bachmann-Landau “Big O” notation will be used to do this. Knuth (1976,

p. 19) defines:

“O[f(n)] denotes the set of all g(n) such that there exists positive

constants C and n0 with |g(n)| < Cf(n) for all n > n0.

Ω[f(n)] denotes the set of all g(n) such that there exists positive

constants C and n0 with g(n) > Cf(n) for all n > n0.”

The practical significance of the above functions is that they allow

the straightforward comparison of functions as n becomes large. If

g(n) = O[f(n)], then an upper bound on the behaviour of g(n) has been

established. As Knuth (1976) notes, using = for set notation is misleading,

however this is the standard notation widely used in literature.

Example #1: If the execution time of an algorithm is O(1), it means that

the algorithm will execute in a finite amount of time.

Example #2: The sample mean converges on the population mean in

O
(

1√
n

)
where n is the size of the sample used to compute the sample mean.

This means that in the worst case, if we want to double the accuracy of the

estimate (halve the worst-case error), then it is necessary to quadruple the

sample size.

3.2 Minimization in the Presence of Informa-

tion with Limited Accuracy

In the development of this thesis, some confusion occurred between the prac-

tice of using a derivative to find a minimum, and the needs of business people
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who would settle for a sufficiently small result near a minimum. From Stew-

art (2003, p. 279), an absolute minimum exists at c whenever f(x) ≥ f(c) for

all x ∈ D, where D is the domain of f . From Stewart (2003, p. 280), a local

minimum exists at c whenever f(x) ≥ f(c), and for all x near c. The local

and global minimums may occur at any critical point, which is where the

derivative is zero or does not exist, Stewart (2003, p. 283). Additionally, in

terms of numerical analysis, it is common to approximate a minimum value

with a sufficiently accurate estimate. This is explained in Press et al. (1992,

p. 398).

An issue with random variables is that the sample mean converges on

the population mean as O
(

1√
n

)
, where n is the sample size. See (Papoulis,

1965, pp. 259-260) for a derivation. With limited accuracy, approximations

are necessary.

Regions near a minimum can be found with methods that do not require

the computation of a derivative. Based on the previously mentioned defini-

tions outlined in Stewart (2003, pp. 110,279-283), four techniques of mini-

mization can be outlined:

1. Reduce until a constraint is reached. Often physical systems have

fundamental constraints. When these constraints are present, it is

sometimes possible to estimate minimum values of functions based on

the physical properties of the system. As these physical properties are

often much less influenced by statistical effects, the accuracy of the

resulting conclusions is much improved.

2. Mathematical methods not involving explicit derivatives.
Sometimes, it is possible to determine a minimum analytically without

the computation of a derivative.
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3. Selection. The minimum of a function, f(c), in a domain c ∈ {1...n},

can be found by computing every f(c) in the domain and selecting

the lowest. When it is expensive to evaluate f(c) directly, simulations

and/or numerical methods can be used instead.

4. Bounding. If an upper bound can be found, and the upper bound re-

duced until the problem has no remaining economic, numerical and/or

statistical significance, then a point has been found that sufficiently ap-

proximates a minimum for most practical purposes. Formally, bound-

ing does not minimize a function, or even prove a minimum exists. It

simply removes the influence of a parameter on the final result. Often,

for the industrial applications in this thesis, this result will be an ap-

proximation of a theoretical limit, and truncated for numerical, cost or

practical reasons. However, bounding does work in the limit, as shown

by Theorem 2 from Stewart (2003, p. 110).

When the people from the industrial plants visited were discussing “finding

the minimum”, they were typically referring to using one of the above four

techniques.

3.3 Process Capability Index

The process capability index CPK provides an easy way to compare the rel-

ative capabilities of manufacturing processes. Importantly, it assumes the

processes are normally distributed, and the average and standard deviation

used in the CPK calculation are usually estimated from a small sample of

parts measured during the course of a manufacturing run. Rewritten in the

notation used in this thesis, Montgomery (2008, p. 355) defines CPK as

CPK =
min (U2 − µ, µ− U1)

3σ
(3.27)
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where

µ is the population mean (or an estimate of the population mean).

σ is the population standard deviation (or an estimate of the population

standard deviation).

U1 is the lower tolerance limit as defined on the part-print.

U2 is the upper tolerance limit as defined on the part-print.

Some authors use the notation ĈPK to denote a CPK computed from a sam-

ple.

The practical significance of the CPK is that a process with a CPK ≥
2 should produce less than 2 ppb of reject parts, assuming the process is

normally distributed. In Chapter 4 and in particular in §4.3.2.1, it will be

assumed that the process follows a mixture model, and as such, it is not

normally distributed. If deviations from the normal distribution model occur

sufficiently often, then their presence can be detected via control charting.

3.4 Control Charting

Control charting is the major Statistical Process Control (SPC) technique

in use in many industrial settings. The philosophy is that by quickly de-

tecting changes in the process mean and/or process variation, it is possible

to have the operators perform investigations and appropriately correct the

manufacturing process to minimize overall variation.

The most widely used control chart is the Shewhart X Bar R control

chart, which is described in Shewhart (1931) and Shewhart (1939). Since

that time, many other control charts have been developed, and new control

charts continue to be developed for special applications, as noted by Chen

et al. (2008).
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Many control charting techniques, including the Shewhart X Bar R con-

trol chart, employ the concept of subgrouping. Samples are taken from NSG

consecutive parts, and these are individually labelled xSG,1, ...xSG,NSG
and

collectively labeled xSG when expressed as an NSG element vector.

Control charts were developed before the development of shop floor com-

puters. Typically, one subgroup might consist of 5 consecutive parts in 100.

This allowed both the subgrouping and control charting to be implemented

manually. The operator would compute

x̄SG = average(xSG,1, ...xSG,NSG
) (3.28)

rSG = range(xSG,1, ...xSG,NSG
) (3.29)

and graph the results as shown in Figure 3.1. Points inside the range given

by

UX1 ≤ x̄SG ≤ UX2 (3.30)

UR1 ≤ rSG ≤ UR2 (3.31)

are labeled “in-control”. Points outside the above limits are labeled “out-of-

control”, and represent an “alarm”. Note that the control limits are set based

on the statistical capability of the process, usually at the µ ± 3σ marks. As

such, “in-control” does not imply “in-spec” (within specification), and “out-of-

control” does not imply “out-of-spec”. Instead, a well-designed process will

have a cushion, between the control limits and the specification limits, and

the size of the cushion is related to the achievable process CPK .

Modern methods use computers to automatically plot the control charts,

and sometimes computers are capable of interpreting the charts and au-

tomatically taking certain corrective actions, as proposed in Bering et al.
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Figure 3.1: Screen Capture of X Bar R Chart from MeasurLink (Mitutoyo)
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(2002). The practical problem with control charts is that they were origi-

nally developed as a manual method. It was possible to depend on the op-

erators to perform certain functions, and these functions have no equivalent

in automatic systems. These functions include the following scenarios

1. The operators were responsible for identifying when incorrect gauge

readings were taking place.

2. The operators were responsible for investigating and then performing a

correction. These investigations were important because alarms could

have had multiple causes, and the same corrective actions were not

always appropriate.

3. Continuous improvement. The control chart was intended to be used as

part of broader quality improvement initiative, in which systems and

processes were improved to reduce variation.

This thesis proposes several fundamental changes to resolve these chal-

lenges.

First, automatic systems have the capability of analyzing vast amounts

of data, unlike human operators. As such, it is desirable to redefine the

subgroup such that it is the gauge inputs, and not infrequent collections of

part dimensions (gauge outputs).

Secondly, it is helpful to use automated tools when performing continuous

improvement initiatives. Previously, manual investigations were needed.

The approach suggested in this thesis is to use computer-based tools, like

the proposed runtime profiler.
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Thirdly, a common complaint is that the excessive use of control charting

creates false alarms. Specifically, if the probability of a false alarm occurring

on a single control chart is α = 0.01 and N = 400 control charts are used,

and assuming every chart tracks an independent variable, then false alarms

will occur very frequently Nα = 4 per subgroup. This thesis uses existing

control charting methodologies. However, it does so in a very different and

unique way. Sometimes, Boole’s inequality and the Bonferroni correction are

used to compensate systems when large numbers of control charts are used.

However, this thesis will use the multivariate control chart variable Q. See

§4.4.1.2 for details.

This thesis embraces the opportunities provided by the modern produc-

tion and gauge technologies, to overcome problems in automated cells.

3.5 Summary

Probability notation uses random variables to represent sets of possible out-

comes. These random variables often come from standard distributions in-

cluding the normal distribution.

Mixture distributions represent distributions in which two or more in-

dividual distributions are combined together. Sampling techniques may not

be effective at detecting the existence of both of the constituent distributions

when the sample size is limited and the probability of occurrence of one of

the distributions is sufficiently small.

When minimization is discussed in this thesis, it means selecting

amongst the available options and driving the process variables, to a region

sufficiently close to a minimum that it meets business objectives. This is in

keeping with existing definitions of minimum used in numerical methods.

A spectrum of technologies including mixture variables, multivari-

ate analysis, and runtime profiling, will be used to solve the challenges

presented in modern manufacturing applications.
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Chapter 4

Theory

4.1 Increase Production, Reduce Waste

In order to meet the customer’s quality expectations, the production ma-

chinery has to make decisions. This chapter examines the impact of binary

decisions based on measured data (observations) assuming mixture models

for both the process error and the gauge error.

Two major types of applications are examined. The first application in-

volves feedback. The goal is to maximize the number of acceptable parts

produced on the production line by deciding whether feedback should be

performed (chase), or feedback should be delayed (wait). The second appli-

cation is an accept / reject gauge. Based on an observation, the gauge must

decide whether the part is acceptable to the customer (accept), or should be

quarantined and rejected as waste, rework and/or scrap (reject). In a produc-

tion cell, both of these abstract decisions may be implemented on the same

gauge.

The conventional solution is to assume

Y = X +W (4.1)

W
D
= P3(µ3, σ

2
3) (4.2)
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where P3(µ3, σ
2
3) is a suitable measurement distribution with mean µ3 and

variance σ2
3. The MSA manual from AIAG (2003) specifies several methods

including a GR&R method and a method to measure the bias µ3 in the gauge

reading. An important underlying assumption in the AIAG/MSA methodol-

ogy is that P3 has suitably small tails, such as when it can be assumed to

be normally distributed, i.e. P3(µ3, σ
2
3) is N (µ3, σ

2
3). When it can be assumed

that µ3 ≈ 0, the standard deviation is suitably small σ3, and the tails are

sufficiently small, then

Y ≈ X (4.3)

because W ≈ 0. Specifically, if the total measurement repeatability and

reproducibility (R&R) as measured by the GR&R is less than 10%, then

the tolerance zone is greater than 51.5σ3, following the GR&R methodol-

ogy from the Measurement Systems Analysis (AIAG, 2003). If the process

goal is CPK ≈ 2, then σ1 will be the dominant standard deviation for CPK

as σ3 will only have a small impact on the calculation. Many applications

have larger repeatability and reproducibility numbers, and many applica-

tions have smaller CPK numbers. However, the point of the MSA manual

and SPC procedures is that only suitably good gauges are used in produc-

tion. Using gauges with excessively large R&R numbers makes it impossible

to achieve a CPK ≥ 2.

The problem with this procedure is that it is only valid if the gauge con-

tinues to work in production as flawlessly as it did during a brief prepro-

duction test. Additional, in-process gauge checks are also performed, how-

ever these checks are not completely effective at preventing all measurement

problems. In practical systems, measurement related problems (gauge rogue

events) occur frequently enough to have a measurable impact on cell perfor-

mance. Thus, the impact of rogue events on the measuring process must be

modeled.
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4.1.1 Rogue Distributions

The ideas presented in this thesis came from the observation of many practi-

cal manufacturing cells that were not getting the returns expected from the

previous justification. Sophisticated data logging (profiling) tools were used

that were capable of recording every gauge observation Y and the result-

ing actions A or A′. With these automated tools, it was no longer necessary

to use small sample methods and extrapolate using the normal distribu-

tion. Additionally, the equipment was highly programmable, so it was rela-

tively easy to switch control algorithms. However, the automotive suppliers

only wanted changes that would result in increased production and reduced

waste. This was a challenge, as the observed behaviour of the production

cells did not match the existing mathematical models. Thus, new models

were needed.

One of the key observations from the data analysis was that the tails on

the distributions were significantly heavier than what was predicted from

using a normal model. These heavy tails were attributable to events hap-

pening either in the measurement process (rogue gauge events) or in the

part production process (rogue process events). The presence of heavy tails

resulted in a new mixture model being developed to describe the part pro-

duction and measurement process

X
D
= (1− α)P1

(
0, σ2

1

)
+ αR2

(
µ2, σ

2
2

)
(4.4)

W
D
= (1− β)P3

(
0, σ2

3

)
+ βR4

(
µ4, σ

2
4

)
(4.5)

Y = X +W (4.6)

where

X is the process error.

W is the gauge error.
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Y is the observation, which reflects the total error (both process and mea-

surement) as measured by the gauge.

P1 is the process distribution which occurs with event E1, probability 1−α

and density function f1(x).

R2 is the rogue process distribution which occurs with event E2, probabil-

ity α and density function f2(x).

P3 is the measurement distribution which occurs with event E3, probabil-

ity 1− β and density function f3(w).

R4 is the rogue measurement distribution which occurs with event E4,

probability β and density function f4(w).

µ2, µ4 are the means of the rogue process and rogue measurement distribu-

tions, respectively.

σ2
i , i ∈ {1...4} are the variances of the process, rogue process, measurement,

and rogue measurement distributions, respectively.

In a production application, a gauge observes Y and inferences about X and

W are made indirectly.

The mixture distribution for Y is given by

Y
D
= (1− α)(1− β)P13(0, σ

2
1 + σ2

3) +

α(1− β)R23(µ2, σ
2
2 + σ2

3) +

(1− α)βR14(µ4, σ
2
1 + σ2

4) +

αβR24(µ2 + µ4, σ
2
2 + σ2

4) (4.7)

where

P13 is the main (rogue-free) distribution, and has density function f13(y)

and occurs when the combined event E13 = E1 ∩ E3 occurs.
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R23 is the process rogue distribution, and has density function f23(y) and

occurs when the combined event E23 = E2 ∩ E3 occurs.

R14 is the measurement rogue distribution, and has density function f14(y)

and occurs when the combined event E14 = E1 ∩ E4 occurs.

R24 is the combined rogue distribution, and has density function f24(y) and

occurs when the combined event E24 = E2 ∩ E4 occurs.

Figure 4.1 shows the density function of the observations Y with no rogue

distributions, and with a rogue process distribution. It was generated with

α = 0 (top) and α = 1
40

(bottom). Additionally, it was assumed that the

relevant process and rogue distributions were normally distributed; and β =

0, µ1 =
1
6
, σ1 =

1
6
, σ2 = 20, σ3 = 2. These values are similar to the values from

the industrial application that are covered in Chapters 7 and 8.

Conventional sampling measurements with outlier rejection can be mis-

leading. With no expectation of rogue distributions, the top half of Figure

4.1 shows a normal distribution. The expected probability of a reject part

from this normal distribution is Pr(|Y | > UT ) ≈ 8 · 10−6, where UT = 10. If

the actual distribution contains rogue parts, as in the lower half of Figure

4.1, with the same tolerance band the expected probability of a reject part

increases to Pr(|Y | > UT ) ≈ 0.015.

Being out by a few orders of magnitude on the predicted numbers of

rejects is a significant problem in itself. However, many cells quarantine

more than one part for every defect found. This is further explained in

Chapter 6.

Given the significance of the rogue distributions, the question was asked:

Why had these rogue distributions not been noticed before?
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Figure 4.1: Graph of Observations Y for the case where no rogue distribu-
tions are present and the case where rogue process distributions are present.
This graph assumes normal distributions and mixtures of normal distribu-
tions. This graph uses a logarithmic scale on the ordinate axis, see Figure
4.2 for a linear scale.
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Figure 4.2: Graph of Observations Y for the case where no rogue distribu-
tions are present and the case where rogue process distributions are present.
This graph assumes normal distributions and mixtures of normal distribu-
tions. This graph uses a linear scale on the ordinate axis, see Figure 4.1 for
a logarithmic scale.
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Firstly, sampling with outlier rejection tends to eliminate the influence

of the rogue distributions, because the rogue distributions are discarded as

outliers. Secondly, Figure 4.2 shows the density function of the observations

Y with and without rogue distributions on a linear scale. Visually, the obvi-

ous rogue distributions from the logarithmically scaled graph in Figure 4.1

disappear when the linear scaling in Figure 4.2 is used. Lastly, in the indus-

trial plants visited in the development of this thesis, the accounting depart-

ments had noticed the discrepancy between the engineering estimates and

collected history. As such, previous production history was used to predict

waste in a new manufacturing cell, and not engineering assumptions based

on assuming a simple normal distribution. Unfortunately, previous expe-

rience does not consistently apply when new kinds of automated cells are

being developed. Rogue distributions are only noticeable and quantifiable

when large sample sizes, no outlier rejection, and nonlinear graph scaling

are used.

The new runtime profiler described in Chapter 5 made it inexpensive to

gather the large numbers of gauge data points required to understand the

rogue distributions. Additionally, it was able to monitor the responses of the

software algorithms to these rogue distributions. This represented the new

source of information that motivated the development of this thesis.

Capturing the responses of the software algorithms to the rogue distri-

butions was important. Ordinarily, having a rogue process event rate of

Pr(|Y | > UT ) ≈ 0.015 would not result in large numbers of parts being quar-

antined as potential scrap. Initially no one on the industrial projects either

knew about or appreciated the significance of the rogue events. As such, the

software inside the cell was not designed to handle them. The initial soft-

ware algorithms chosen to control the cell caused additional rogue events

and responded poorly to the rogue events that existed. This effect is dis-

cussed in the next section in the context of a feedback loop.
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4.2 Effects of Feedback

4.2.1 Feedback Loop Analysis

Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the feedback loop from the industrial applica-
tion.

The block diagram of the feedback loop from the industrial application

is shown in Figure 4.3. The index k ≥ 0 represents the number of update

samples since system startup at k = 0. Proceeding around the feedback loop
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starting in the top left corner:

R(k) is the input signal to the feedback loop. The feedback analysis assumes

R(k) = 0, as one of the goals of this feedback loop is to maintain either

small or zero error in response to the main distribution and as many

rogue distributions as possible.

Summing Junction SJ1 The first summing junction subtracts the observa-

tion Y (k) from R(k) and forwards the difference to the update sampling

block.

Update Sample ensures that every nU parts the difference is fed to the gain

block.

Gain Block, g has a gain of g. As explained in §4.2.2-§4.2.5, the recom-

mended gain value is slightly less than one.

Sum Block ΣWO the sum block sums the total of the updates from the begin-

ning of the analysis to the current sample.

Z(k) is the current output of the sum block ΣWO.

Summing Junction SJ2 adds the output of ΣTW to Z(k). ΣTW comes from

X(k) which is described next.

X(k) represents the tool wear and process noise in the process. Mostly, tool

wear is a slow incremental process in which the tool abrades as it is

worn down by the metal cutting process. However, tool wear is not

only a single sided process. Material can be deposited on the tool in the

form of a built up edge. Also, the tool can be replaced, which leads to

sudden changes that will be modeled as rogue events. When the tool is

replaced, the operator is instructed to aim for zero error, however the

replacement has a large standard deviation.
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Sum Block ΣTW represents the aggregation of the tool wear. This block

is present because it models the constantly increasing process of tool

wear, which continues until the tool is replaced.

Process (Part) Error S(k) is the sum of the aggregate tool wear and Z(k).

This is the dimension that the end-user will observe.

D is a variable length delay and reordering process. Ideally, D = 1

update-sample. However, in practice human intervention and a

complex material handling system is present. Chapter 8 describes the

material handling algorithms.

Sample every 1 in nGS parts are sampled for inspection. As such, nU must

be a multiple of nGS. This block is used to considerable advantage in

Chapters 7 and 8.

Summing Junction SJ3 when a part is inspected, gauge error is present.

This block adds the gauge error W (k) to the process error S(k −D).

W (k) represents the gauge error in the inspection process.

Y (k) is the observation. This is the as measured sum W (k)+S(k−D), where

the D is present because of delay term D in the loop.

Summing Junction SJ1 the loop completes at the first summing junction

where R(k)− Y (k) is fed to the update sample block.

Conventionally, every feedback loop has samples numbered from 0 to

k. The process error X(k) of any given sample k ≥ 0 is modeled with the

following mixture distribution

X(k) = (1− nUα)P1(nUµ1, nUσ
2
1) + αR2(0, σ

2
2) (4.8)

where
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nU is the update sample rate.

α is the average rate at which process rogue events occur per part. The

feedback loop updates every nU parts, as such the average rate of rogue

events per update is nUα.

µ1 is the long-term average rate of tool wear per part.

σ2
1 is the variance in the tool wear per part. The variance per update-

sample is a function of nU because over short periods of time the rate of

tool wear is not constant. Specifically, under certain process conditions,

including when the cutting tool is new, wear occurs faster than average.

σ2
2 is the variance of the rogue process distribution. It is assumed that the

primary cause of rogue process events is tool replacement. The oper-

ator aims for a zero average mean in his tool replacement activities;

however, the standard deviation is large σ2 >> σ1.

P1 is the process distribution.

R2 is the rogue process distribution.

4.2.2 Analysis Approach

From a practical point of view, this system works best when the gain is

g ≈ 1 and a fixed loop delay of D = 1. §4.2.3 shows that the optimal gain

value is g = 1 for the specific case where the loop delay is D = 1. Certain

standard gauge inspection procedures exist have the effect of creating a

D = 2 system with a fixed D = 2 delay for an extended period of time. It

is vital that the feedback loop remain stable for the specific cases when an

operator attempts these procedures. As explained in §4.2.5, loop stability

can still be maintained if the gain g < 1. If a gain g is chosen in the range

g = 0.8 to g = 0.95, then the feedback response closely approximates the
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response of a linear system with a fixed D = 1 delay and g ≈ 1, while

remaining stable when D = 2.

For g ≈ 1, §4.2.5 shows that for fixed D ≥ 3, the system is unstable.

This result creates a challenge, as D is a random number based on operator

intervention, and it could be any value. Thus the effect of the random delay

is to make the system nonlinear, and potentially stable or unstable, based

on the impact of operator intervention on D.

The practical solution to this problem is to model the industrial system

as a linear feedback loop where g ≈ 1 and D = 1, and to describe the

situations where the model does not apply as rogue events. This is the

approach adopted in §4.2.7, and it works for these three reasons:

1. The operators are scored on the scrap generated in the manufacturing

cell. As such, the operators have an incentive to try to operate the

cell such that Pr(D = 1) is high, and a minimum amount of scrap is

generated.

2. Normally, only one or two parts are removed from the production line

for manual inspection. This means D ∈ {1, 2}.

3. The line is not permitted to operate indefinitely with an unstable feed-

back loop. Whenever excessive rejects occur, the production line is au-

tomatically stopped.

The line is set up such that the operators rapidly learn how to operate with

feedback in place, and to minimize the number of events where D > 1.

Some consideration was made as to whether this system is stationary

and/or wide sense stationary. 1 The operator interventions are strongly cor-

related to quality problems, as often when quality problems are occurring,
1A stationary process has a joint probability distribution that is unaffected by time (and

formally space).
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the operator will be attempting to fix a problem on the production line. Of-

ten, there is some intelligence in these actions, even if the operator makes

mistakes in an effort to test a theory. For instance, if an operator performs

an action that does not have the intended effect, then they often undo the

action and then try something else. Assuming a stationary process would

imply that the operators next action would be independent of the operators

previous actions, and no intelligent thought was occurring. As such, it is dif-

ficult to justify the stationary assumption, which is helpful in showing some

stronger results regarding loop stability.

§4.2.7 uses the approach where the quality problems are modeled as spe-

cific types of rogue events. When these rogue events are not occurring, the

system can be assumed to be stationary and to have a fixed D = 1 loop delay.

This is the common case that is analyzed in the next section.

4.2.3 Linear Analysis with Fixed One-Sample Delay

In terms of update-samples, with D = 1 update-sample the difference equa-

tions for this feedback loop are

Z(k) = C1 − g
k∑

i=0

Y (i) (4.9)

S(k) = C2 + Z(k) +
k∑

i=0

X(i) (4.10)

Y (k) = W (k) + S(k − 1) for k > 0 (4.11)

Y (0) = W (0) + C1 + C2 (4.12)

where

g is the gain of the gain-block.

k designates the k-th update-sample since system start.
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C1 and C2 are random variables that reflect the initial state of the system.

S(k), R(k), W (k), X(k), Y (k), Z(k) are the random variables as described

previously.

These simplify to

Y (k) = W (k) +
k−1∑
i=0

X(i)− g

k−1∑
i=0

Y (i) + C1 + C2 (4.13)

Subtracting Y (k − 1) from Y (k) yields

Y (k)− Y (k − 1) = W (k)−W (k − 1) +X(k − 1)− gY (k − 1) (4.14)

Rearranging yields

Y (k) = W (k)−W (k − 1) +X(k − 1) + (1− g)Y (k − 1) (4.15)

Expanding recursively results in

Y (k) = W (k)− g
k−1∑
i=1

(1− g)k−1−iW (i)− (1− g)kW (0) +

k−1∑
i=0

(1− g)k−1−iX(i) + (1− g)kY (0) (4.16)

As k → ∞, it can be seen that for g in the range of 2 > g > 0 and nonzero

Y (0), the output Y (k) remains finite. This can be seen by proving bounded

input bounded output (BIBO) stability.

For any g in the range of 2 > g > 0

∞∑
i=0

(1− g)i =
1

g
(4.17)
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As such, for any set of inputs where |X(k)| < M and |W (k)| < M for all k ≥ 0,

and initial starting value Y (0) < M , the output will be in the range

|Y (k)| ≤ 4M +
M

g
(4.18)

for all k > 0, k → ∞. Thus for any given set of inputs, and gain g in the

range 2 > g > 0, the output is bounded and the system is BIBO stable. As all

inputs must be real numbers and therefore must be finite, the output must

also be finite.

In the industrial application, the special case of g = 1 is particularly

useful. When g = 1

Y (k) = W (k)−W (k − 1) +X(k − 1) (4.19)

and when g ≈ 1

Y (k) ≈ W (k)−W (k − 1) +X(k − 1) (4.20)

within a sufficiently small error band that it does not appear to significantly

affect the industrial application.

A reviewer of this thesis noticed that certain distributions, like the nor-

mal distributions, have tails that go to infinity. As such, it is theoretically

possible that an unlikely event could occur where the input is very large,

and the BIBO limit from (4.18) would be effectively useless. If g = 1, then

(4.19) applies. If a suitably small M and a suitably small ε ≥ 0 can be found

such that

Pr(|W (k)| > M ∪ |W (k − 1)| > M ∪ |X(k − 1)| > M) < ε (4.21)

then

Pr(|Y (k)| > 3M) < ε (4.22)
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For a sufficiently small ε, a suitable BIBO bound M can be found for prac-

tical purposes. The captured data from the industrial projects showed that

extreme outputs were not being accurately modeled by the normal distribu-

tion, because of the presence of rogue events. Thus, it is recommended that

when estimating appropriate values for M and ε that the appropriate appli-

cation specific mixture model be used. In the case of this feedback system,

this model is shown in (4.66).

In terms of rogue events, (4.19) expresses Y (k) in terms of the measure-

ment error from two consecutive observations, and the process error from

one observation. Thus, the impact of any given rogue process or measure-

ment event is contained to the manufacturing parts affected by the two con-

secutive observations. From an industrial point of view, this is preferable

to (4.16), where a single rogue event could affect many observations as the

power series decays. The best loop performance will occur when g = 1, be-

cause the number of parts that need to be quarantined for each rogue event

is small. It is also possible to show that g = 1 results in the minimum vari-

ance in the observations, as is shown in the next section.

4.2.3.1 The Effect of the Gain on the Variance of the Observations

Equation (4.15) states

Y (k) = W (k)−W (k − 1) +X(k − 1)− (1− g)Y (k − 1) (4.23)

A challenge in computing the variance of Y (k) is that the above definition is

recursive, and as such Y (k − 1) is a function of W (k − 1).

In order to compute the variance of Y (k) without involving recursion,

a new independent variable ∆W will be defined. The mean and second

moments of ∆W will be computed, and then the mean and second moments

of Y (k) will be computed. Solving the resulting equations will result in an

expression for the variance of Y (k).
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Firstly, to simplify notation, define

X = X(k − 1) (4.24)

W = W (k) (4.25)

WP = W (k − 1) (4.26)

Y = Y (k) (4.27)

YP = Y (k − 1) (4.28)

Assume, for the purposes of this section, that the input error sources X,

W , and WP are stationary and independent. Assume Y and hence YP are

stationary. Assume X and YP are independent.

Define the change ∆W in the measurement error as

∆W = W −WP (4.29)

These definitions simplify (4.23) to

Y = ∆W +X − (1− g)YP (4.30)

Assume W is stationary, and that W and WP are independent. As such,

E(W ) = E(WP ). The mean E(∆W ) is

E(∆W ) = E(W −WP ) (4.31)

= E(W )− E(WP ) (4.32)

= 0 (4.33)

Similarly, the second moment E(∆W 2) is

E(∆W 2) = E
[
(W −WP )

2] (4.34)

= E
(
W 2

)
− 2E (W WP ) + E

(
W 2

P

)
(4.35)
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Successive samples of W are stationary and independent. As such

E(W 2) = E(W 2
P ) (4.36)

and

E(W WP ) = E(W )E(WP ) (4.37)

= E2(W ) (4.38)

Substituting into (4.35) yields

E(∆W 2) = 2E(W 2)− 2E2(W ) (4.39)

= 2Var(W ) (4.40)

Substituting (4.30) into the expression for the mean E(Y ) yields

E(Y ) = E[∆W +X + (1− g)YP ] (4.41)

= E(∆W ) + E(X) + (1− g)E(YP ) (4.42)

Y is stationary, and as such E(Y ) = E(YP ). Substituting (4.33) yields

E(Y ) = E(X) + (1− g)E(Y ) (4.43)

Collecting like terms and simplifying

E(Y ) =
E(X)

g
(4.44)

Substituting (4.30) into the expression for the second moment E(Y 2)
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yields

E(Y 2) = E
{
[∆W +X + (1− g)YP ]

2
}

(4.45)

= E(∆W 2) + E(X2) + (1− g)2E(Y 2
P ) + 2E(∆W X) +

2(1− g)E(∆W YP ) + 2(1− g)E(X YP ) (4.46)

The random variables ∆W and X are independent. As such

E (∆W X) = E(∆W )E(X) (4.47)

= 0 (4.48)

The random variables ∆W and YP are also independent. As such

E (∆W YP ) = E(∆W )E(YP ) (4.49)

= 0 (4.50)

The random variables X and YP are independent. Thus

E(X YP ) = E(X)E(YP ) (4.51)

Y is stationary, and as such E(YP ) = E(Y ). Substituting (4.44) yields

E(X YP ) =
E2(X)

g
(4.52)

Substituting (4.40), (4.48), (4.50), (4.52) and E(Y 2) = E(Y 2
P ) into (4.46) yields

E(Y 2) = 2Var(W ) + E(X2) + (1− g)2E(Y 2) + 2(1− g)
E2(X)

g
(4.53)

Collecting like terms

E(Y 2) =
2Var(W ) + E(X2)

g(2− g)
+

2(1− g)E2(X)

g2(2− g)
(4.54)
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The variance Var(Y ) is given by

Var(Y ) = E(Y 2)− E2(Y ) (4.55)

=
2Var(W ) + E(X2)

g(2− g)
+

2(1− g)E2(X)

g2(2− g)
− E2(X)

g2
(4.56)

=
2Var(W ) + E(X2)− E2(X)

g(2− g)
(4.57)

=
2Var(W ) + Var(X)

g(2− g)
(4.58)

Thus, minimum variance is attained when g = 1. When g = 1, (4.58)

becomes

Var(Y ) = 2Var(W ) + Var(X) (4.59)

To a certain extent, this result is expected as (4.19) is somewhat similar to

the equation for a deadbeat controller, and Ordys et al. (2007, p. 85) men-

tions that a minimum variance controller is the stochastic equivalent of a

deadbeat controller.

Both Ordys et al. (2007, p. 85) and Sinha (1988, p. 278) note that dead-

beat and minimum variance controllers are highly sensitive to the accuracy

of the pole and zero cancellations. The new and interesting result for this

application is that the quadratic g(2 − g) from (4.58) does not vary signifi-

cantly in the region where g ≈ 1. Thus, in the case of this particular system,

for this particular plant with a fixed D = 1 delay, having g ≈ 1 yields results

that are sufficiently close to the optimum for practical purposes.

4.2.4 Effect of the Minimum Variance Assumption on

the Stochastic Model

Historically, a great deal of effort has been expended on deploying feedback

systems where part history is indicative of next part performance, and al-

most every modern production processes now includes one or more feedback
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controllers. The concept of a deadbeat controller, or a minimum variance

controller, is that all error originating from part history will be compensated

for on the next feedback adjustment for this system, and for more sophisti-

cated systems, in the minimum number of feedback adjustments.

Formally, the system from Figure 4.3 is not a deadbeat / minimum vari-

ance controller, because the output S(k) can have an uncompensated mean

error. Specifically, if the mean of W (k) drifts, the mean of S(k) will drift also.

However, from a practical point of view, it is easy to detect and compensate

for any drift in S(k) through periodic SPC inspections of the outgoing prod-

uct. These are performed as a matter of routine procedure. Thus, for model-

ing purposes, this system shares almost all of the important characteristics

of a deadbeat / minimum variance controller.

In the industrial applications, it was noticed that doing time-series corre-

lations over the part history was no longer a useful activity, because so many

feedback loops had already been deployed on the production line. When

these feedback loops yield a sufficiently good approximation of a minimum

variance controller, then it can be assumed that the observation is a random

variable, uninfluenced by previous part history.

Minimum variance controllers are known for their sensitivity to having

an incorrect model. A rogue event, like an incorrect measurement or a prob-

lem in the part production process, will break the minimum variance model.

Unfortunately, the initial occurrence of many of these rogue events cannot be

predicted by analyzing previous history. They correspond to abrupt process

changes like operator interventions or cutting tools failing catastrophically

and then being replaced. Thus, room for optimization exists in tuning the

systems to behave appropriately in response to rogue events.

4.2.4.1 Optimizing Minimum Variance Control

A minimum variance or deadbeat controller gives optimal process response
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if the observation Y (k) is accurate. Rogue events affect the accuracy of Y (k).

Consider four cases, each relating to one of the four main combined events

E13 through E24.

E13 corresponds to the main distribution. From (4.59), the main distribu-

tion is relatively sensitive to the standard deviation of the measure-

ment distribution. As explained in Chapter 7, optimizing the feedback

response to the main distribution involves reducing V ar(Y ) by reduc-

ing V ar(W ) through averaging several consecutive observations and

reducing the number of loop-updates per observation.

E23 corresponds to the process rogue distribution. Generally, the goal of the

controller is to track process changes. In the application from Chapter

7, several causes for sudden process changes exist, and it is worthwhile

to track significant process changes.

E14 corresponds to the measurement rogue distribution. Assuming the

standard deviation σ4 of the rogue measurement distribution is large

relative to the standard deviation of the main process distribution σ1,

the safest response is usually to ignore the measurement, and not do a

loop update.

E24 is the combined rogue distribution. Combined rogue distributions are

significant in that their presence indicates a loop update needs to be

performed, even though the value of the loop update may not be obvious

(because of the large measurement error.) This will inevitably mean

that another (valid) observation must be acquired before the process

can be properly corrected. In practice, this means either a missed loop

update, or an incorrect loop update.
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Combined rogue distributions are relatively rare, are often difficult to dis-

tinguish from the other events (E13, E23, or E14), and inevitably, the feedback

loop will need a minimum of another observation before the process can be

properly corrected. As such, if the system can tolerate running in an unan-

ticipated state for the duration of one loop iteration (or one observation),

then it may be desirable to proceed as if one of the other events occurred.

The feedback loop will automatically correct itself when the first valid ob-

servation arrives.

It is commercially useful to be able to distinguish between E13, E23, and

E14, for the case of the feedback loop. Given a single observation, and a

model of the rogue distributions, it is possible to compute the conditional

probabilities Pr(E13|Y (k), Pr(E23|Y (k), and Pr(E14|Y (k). Assume the most

likely event for any given value of Y (k) is EMAX .

For a feedback loop, the consequences of misidentification are usually

constant - the loop will correct itself on the next iteration. Assuming the

consequences for a misidentification are constant, for any given value of

Y (k), an on-line control system can assume event EMAX is occurring, and

proceed accordingly.

With more observations, it is possible to better identify if a particular

type of rogue variation is occurring. However, in a feedback loop application,

additional observations often result in costly delays. In particular, in certain

feedback applications, delay may be as costly as an incorrect adjustment.

Thus, it is better to take a chance that may result in successfully correcting

the process, than to consistently wait for better data (and put up with the

resulting costs.)

4.2.4.2 Determining Conditional Probabilities

With automated data logging, it is possible to capture the values Y (k) and
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Z(k) for use in off-line data analysis. The effect of tool wear X(k) is cumu-

lative, as is shown in Figure 4.3, where X(k) is summed in Sum Block ΣTW .

Thus, assuming one sample delay, Y (k) + Z(k − 1) yields an estimate of the

cumulative tool wear.

When the main event E13 occurs the sum Y (k)+Z(k−1) is approximately

constant, and influenced only by the normal tool wear and measurement

error.

If rapid tool wear occurs, or a tool is replaced, then the sum Y (k)+Z(k−1)

will suddenly change, and this will be repeated across many parts. This is

a clear indication that the rogue event E23 occurred, at the point where this

sudden change was first noticed.

If the sum Y (k) + Z(k − 1) will suddenly changes, and then returns to an

approximation of its previous value on the next part, then a rogue measure-

ment event E14 occurred. From (4.20), an error in W (k) will affect two con-

secutive observations, in opposite directions, from the +W (k) and −W (k−1)

terms. Thus, two consecutive aberrant observations in Y (k) is also a clear

indicator of a rogue measurement event E14.

If the sum Y (k) + Z(k − 1) suddenly changes and then settles on a new

value that is different than both the next Y (k)+Z(k−1) sum and the previous

Y (k − 1) + Z(k) sum, then this is a clear indication that either a combined

rogue event E24 occurred or the process is experiencing two rogue process

events E23 in a row.

A computer can examine the collected data from the cell and quickly

determine how often E13, E23, and E14 occur, and this information is sufficient

estimate Pr(E13|Y (k), Pr(E23|Y (k), and Pr(E14|Y (k). The system can then be

optimized as described previously in Section 4.2.4.1.

It is possible to identify more events in the off-line information than the

controller can effectively respond to. For instance, it is possible to identify
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instances where either the combined rogue event E24 occurred or two con-

secutive rogue process events E23 occurred. However, unless these events

are tied with with sufficient frequency at specific values of Y (k), then they

do not affect the determination of the most frequently occurring event, and

hence the on-line controller response.

If the captured data shows patterns of rogue measurement events, par-

ticularly if they correlate to unusual system timings, then it indicates the

delay D in the cell has changed. This led to the discovery that it is impor-

tant to ensure the model includes events for cases where D = 2, as discussed

in the next section.

4.2.5 z-Transform Analysis

The feedback loop must be stable for the case where a fixed delay D = 2

applies. As such, the z-transform of this system will be computed to deter-

mine loop stability when D is any fixed number, D ≥ 1. This thesis uses

capital letters for random variables including S, X, W and Y . As such, the

z-transform of the corresponding variables is denoted with the calligraphic

font S, X , W and Y, respectively.

For D ≥ 1, the z-transform equations are

S =
−gzY
z − 1

+
zX
z − 1

(4.60)

Y = W + z−DS (4.61)

where

g is the z-transform of a g gain block.

S is the z-transform of S.

W is the transform of W .
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X is the transform of X.

Y is the transform of Y .

z is the z-transform variable.

z−D is the z-transform of a D-delay block.

z
z−1

is the z-transform of a sum block.

This system of equations simplifies to

Y = W − gz1−DY
z − 1

+
z1−DX
z − 1

(4.62)

Y =
(z − 1)W + z1−DX

z − 1 + gz1−D
(4.63)

For a fixed delay of D = 1, the system is asymptotically stable in the range

2 > g > 0, which matches the result from (4.16). For a fixed delay of D = 2,

the system is asymptotically stable in the range 1 > g > 0. For fixed delays

D ≥ 3, the system is unstable with g ≈ 1, and small g values are needed

maintain system stability.

4.2.6 Mixture Model for Random Delays

The random variable D can be changed both by direct human intervention

in the cell, and by the automated material handling algorithms. Chapter

8 examines several different material handling algorithms, and these algo-

rithms also impact the distribution of D.
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Sometimes, when a small change in D occurs, the effect is to change a

D = 1 system into a D = 2 system. Loop stability can be maintained in a

D = 2 system by using a g value slightly less than one. The practical reason

for maintaining a g < 1, for instance g = 0.9 is that if something is going

wrong with the feedback loop and D = 2, then stability will be maintained.

For one of the industrial applications, this was potentially an issue during

cell startup, which occurred approximately once per week.

When periods of excess delay happen, it shows up as misleading data in

the Y observations, because the measured part does not reflect the results of

the latest loop update. This can lead to complex models for W . In the later

chapters, W will be estimated from the captured data. For the purposes of

this chapter, it is assumed that g ≈ 1, and

W (k)
D
= (1− 2β1 − 2β2 − θ − ε)P3(0, σ

2
3) + θR4(µ4, σ

2
4) +

β1R5(µ5, σ
2
5) + β1R5(−µ5, σ

2
5) +

β2R6(µ6, σ
2
6) + β2R6(−µ6, σ

2
6) +

εR7(µ7, σ
2
7) (4.64)

where

W (k) is the random variable that is used to model the gauge error present

in the feedback loop.

P3 is the measurement distribution.

R5 is the rogue measurement distribution representing gauge error due to

the wrong part being measured once.

R6 is the rogue measurement distribution representing gauge error due to

the wrong part being measured twice in a row.
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R7 is the rogue measurement distribution representing a serious gauge

error due to the fault in the probing system. It is important that the

feedback system not respond to these observations, as machine damage

could result. This distribution is covered in §4.2.8.

R4 is the rogue measurement distribution corresponding to all other

sources of error.

2β1 is the probability that the feedback loop measures one incorrect reject

part,

2β2 is the probability that the feedback loop measures two incorrect reject

parts consecutively,

ε is used to model an important, but never recorded, failure condition

that can cause severe machine damage. Much of the following analysis

assumes ε = 0. The ε 6= 0 case is discussed in §4.2.8.

θ is the probability that any other rogue gauge event occurs.

µ4, µ5, µ6, and µ7 are the means of the corresponding rogue measurement

distributions.

σ2
3 is the variance of the gauge error.

σ2
4, σ2

5, σ2
6, and σ2

7 are the means of the corresponding rogue measurement

distributions.

Two β1 and β2 constants were used because the line is not allowed to become

unstable indefinitely. Both of the industrial applications stopped the line if

they were unable to correct an out-of-specification condition within two loop

updates. If feedback results in an improperly adjusted process due to rogue

gauge error, then one additional loop update exists to correct the impact of

the gauge error. If the process is not returned to specification promptly, then

equipment damage may result. As such, if the process continues to generate
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reject parts for longer than two loop updates, then the line will be stopped

and operator intervention will occur.

4.2.7 Probability that waste occurs in a system with

feedback

From (4.19)

Y (k) = X(k) +W (k)−W (k − 1) (4.65)

where each of the associated Y (k), W (k) and X(k) terms are from the asso-

ciated distributions.

Assuming only one rogue event per observation can occur, Y has the

distribution

Y
D
= (1− nUα− 4β1 − 4β2 − 2θ − 2ε)P13(nUµ1, nUσ

2
1 + 2σ2

3) +

nUαR23(0, σ
2
2 + 2σ2

3) +

θR14(µ14, σ
2
14) +

θR14(−µ14, σ
2
14) +

2β1R15(nUµ1 + µ5, nUσ
2
1 + σ2

3 + σ2
5) +

2β1R15(nUµ1 − µ5, nUσ
2
1 + σ2

3 + σ2
5) +

2β2R16(nUµ1 + µ6, nUσ
2
1 + σ2

3 + σ2
6) +

2β2R16(nUµ1 − µ6, nUσ
2
1 + σ2

3 + σ2
6) +

εR17(nUµ1 + µ7, nUσ
2
1 + σ2

3 + σ2
7) +

εR17(nUµ1 − µ7, nUσ
2
1 + σ2

3 + σ2
7) (4.66)

where

P13 is the main distribution.

R23 is the rogue process distribution,
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R15 is the rogue measurement distribution due to one reject part.

R16 is the rogue measurement distribution due to two consecutive reject

parts.

R17 is the rogue measurement distribution due to serious gauge failure.

R14 is the rogue measurement distribution that models all rogue events

interactions not covered above.

In application, R14 corresponds to a series of rogue events with small

means and variances that can be recognized by their collective impact, but

are not as easy to individually isolate as the other rogue events. Practical ex-

perience was that it was often worth responding to these rogue events with

feedback. Tool wear is most consistent when the cutting depth is constant,

and maintaining a constant cutting depth requires constant loop updates.

Effectively, the standard deviation of the next observation increases with

the number of parts since the last adjustment nU . Maintaining a small nU

improves the accuracy of the next observation, even if the current observa-

tion has marginal predictive accuracy.

Figure 4.4 shows the density function of the observations Y with (bottom)

and without (top) measurement rogue distributions. The top graph has β1 =

β2 = 0. The lower graph has β1 = α/8 and β2 = β1/2. Both graphs assume

normal distributions, have nU = 6, UT = 10, α = 1
40

, θ = ε = 0, µ1 = 1
6
,

µ5 = UT , µ6 = 2UT , σ1 = 1, σ2 = 20, σ3 = 2, and σ5 = σ6 = 20. These values

were chosen to be similar to industrial applications.

Figure 4.4 shows graphs with heavier tails than shown in Figure 4.1.

These heavier tails result in Pr(|Y | > UT ) ≈ 0.10 (top) and Pr(|Y | > UT ) ≈
0.18 (bottom). Reject rates over 0.1 are often unacceptable. Additionally,

some cells quarantine more than one part for every rogue event where |Y | >
UT is detected. This would result in the majority of production being quar-

antined as potential waste.
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Figure 4.4: Graph of Observations Y for the case where rogue process distri-
butions are present, and the case where both rogue process and rogue mea-
surement distributions are present. This graph uses a logarithmic scale, and
considers the case where only one in nU parts is observed.
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The performance of the cell with feedback can be unacceptably poor, and

this was observed on the production line in some of the initial deployments.

This problem was solved using the algorithms described later in the thesis.

The key improvements were:

1. Measuring more parts than the minimum required for loop updates,

and using the data to determine if a rogue event was occurring. As

suggested in §4.2.4.1, different feedback control strategies can be se-

lected based on the type of rogue event occurring, Chapter 7 shows the

resulting feedback algorithms.

2. Material transport systems can increase D, and some of the algorithms

that control automatic material transport systems can result in signif-

icant sporadic increases in D. The best algorithms shown in Chapter

8 result in consistently small values of D. This makes it possible to

achieve small β1, β2 and nU simultaneously.

3. Additional samples from processes experiencing rogue variation allow

the exact timing of the rogue variation to be more easily identified.

This results in fewer parts being quarantined and significantly reduced

waste.

4. If the feedback algorithms work correctly, then there is less need for

human intervention in the delay loop, again reducing the variation in

D and hence β1 and β2.

The θ term is always present because it models all other variation. However,

if the large contributors α, β1 and β2 are kept in check, then θ is of acceptable

magnitude. This leaves ε which is discussed next.
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4.2.8 Detecting serious gauge error

Earlier, it was assumed that ε = 0. In the actual cell, very large gauge errors

can be generated when the measuring probe on the CMM slows down quickly

and misinterprets the slow down as the detection of the part’s surface. It is

vital that these large gauge errors never be fed back. Assuming ε = 0 and

applying (4.66), it is possible to estimate the maximum value of |Y | to any

required significance level.

It is common practice for the measuring probe to be slowed down a spe-

cific distance from the surface of the part, to allow time for the measuring

probe on the CMM to settle. This slow down distance is fully software pro-

grammable. As the slow down distance can be set to be sufficiently large, µ7

and σ2
7 are under software control.

Additionally, the feedback algorithms can be set such that feedback is

never performed when Y is outside of a certain range. Specifically, assume

feedback may (or may not) be performed when |Y | is in the range |Y | ≤ U2

for some limit U2, and that feedback is never performed when |Y | > U2.

Assuming |µ6| ≥ |µ14|, |µ6| ≥ |µ5|, σ2
6 ≥ σ2

14, σ2
6 ≥ σ2

5 and σ2
6 ≥ σ2

3, and if

U2 < |µ7| − nU |µ1| − |µ6| − kS

√
nUσ2

1 + σ2
6 + σ2

7 (4.67)

for suitably large kS, then the likelihood of the feedback system responding

to an observation with a very large gauge error can be made arbitrarily

small.

In this case, choosing kS > 8 may be advisable because the potential ma-

chine damages are very large. A system reliability significantly on the order

of 6 ·10−16 is useful as it offers less risk than a 10−9 specification. Specifically,

a million dollars of damage at a 10−9 probability level represents 0.1 cents

per part. A million dollars of damage at 6 · 10−16 probability represents a

negligible cost. As kS can be set to any value by changing the slow down
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distance, using a larger kS is preferable. The effectiveness of the selected kS

value can be verified through profiling of the captured data.

In the actual system, huge concerns were expressed over the issue of

feedback responding to serious gauge error. However, the captured data

showed the problem to be a nonissue. Every instance of probe failure was

caught inside the measurement program, as described above, before any

feedback could occur.

4.2.9 Impact of Rogue Events on Feedback

The crucial concept with feedback as applied to the industrial applications is

to realize that the rogue events exist. The impact of these rogue events can

be measured with data collection and runtime profiling, even if conventional

sampling with outlier rejection may fail to detect them. Certain classes

of algorithms, particularly feedback algorithms, can be affected by rogue

process and gauge events. Additionally, when feedback is present, material

handling systems can cause delays, which can cause additional rogue gauge

events.

Once it is realized that significant rogue distributions exist, then it is pos-

sible to start selecting and optimizing algorithms in the manner discussed in

Chapters 7 and 8. Feedback algorithms are not the only class of algorithms

affected by rogue events. In the development of this thesis, it was realized

that high-reliability gauging is also affected by rogue events.

4.3 High-Reliability Gauging

The previous section looked at the univariate case where the consequences

of misinterpreting observations were relatively small, and the performance
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of the algorithms involved could be observed by inspecting the impact of

decision making on the performance of the feedback loop. High-reliability

gauging poses a different set of challenges. To minimize costs, it is desirable

for the gauge to have a large probability of acceptance, PA where

PA = Pr(|Y | ≤ UT ) (4.68)

Subject to the constraint that the outgoing defect rate PE should be within

customer limits P ∗
E

PE ≤ P ∗
E (4.69)

where

Y is the observation - the total error observed by the gauge including both

process (part) error and gauge error.

UT is the upper tolerance limit.

PA is the probability of acceptance, the rate at which the gauge accepts

parts.

PE is the outgoing defect rate, the probability that the end-user may find

a defective part sufficiently outside of specification to cause a customer

issues.

P ∗
E is the upper limit on the outgoing defect rate and is a customer specifi-

cation.

Many customers accept an outgoing defect rate of P ∗
E = 10−9 = 1ppb, as

sufficiently close to zero defects that any difference will not be noticed in a

production lifetime of 100 million parts or less.

In Chapter 9, three different algorithms are examined. All of these algo-

rithms were initially sold as being reliable. However, as discussed in Chap-

ter 9, when the performance of the system was measured
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1. The first algorithm has a PA = 0.9768 and measured PE = 7.1 · 10−3.

2. The second algorithm has PA = 0.9715 and measured PE = 1.5 · 10−3.

3. The third algorithm has PA = 0.9665 and measured PE = 0 on a 1

million part sample.

The problem being examined in this section is how to develop an estimate

of PE of sufficient accuracy to determine if the algorithm meets the P ∗
E ≥ PE

specification.

It is fairly obvious from the testing that the first and second algorithms,

by themselves, do not meet specification. As such, the customer deployed the

first and second algorithms with up to 6 levels of redundancy to reach the

P ∗
E specification. In theory, redundancy should significantly increase system

reliability, as every additional set of independent observations should reduce

the PE of the overall system exponentially. However, if one rogue event can

affect all of the observations, then the observations will not be independent,

and the system will not be truly redundant. When the captured profile data

was analyzed, it became obvious that independence could not be assumed.

This motivated the development of a theory that clearly explained the issues

in each system.

Based on the runtime profiling information collected on a production

sample of over one million parts, the third algorithm was new and was devel-

oped as part of this thesis research. However, it was never used in produc-

tion, because no theory existed that showed it would work. Subsequently,

after losing their most profitable customer, the plant was closed. This new

theory is needed because of its industrial importance to the Canadian auto-

motive supply base.
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4.3.1 True-Attribute Gauge Definition

Many types of gauges exist, and a big focus of gauge design is the measure-

ment and elimination of small errors from the gauging process. For exam-

ple, see AIAG (2003). The industrial problems being examined in this thesis

could only be explained through large deviations in the gauge reading. Par-

ticularly perplexing problems were being observed in a class of gauges that

in this thesis are referred to as “true-attribute gauges.”

The concept behind an attribute gauge is that an attribute is either

present or it is not present. Often the gauge observations are in the form of

random variables, and it is up to the gauge to determine if the observations

imply that the attribute is present. Some systems are designed such that

these decisions may be straightforward, and thus a high-reliability gauge

can be built. The rogue mixture model was developed to explain and predict

outgoing defects in these gauges.

This thesis defines a “true-attribute gauge” as a gauge that meets the

following “true-attribute gauge conditions”

Pr(|X| > UX |E13) � P ∗
E (4.70)

Pr(|Y | ≤ UT |E23) � P ∗
E (4.71)

Pr(|Y | ≤ UT |E14) � P ∗
E (4.72)

(4.73)

where

X is the inherent error in the process (part) error, and is particular to the

part being measured.

UX is the upper limit on this process error.

Y is the observation - the total error observed by the gauge including both

process (part) error and gauge error.
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UT is the upper tolerance limit.

E13 is the main event that corresponds to the main distribution.

E23 is the rogue process event that corresponds to a rogue process (part)

error. This should always be detectable by the gauge.

E14 is the rogue gauge event that corresponds to a rogue gauge error (a

problem with the reading.)

E24 (not shown) is the combined rogue event where both a rogue gauge

event and a rogue process event occur simultaneously (in the same

observation).

A true-attribute gauge has the property that

Pr(|X| > UX ∩ |Y | ≤ UT | E13 ∪ E23 ∪ E14) � P ∗
E (4.74)

Within the accuracy specification P ∗
E, the gauge should never accept a reject

part provided no more than one rogue event occurs. The challenge with true-

attribute gauges is to estimate and deliver gauges where P ∗
E > PE ≈ αβλ24.

In the industrial plants visited in the development of this thesis, many

people were familiar with ineffective gauges. The two causes were

1. The borderline part problem. A part with |X| sufficiently close to UT

may test as either accept A or reject A′. The methods described in the

MSA manual by AIAG (2003) are effective in predicting these prob-

lems.

2. The rogue event problem. The methods in the MSA manual are inef-

fective at predicting or detecting this problem, as the methods in the

MSA manual are dependent on extrapolations from small samples and

the ability to find borderline parts.
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Both problems can exist inside the same gauge. However, a true-attribute

gauge is only affected by the rogue event problem, as no borderline parts

exist. When working with applications with stringent safety, performance,

and/or economic targets, it is critical to have methods to properly estimate

gauge reliability.

The theory in the following sections applies to all gauges that have ob-

servations that can be described with the mixture models presented. True-

attribute gauges are the preferred example, because of their industrial im-

portance and the difficulties involved in predicting their performance with

standard SPC approaches. Hence, the remainder of this chapter is new work

focusing on rogue events as applied to true-attribute gauges.

4.3.2 Basic Analysis of Simple Univariate Gauge

4.3.2.1 Definitions

A univariate gauge makes one observation per part being measured. As-

sume

X
D
= (1− α)P1

(
0, σ2

1

)
+ αR2

(
µ2, σ

2
2

)
(4.75)

W
D
= (1− β)P3

(
0, σ2

3

)
+ βR4

(
µ4, σ

2
4

)
(4.76)

Y = X +W (4.77)

where

X is the process error.

W is the gauge error.

Y is the observation, which reflects the total error (both process and mea-

surement) as measured by the gauge.
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P1 is the process distribution which occurs with event E1, probability 1−α

and density function f1(x).

R2 is the rogue process distribution which occurs with event E2, probabil-

ity α and density function f2(x).

P3 is the measurement distribution which occurs with event E3, probabil-

ity 1− β and density function f3(w).

R4 is the rogue measurement distribution which occurs with event E4,

probability β and density function f4(w).

µ2, µ4 are the means of the rogue process and rogue measurement distribu-

tions, respectively.

σ2
i , i ∈ {1...4} are the variances of the process, rogue process, measurement,

and rogue measurement distributions, respectively.

In application, a gauge observes Y and inferences about X and W must be

made indirectly.

The mixture distribution for Y is given by

Y
D
= (1− α)(1− β)P13(0, σ

2
1 + σ2

3) +

α(1− β)R23(µ2, σ
2
2 + σ2

3) +

(1− α)βR14(µ4, σ
2
1 + σ2

4) +

αβR24(µ2 + µ4, σ
2
2 + σ2

4) (4.78)

where

P13 is the main (rogue-free) distribution, and has density function f13(y)

and occurs when the combined event E13 = E1 ∩ E3 occurs.

R23 is the process rogue distribution, and has density function f23(y) and

occurs when the combined event E23 = E2 ∩ E3 occurs.
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R14 is the measurement rogue distribution, and has density function f14(y)

and occurs when the combined event E14 = E1 ∩ E4 occurs.

R24 is the combined rogue distribution, and has density function f24(y) and

occurs when the combined event E24 = E2 ∩ E4 occurs.

It is well known that with feedback loops, human intervention, and

mechanical failures, rogue events can occur in clusters. The goal of

high-reliability gauging is to identify the first rogue event in any given

cluster. After this first rogue event has been identified, production can

be quarantined and the effects of the cluster contained. §6.3 provides an

overview of this activity in an industrial application.

As clusters of related events can be quarantined and eliminated from

consideration, assume X and W are independent. Assume the goal is to

detect the first rogue event or combined rogue event in any given cluster,

and as such (4.78) applies.

The next section gives a simple example showing how to apply (4.75)

through (4.78).

4.3.3 An Initial Example

Assume the main and rogue distributions are normally distributed, and PE

is given by

PE = Pr(|X| > UX ∩ |Y | ≤ UT ) (4.79)

where UX is a customer-specific upper limit on the process error.
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Define γij as

γij = γij(UT ) (4.80)

= Pr(|X| > UX ∩ |Y | ≤ UT |Eij) (4.81)

=

∞∫
UX

fi(x)

UT∫
−UT

fj(y − x)dydx+

−UX∫
−∞

fi(x)

UT∫
−UT

fj(y − x)dydx (4.82)

=

∞∫
UX

fi(x)

UT−x∫
−UT−x

fj(w)dwdx+

−UX∫
−∞

fi(x)

UT−x∫
−UT−x

fj(w)dwdx (4.83)

where f1(x), f2(x), f3(w), and f4(w) are the density functions of the process

P1, rogue process R2, measurement P3, and rogue measurement R4 distri-

butions, respectively. As this is a mixture variable problem, the general PE

can be decomposed into

PE = (1− α)(1− β)γ13 + α(1− β)γ23 + (1− α)βγ14 + αβγ24 (4.84)

If the main and rogue distributions are normally distributed

γij(UT ) =

∞∫
UX

1

σi

φ

(
x− µi

σi

) UT−x∫
−UT−x

1

σj

φ

(
w − µj

σj

)
dwdx+

−UX∫
−∞

1

σi

φ

(
x− µi

σi

) UT−x∫
−UT−x

1

σj

φ

(
w − µj

σj

)
dwdx (4.85)

γij(UT ) =

∞∫
UX

1

σi

φ

(
x− µi

σi

)[
Φ

(
UT − µj − x

σj

)
− Φ

(
−UT − µj − x

σj

)]
dx+

−UX∫
−∞

1

σi

φ

(
x− µi

σi

)[
Φ

(
UT − µj − x

σj

)
− Φ

(
−UT − µj − x

σj

)]
dx

(4.86)

where
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φ(x) is the density function of the standard normal distribution.

Φ(x) is the distribution function of the standard normal distribution.

µ1 = µ3 = 0 are the means of the process and measurement distributions,

respectively, and are assumed to be zero.

µ2, µ4, σi, i ∈ {1...4} are the means and variances as defined previously.

The means of the process µ1 = 0 and measurement µ3 = 0 distributions

are assumed to be zero. The remaining standard deviations σi and means

µi are from the relevant process, rogue process, measurement, and rogue

measurement distributions.

Similarly, define ρij as

ρij = ρij(UT ) (4.87)

= Pr(|Y | ≤ UT |Eij) (4.88)

=

UT∫
−UT

fij(y)dy (4.89)

where f13(y), f23(y), f14(y), and f24(y) are the density functions of the main

P13, process rogue R23, measurement rogue R14, and combined rogue R24

distributions, respectively. The conditional probability ρij establishes an

upper bound on γij via

Pr(|Y | ≤ UT |Eij) ≥ Pr(|X| > UX ∩ |Y | ≤ UT |Eij) (4.90)

ρij ≥ γij(UT ) (4.91)

Later in the chapter, ρ24 is shown to be small in certain multivariate appli-

cations. When this applies, (4.91) establishes a useful upper bound on γ24.

The general PA can be decomposed into

PA = (1− α)(1− β)ρ13 + α(1− β)ρ23 + (1− α)βρ14 + αβρ24 (4.92)
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If the main and rogue distributions are normally distributed

ρij(UT ) = Φ

(
UT − µij

σij

)
− Φ

(
−UT − µij

σij

)
(4.93)

where µ13 = 0 and the remaining means and standard deviations are from

the corresponding distributions P13 through R24.

For economic reasons, most production gauges are designed such that α

and β are small and ρ13 ≈ 1. This means PA ≈ 1. The point of having

an industrial “capable process” is that PA ≈ 1 and economic returns are

maximized.

Define the conditional probability PC as

PC = Pr ( |X| > UX | |Y | ≤ UT ) (4.94)

=
Pr(|X| > UX ∩ |Y | ≤ UT )

Pr(|Y | ≤ UT )
(4.95)

=
PE

PA

(4.96)

A graph of the conditional probability is shown in Figure 4.5, with α = β =

0.02, σ1 =
1

6
, µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = µ4 = 0, σ2 = 5, σ3 =

σ1

3
, σ4 = 10, and UX = 1.3.

Focusing on just the main distribution, with UT = 1, the process from

Figure 4.5 is a CPK = 2 process and should be capable. However, because of

the presence of the rogue distributions, no value of UT leads to a PC < 10−9,

even if UT is made very small.

It is often difficult to estimate the process error limit UX , which repre-

sents the point at which an out-of-spec part will cause an outgoing defect. If

the MSA manual from AIAG (2003) is examined, an implicit assumption is

that if parts from an incapable CPK = 0 process are sorted by a gauge with a

GR&R score between 10% and 30%, then a number of parts must exist in the

resulting distribution out to tolerance limits of about UX = 1.3UT . As such,

it is possible to assume UX ≥ 1.3UT . Many people react with some concern
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as to whether this is a correct assumption, as depending on the application,

it may mean that UT must be reduced and in some systems it is not feasible

to reduce UT . Importantly, reducing UT on an incapable CPK = 0 process

will often result in unacceptably large amounts of waste. However, for this

example, some value of UX > UT must be assumed. Later, methods for true-

attribute gauges are presented that remove the need to assume a large UX

when computing the outgoing defect rate.

It is possible to calculate PC in the limit

L = lim
UT→0+

PC (4.97)

= lim
UT→0+

PE

PA

(4.98)

L = lim
UT→0+

(1− α)(1− β)γ13(UT ) + α(1− β)γ23(UT ) + (1− α)βγ14(UT ) + αβγ24(UT )

(1− α)(1− β)ρ13(UT ) + α(1− β)ρ23(UT ) + (1− α)βρ14(UT ) + αβρ24(UT )

(4.99)

In order to employ l’Hopital’s rule, it is necessary to find the derivative of

γij(UT ) and ρij(UT ) with respect to UT .

γ̇ij(0) =
dγij
dUT

∣∣∣∣
UT=0

(4.100)

= 2

∞∫
UX

fi(x)fj(−x)dx+ 2

−UX∫
−∞

fi(x)fj(−x)dx (4.101)

Assuming the main and rogue distributions are normally distributed

γ̇ij(0) = 2cij

[
Φ

(
−UX + uij

sij

)
+ Φ

(
−UX − uij

sij

)]
(4.102)
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The constants cij, uij, and si,j are

cij =
e
−

µi+µj

2(σ2
i
+σ2

j)√
2π

(
σ2
i + σ2

j

) (4.103)

sij =
σiσj√
σ2
i + σ2

j

(4.104)

uij =
σ2
jµi − σ2

i µj

σ2
i + σ2

j

(4.105)

Computing the derivative of ρij

ρ̇ij(0) =
dρij
dUT

∣∣∣∣
UT=0

(4.106)

=
2

σij

φ

(
−µij

σij

)
(4.107)

As the derivatives are constant

L =
(1− α)(1− β)γ̇13(0) + α(1− β)γ̇23(0) + (1− α)βγ̇14(0) + αβγ̇24(0)

(1− α)(1− β)ρ̇13(0) + α(1− β)ρ̇23(0) + (1− α)βρ̇14(0) + αβρ̇24(0)
(4.108)

For the constants used in the Figure 4.5, this limit evaluates to 5.0423 · 10−6

which corresponds to the simulations.

This limit expression can be further simplified. In most gauges, the prob-

abilities PA and PE are driven by only one of the constituent four terms. In

the case of the true-attribute gauge

PA ≈ (1− α)(1− β)ρ13 (4.109)

PE ≈ αβγ24 (4.110)

The main distribution is usually the primary distribution in the pass-zone,

and usually the combined rogue distribution causes the majority of outgoing
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defects. This reduces the limit to

L ≈ αβγ̇24(0)

(1− α)(1− β)ρ̇13(0)
(4.111)

For the constants used in the Figure 4.5, this limit evaluates to 5.0478 · 10−6,

which agrees with the previous result within 0.11%.

In the author’s experience, many customers expect that reducing UT will

reduce PC to tolerable levels. However, the supplier experience was that

reducing UT leads to significantly increased costs, and often the customer

complaints continued.

What this limit and Figure 4.5 shows is that for processes experiencing

rogue effects, reducing UT does not yield the required reductions in PC . The

PC curve has a flat bottom that may be several orders of magnitude higher

than P ∗
E. As such, reducing UT does not provide solution to the problem

of ensuring the gauge is sufficiently reliable, and alternative methods are

needed.

The focus of the remainder of this chapter will be on methods that achieve

both a large PA and P ∗
E > PE. As such, the remainder of this chapter assumes

PA ≈ 1 (4.112)

and

PC =
PE

PA

≈ PE (4.113)

These assumptions are needed, because minimizing UT and PA is not a viable

solution for the industrial problems of interest.
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4.3.4 Estimating how frequently rogue events occur

From a practical point of view, most production lines are busy, noisy, and

somewhat dangerous environments, poorly suited to thoughtful and detailed

mathematical analysis. As such, it is necessary to have a simple method to

estimate α and β. From (4.110), estimates of α, β and γ24 are needed to

estimate PE.

To find α and β, first note that

α = Pr(E2) (4.114)

β = Pr(E4) (4.115)

as α and β are simply the probabilities of occurrence of rogue process events

E2 and rogue measurement events E4. Define α′ and β′ as

α′ = Pr(|Y | > UT ∩ E2) ⇒ α′ = α Pr(|Y | > UT |E2) (4.116)

β′ = Pr(|Y | > UT ∩ E4) ⇒ β′ = β Pr(|Y | > UT |E4) (4.117)

where

α′ is the rate of significant rogue process events.2

β′ the rate of significant rogue measurement events.3

UT is the tolerance limit below which the gauge accepts parts, and above

which the gauge rejects parts. For the purposes of this section, it is

assumed that the gauge is testing to the part-print tolerance limit UT .
2The prime notation is used because it will be assumed that the conditional probability

is Pr(|Y | > UT |E2) ≈ 1. As such, α′ ≈ α. Equation (4.116) is not a differential equation.
3Similarly, (4.117) is not a differential equation.
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For sufficiently large values of σ2, Pr(|Y | > UT |E2) ≈ 1 and α′ ≈ α. Simi-

larly, for sufficiently large values of σ4, β′ ≈ β. For many industrial applica-

tions, these assumptions will apply with sufficient accuracy to get a mean-

ingful order-of-magnitude estimate of PE. This is sufficient for computing

the sample sizes required for determining the exact value of PE.

If better estimates of PE are needed, UT could be adjusted to an appro-

priate control limit so these conditions are met. Alternatively, this proce-

dure details a method of estimating the conditional conditional density func-

tions f23(y) and f14(y). Remembering that combined rogue distributions are

often infrequent events, α can be estimated by computing an estimate of

Pr(|Y | > UT |E2) and then using (4.116). Similarly, β can be estimated with

(4.117). For large values of PE, the recommended procedure is simply to find

approximate values of α and β, and then confirm the estimate by designing

an appropriate sample study.

In order to estimate PE, it is also helpful to have an estimate of γ24. This

technique also helps in estimating γ24.

4.3.4.1 Step 1: Initial Sort

Many gauges sort production into two categories - Accept A where |Y | ≤ UT

and Reject A′ where |Y | > UT . The percentage of parts rejected is often easily

calculated, and most automatic gauges compute it as a running total. The

percentage of parts rejected is an estimate of the probability of rejection PR

which is related to α′ and β′ by

PR = α′ + β′ − α′β′(1− γ24) (4.118)

PR ≈ α′ + β′ (4.119)

The first step to finding α′ and β′ is to sort a batch of parts into a reject bin

and an accept bin, identify the bins, and record α′ + β′.
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The second step is to find β′ by performing a second sort on the parts in

the reject bin, and noting the gauge readings. The percentage of accept parts

on the second sort allows the estimation of gauge errors versus total errors,

via the following probability estimate

Pr(|Y | ≤ UT | once rejected parts) ≈ Pr(E4|E2 ∪ E4) (4.120)

Pr(E4|E2 ∪ E4) =
β′

α′ + β′ − α′β′ (4.121)

Pr(E4|E2 ∪ E4) ≈ β′

α′ + β′ (4.122)

which implies

Pr(|Y | ≤ UT | once rejected parts) ≈ β′

α′ + β′ (4.123)

Assuming a true-attribute gauge, specifically condition (4.71), the sample

average provides an estimate of µ2. Also, the sample histogram yields an

approximation of f23(y). For σ2
2 >> σ2

3, the variance of the reject parts from

the second sort provides an estimate of σ2
2, and f23(y) approximates f2(x).

4.3.4.2 Step 2: Second Sort

Careful consideration must be given to whether to do the second sort auto-

matically or manually with a different gauge. The above equation makes

the assumption that gauge error in the second test is independent of gauge

error in the first test. In many production applications, the number of reject

parts is small, and the costs of a second manual test are lower than the costs

of removing the automatic gauge from production. Also, it is unlikely that

a secondary manual gauge will have the same failure modes as a primary

automatic gauge. Thus, with a manual measurement, the gauge error on

the first sort operation will be independent of the gauge error on the second

sort operation.
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Alternatively, the second sort can be done automatically with the same

automatic gauge. This creates the possibility that a group of parts exists

such that the two gauge errors may not be independent. In some applica-

tions, this possibility is small, and the second sort can be done automatically.

When this is done, it is possible to get an idea of the shape of the R4 distri-

bution. Assuming a true-attribute gauge, specifically condition (4.72), the

sample average and histogram of the accept parts from a second automatic

sort provides an estimate of µ4 and f14(y). For σ2
4 >> σ2

1, the variance of

the reject parts from the second sort provides an estimate of σ2
4, and f14(y)

approximates f4(w).

4.3.4.3 Step 3: Estimating the distributions

The sample variance and histogram of the accept population from the first

sort can be used to estimate σ2
1 + σ2

3 and the density function f13(y). Further,

given estimates of α′ and β′, the probabilities α and β can be estimated based

on estimates of the relevant distributions gathered with runtime profiling.

Additionally, as estimates of f2(x) and f4(w) have been found, then f24(y) and

γ24 can be estimated.

A sample study of appropriate size can then be conducted on the accept

population of the first sort to confirm the prediction from the analysis. Alter-

natively, the data from the first sort can be automatically captured, logged,

and profiled. If a sufficiently large amount of captured data is available, a

secondary algorithm can be used to confirm the accuracy (or inaccuracy) of

the original algorithm. This later approach resulted in the captured data set

that is analyzed in Chapter 9.

4.3.5 A More Complex Univariate Gauge

In the initial example from §4.3.3, it was impossible to meet the P ∗
E > PE
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specification with reasonable PA ≈ 1. This example represents an attempt

to overcome this problem. It is from a practical gauge that is discussed in

Chapter 9. The outgoing defects encountered with this gauge were poorly

understood by the company that operated it. Gauge performance is ex-

plained here in terms of the rogue mixture model.

In the spring gauging application that is discussed in Chapter 9, the

critical value for determining spring orientation on a variable rate spring

is given by the ratio YR of 4 readings {Y1...Y4}

YR =
Y1Y2

Y3Y4

(4.124)

In a correctly-oriented variable rate spring, the spacing between the coils on

the lower half of the spring Y3 and Y4 should be significantly less than the

spacing between the coils on the upper half of the spring Y1 and Y2. As such,

regardless of the exact details of the spring in question, a spring with yR > 1

is correctly oriented, and a spring with yR < 1 is incorrectly oriented. As

discussed in Chapter 9, other process controls on the line were in place, and

the orientation gauge only had to detect correct orientation.

The log of each Yi, i ∈ {1, ...2} is given by

lnYi
D
=


N (µ4, σ

2
4) with events Eα ∩ Ei

N (µ3, σ
2
3) with events E ′

α ∩ Ei

N (µ2, σ
2
2) with events Eα ∩ E ′

i

N (µ1, σ
2
1) with events E ′

α ∩ E ′
i

(4.125)

and the log of each Yi, i ∈ {3, ...4} is given by

lnYi
D
=


N (µ3, σ

2
3) with events Eα ∩ Ei

N (µ4, σ
2
4) with events E ′

α ∩ Ei

N (µ1, σ
2
1) with events Eα ∩ E ′

i

N (µ2, σ
2
2) with events E ′

α ∩ E ′
i

(4.126)
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Event Eα corresponds to process error and occurs with probability α. In-

dependent events Ei, i ∈ {1...4} correspond to gauge error and occur with

probability β. This means there are 32 different combinations of process

and gauge error.
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Taking the logarithm of both sides of (4.124), the following expansion

results

lnYR
D
=(1− α)(1− β)4N (2µ1 − 2µ2, 2σ

2
1 + 2σ2

2)+

2(1− α)(1− β)3βN (µ1 − 2µ2 + µ3, σ
2
1 + 2σ2

2 + σ2
3)+

2(1− α)(1− β)3βN (2µ1 − µ2 − µ4, 2σ
2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
4)+

4(1− α)(1− β)2β2N (µ1 − µ2 + µ3 − µ4, σ
2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
3 + σ2

4)+

(1− α)(1− β)2β2N (−2µ2 + 2µ3, 2σ
2
2 + 2σ2

3)+

(1− α)(1− β)2β2N (2µ1 − 2µ4, 2σ
2
1 + 2σ2

4)+

2(1− α)(1− β)β3N (µ1 + µ3 − 2µ4, σ
2
1 + σ2

3 + 2σ2
4)+

2(1− α)(1− β)β3N (−µ2 + 2µ3 − µ4, σ
2
2 + 2σ2

3 + σ2
4)+

(1− α)β4N (2µ3 − 2µ4, 2σ
2
3 + 2σ2

4)+

α(1− β)4N (−2µ1 + 2µ2, 2σ
2
1 + 2σ2

2)+

2α(1− β)3βN (−µ1 + 2µ2 − µ3, σ
2
1 + 2σ2

2 + σ2
3)+

2α(1− β)3βN (−2µ1 + b+ µ4, 2σ
2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
4)+

4α(1− β)2β2N (−µ1 + µ2 − µ3 + µ4, σ
2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
3 + σ2

4)+

α(1− β)2β2N (2µ2 − 2µ3, 2σ
2
2 + 2σ2

3)+

α(1− β)2β2N (−2µ1 + 2µ4, 2σ
2
1 + 2σ2

4)+

2α(1− β)β3N (b− 2µ3 + µ4, σ
2
2 + 2σ2

3 + σ2
4)+

2α(1− β)β3N (−µ1 − µ3 + 2µ4, σ
2
1 + σ2

3 + 2σ2
4)+

αβ4N (−2µ3 + 2µ4, 2σ
2
3 + 2σ2

4) (4.127)

This can be expressed in the notation used in this thesis by writing

lnYR
D
=(1− α)(1− β)4P13 + α(1− β)4R23+

(1− α)
[
1− (1− β)4

]
R14 + α

[
1− (1− β)4

]
R24 (4.128)
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where the main distribution P13 is given by

P13
D
=N (2µ1 − 2µ2, 2σ

2
1 + 2σ2

2) (4.129)

The rogue part distribution R24 is given by

R23
D
=N (−2µ1 + 2µ2, 2σ

2
1 + 2σ2

2) (4.130)

The rogue measurement distribution P14 is given by

R14
D
=

2(1− β)3

[1− (1− β)4]
N (µ1 − 2µ2 + µ3, σ

2
1 + 2σ2

2 + σ2
3)+

2(1− β)3β

[1− (1− β)4]
N (2µ1 − µ2 − µ4, 2σ

2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
4)+

4(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (µ1 − µ2 + µ3 − µ4, σ

2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
3 + σ2

4)+

(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−2µ2 + 2µ3, 2σ

2
2 + 2σ2

3)+

(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (2µ1 − 2µ4, 2σ

2
1 + 2σ2

4)+

2(1− β)β3

[1− (1− β)4]
N (µ1 + µ3 − 2µ4, σ

2
1 + σ2

3 + 2σ2
4)+

2(1− β)β3

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−µ2 + 2µ3 − µ4, σ

2
2 + 2σ2

3 + σ2
4)+

β4

[1− (1− β)4]
N (2µ3 − 2µ4, 2σ

2
3 + 2σ2

4) (4.131)
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and the combined rogue distribution P24 is given by

R24
D
=

2(1− β)3β

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−µ1 + 2µ2 − µ3, σ

2
1 + 2σ2

2 + σ2
3)+

2(1− β)3β

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−2µ1 + b+ µ4, 2σ

2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
4)+

4(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−µ1 + µ2 − µ3 + µ4, σ

2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
3 + σ2

4)+

(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (2µ2 − 2µ3, 2σ

2
2 + 2σ2

3)+

(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−2µ1 + 2µ4, 2σ

2
1 + 2σ2

4)+

2(1− β)β3

[1− (1− β)4]
N (b− 2µ3 + µ4, σ

2
2 + 2σ2

3 + σ2
4)+

2(1− β)β3

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−µ1 − µ3 + 2µ4, σ

2
1 + σ2

3 + 2σ2
4)+

β4

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−2µ3 + 2µ4, 2σ

2
3 + 2σ2

4) (4.132)

The issue is that the combined rogue distribution contains many terms, and

if any of these terms correspond to a population of parts inside the pass-zone

of the gauge, then PE may be significant.

A simulation of the parts and gauge was constructed, and the following

approximation was developed. The main distribution was

P13
D
=N (1.751, 0.1162) (4.133)

The rogue part distribution was

R23
D
=N (−1.751, 0.1162) (4.134)
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The rogue measurement distribution was

R14
D
=

2(1− β)3β

[1− (1− β)4]
N (3.930, 0.0842)+

2(1− β)3β

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−1.434, 0.1162)+

4(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (0.745, 0.0842)+

(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (6.109, 0.0302)+

(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−4.618, 0.1162)+

2(1− β)β3

[1− (1− β)4]
N (2.924, 0.0302)+

2(1− β)β3

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−2.439, 0.0852)+

β4

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−0.260, 0.0302) (4.135)

The combined rogue distribution was

R24
D
=

2(1− β)3β

[1− (1− β)4]
N (1.434, 0.1162)+

2(1− β)3β

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−3.930, 0.08452)+

4(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−0.745, 0.0842)+

(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (4.618, 0.1162)+

(1− β)2β2

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−6.109, 0.0302)+

2(1− β)β3

[1− (1− β)4]
N (−2.924, 0.0302)+

2(1− β)β3

[1− (1− β)4]
N (2.439, 0.0852)+

β4N (0.260, 0.0302)

[1− (1− β)4]
(4.136)
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Thus, if only the main distribution and the rogue process distribution are

considered, then YR > 1 represents an appropriate pass-zone. However, in

this case, it is known that combined rogue distributions are also present. As

such, an improved pass-zone that results in a sufficiently large PA must be

computed.

4.3.5.1 Determining an Appropriate Pass-Zone

From a practical point of view, it is desirable to have PA as large as possible.

The conventional solution is to choose a desired CPK value and design the

production process accordingly. Often CPK = 2 is chosen, and a normally

distributed process is assumed. In this case, this implies α = β = 0. From

(3.27), these assumptions imply UT = 6σ13. Additionally, from Table 2.1, a

normally distributed CPK = 2 process results in PA ≈ 0.999 999 998. Assum-

ing α = β = 0, (4.109) implies PA = ρ13, and hence ρ13 ≈ 0.999 999 998, where

ρ13 is the probability the gauge will accept a part from the main distribution.

Later in the thesis, we will be using a different pass-zone with a different

definition of UT . In order to keep everything comparable throughout the

thesis, it is desirable to choose a fixed value of ρ13, because the definition of

ρ13 is unaffected by α, β or the definition of UT . Some calculations used in

later sections fail to converge if ρ13 ≈ 0.999 999 998 is assumed, for reasons

of numerical precision. As such, a smaller value of ρ13 needed to be chosen,

and ρ13 = 0.9999 was found to be the largest value of ρ13 that worked in all of

the relevant calculations.

As such, for numerical purposes, the following sections assume a con-

stant ρ13 = 0.9999, and compute the pass-zone accordingly. From (4.96) and

(4.109), if ρ13 = 0.9999, then

PA = (1− α)(1− β)ρ13 =⇒ PA ≈ 1 (4.137)

PC =
PE

PA

=⇒ PC ≈ PE (4.138)
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Assuming ρ13 = 0.9999 has the following advantages

1. For many processes ρ13 = 0.9999 yields a sufficiently good approxima-

tion for a low scrap/waste process.

2. Later in this chapter, methods are presented that can reduce ρ24 > λ24

to very small numbers relative to P ∗
E. A “small” ρ13 = 0.9999 ensures nu-

meric tractability. Making ρ13 very large and ρ24 very small causes nu-

meric, computational and simulation issues. For instance, some prac-

tical systems may desire ρ13 ≥ 1− 10−9 and ρ24 ≤ 10−9, and this level of

numeric accuracy is computationally challenging.

3. Assuming a constant ρ13 standardizes the UT calculations. This makes

the results for PE directly comparable between univariate and multi-

variate gauges.

4. The factories studied in this thesis expressed rejects relative to the

amount initially produced PE, not the amount finally shipped PC . As-

suming ρ13 = 0.9999 and PC ≈ PE was acceptable.

For the application in this example, the pass-zone is U1 ≤ lnYR ≤ U2,

where U1 = 1.320 and U2 = 2.182 are the application-specific upper and lower

limits, respectively. This pass-zone is shown in Figure 4.6, and corresponds

to the dark green lines on either side of the word “Accept”. Everything

outside of the accept zone is reject. In Figure 4.6, α = β = 0.02, and the

distributions are from equations (4.133) through (4.136).

4.3.5.2 Simulation Results

The problem with this gauge can be seen in the distribution of lnYR devel-

oped from simulation, as shown in Figure 4.6. The upper half of Figure 4.6

shows the main distribution (where no rogue events occur), the rogue pro-

cess distributions, the rogue measurement distributions, and the combined
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rogue distributions. Importantly, one of the rogue process distributions is al-

most completely obscured by the much larger main (rogue-free) distribution.

For the gauge to be economically useful, it must accept a large percentage of

the parts in the main distribution.

Just because the gauge accepts the part, does not mean the part will be

acceptable to the end-user. In particular, it is possible the that manufac-

turing process made a defective part that just happened to measure within

specification due to a simultaneous error in the measurement system. A

defective part that is incorrectly accepted by the gauge is an outgoing de-

fect. Outgoing defects happen frequently if a combined rogue distribution

occurs in the same region as the main distribution. Figure 4.6 shows that

both the main distribution and a combined rogue distribution occur in the

same region, which makes it impossible to select a pass-zone that has a high

probability ρ13 of passing acceptable parts, while simultaneously rejecting

the combined rogue parts.

The lower half of Figure 4.6 shows the main distribution (where no rogue

events occur) against the total rogue distribution (where any Eα or Ei oc-

curs).

The fundamental problem with this gauge algorithm is that selecting any

pass-zone that admits the main distribution, will also inevitably admit the

combined rogue distribution that occurs in the same region. As such, this

gauge algorithm is ineffective for detecting combined rogue events. This

application was eventually solved using the multivariate methods described

in §4.4.

4.3.5.3 Reasons for In-plant Observations

Two key issues confused the in-plant analysis of the gauge. Firstly, if the

density f(YR) is presented on a linear scale, as shown in Figure 4.7, the
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Figure 4.6: Graph of the distributions from (4.128) and (4.133) through
(4.136). This graph shows lnYR on the abscissa and uses a logarithmic scale
on the ordinate axis. See Figure 4.7 for linear scale.
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gauge appears very effective. No troublesome rogue distributions are visible,

as they do not register with linear scaling. The rogue distributions are only

detectable if log scaling is used, and if a sufficiently large number of data

points exist for the log scaling to be meaningful. Small sample sizes, such as

the 10 part sample used in typical GR&R tests, are ineffective at detecting

the existence of infrequently occurring rogue distributions.

The second issue that confused the in-plant analysis of the gauge is the

presence of the measurement rogue distributions near the main distribution.

This can give the false impression that all rogue events near the pass-zone

are measurement rogue events. Specifically, if simple normal distributions

are assumed, and the method from Wall (1997) is applied incorrectly, then

the expected result of tightening the pass-zone is increased aberrant rejects

and significantly decreased outgoing defects. However, this does not work in

this application, because of the presence of the combined rogue distribution

in the pass-zone.

In gauges where the rogue mixture model applies, it is necessary to find

the rogue measurement distributions and the rogue process distributions.

The rogue distributions from all combinations of measurement Ei and pro-

cess Eα events must be estimated. Any rogue distribution involving a pro-

cess rogue event Eα must be outside the pass-zone of the gauge, such that

PE < P ∗
E. Ideally, to eliminate any confusion whatsoever, all of the rogue

distributions should be outside the pass-zone of the gauge.
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4.3.5.4 General Simplified Model

Consider the case where we define a YD of the form

YD
D
= (1− α− β − ε+ αβ)P13(µ13, σ

2
13) +

α(1− β)R23(µ23, σ
2
23) +

(1− α)βR14(µ14, σ
2
14) +

αβR24(µ24, σ
2
24) +

εRx (4.139)

where

P13(µ13, σ
2
13) is the main (rogue-free) distribution, with mean µ13 and vari-

ance σ2
13.

R23(µ23, σ
2
23) is the process rogue distribution, with mean µ13 and variance

σ2
13.

R14(µ14, σ
2
14) is the measurement rogue distribution, with mean µ13 and vari-

ance σ2
13.

R24(µ24, σ
2
24) is the combined rogue distribution, with mean µ13 and variance

σ2
13.

Rε represents any portions of YD that occur outside of the pass-zone, and

are not explained by any of the above remaining terms.

α is the probability of a rogue process event E2.

β is the probability of a rogue process event E4.

ε is the probability that an event happens outside the pass-zone, and is

not explained by any of the above terms.
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For any event Eij, and suitably chosen P13 through R24, a YD can be found

such that

Pr(U1 ≤ YD ≤ U2 ∩ Eij) ≈ Pr(U1 ≤ lnYR ≤ U2 ∩ Eij) = ρij (4.140)

For small α and β

PA ≈ (1− α)(1− β)ρ13 (4.141)

and

PE ≈ αβρ24 (4.142)

To the degree the approximation holds, the simplified form from (4.139) can

be used to determine if PE ≤ P ∗
E.

This model is interesting, because PA and PE can be calculated from YD,

and YD can be a simple approximation to a more complex distribution.

4.3.5.5 Applying the General Simplified Model

Reviewing Figure 4.6, three numerically significant normal distributions

are present in the pass-zone. These normal distributions correspond to the

dominant main, measurement rogue, and combined rogue distributions in

the pass-zone. In the case of this example, no significant process rogue

distribution exists in the pass-zone. Referring to equations (4.133) through

(4.136), a suitable approximation for lnYR in the pass-zone is

YD
D
= (1− α)(1− β)4N (1.751, 0.1162) +

4β2(1− α)(1− β)2N (0.745, 0.0842) +

2αβ(1− β)3N (1.434, 0.1162) +

εRε (4.143)

As Rε parameterize the portions of YD outside of the pass-zone, it is not

necessary to compute Rε to find PA or PE.
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At this point, ρ13 can be calculated from the distribution function of the

relevant normal distribution.

ρ13 ≈ 1− Φ

(
U2 − 1.751

0.116

)
+ Φ

(
1.751− U1

0.116

)
(4.144)

From (4.143), it can be seen that the appropriate approximation for PA is

PA ≈ (1− α)(1− β)4ρ13 (4.145)

Similarly, ρ24 is given by

ρ24 ≈ Φ

(
U2 − 1.434

0.116

)
− Φ

(
1.434− U1

0.116

)
(4.146)

Assuming U1 = 1.320, U2 = 2.182 yields

ρ24 ≈ 0.838 (4.147)

The appropriate approximation for PE is

PE ≈ 2αβ(1− β)3ρ24 (4.148)

≈ 2αβρ24 (4.149)

Assuming, as before, α = β = 0.02, and evaluating numerically, it is obvious

that PE � P ∗
E and this application does not meet specification when P ∗

E =

10−9. Another example of these calculations is given in §9.6.2.

4.3.5.6 Industrial Use

This simplified model can be used to practical effect. Given a specification of

P ∗
E = 10−9 and engineering knowledge of the rogue measurement and rogue

process events present in the manufacturing process, it is possible to find

YD and hence if PE � P ∗
E. For instance, as discussed in §4.3.4, α, β and
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estimates of the rogue measurement and rogue process distributions can be

found by observing the manufacturing process. From this, the nature of the

combined rogue distribution can be inferred, and hence YD. Given YD it is

possible to find PE.

In terms of calculations that can be performed on a noisy production line,

sometimes it is very straightforward to show that PE is unacceptably large.

Assume line speeds of 100 to 5000 parts/hour. If α, β and estimates of the

rogue measurement and rogue process distributions can be found in a few

hours, then α and β must be large. For instance, if at least 10 rogue gauge

events and at least 10 rogue process events in 10,000 parts were detected,

then α ≥ 0.001 and β ≥ 0.001. If it can be assumed that λ24 is also large, for

instance λ24 > 0.1, then (4.110) yields PE ≥ 10−7 which implies PE � 10−9.

It is more challenging to show PE ≤ P ∗
E, because of the sample sizes

required. Having automated data gathering tools, like a runtime profiler,

makes it easier to gather large samples. Given sufficient data, it is possible

to find the dominant main, rogue, and combined rogue distributions in the

pass-zone, and thus a suitable YD approximation can be found. From this,

PE can be found.

In the industrial high-reliability application from Chapter 9, the simple

model of PE = αβγ24 worked, and the approximation YD ≈ Y could be used.

To reduce the gauge outgoing defect rate, it was necessary to reduce γ24 by

finding algorithms that did not have large combined rogue populations in

the pass-zone.

4.3.6 Univariate Gauging Performance

One of the shop floor observations that inspired this thesis was that if a

univariate gauge has rogue distributions that might cause outgoing defects,

it is just a matter of time before they are detected. This section provided the

theory to explain that observation when it applies.
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From Figure 4.5, PC versus UT curve has a flat bottom. For some gauges,

even in the limit PC > P ∗
E. Thus, for some problems, no significant advantage

exists in reducing the UT and tolerating a small PA.

In the case of true-attribute gauges, simplified equations to estimate

(4.109) and (4.110) in terms of α, β, ρ13 and γ24 were presented. A method

was presented to find α and β in a practical gauge. (4.91) provides an upper

bound on γ24, as ρ24 ≥ γ24. Given, α, β, and either γ24 or a bound on γ24,

(4.110) provides an estimate of PE, the probability of outgoing defects.

In view of the limit L from (4.99), many univariate gauges are inade-

quate for high-reliability gauging. However, useful applications for univari-

ate gauging exist. As covered in Chapters 6 through 8, if the feedback loop

is made fairly reliable and the customers’ reliability expectations are mod-

est, then α and β may be made sufficiently small that the problems posed by

excessive λ24 are not significant. However, this is not truly a high-reliability

gauge, as a measurable number of outgoing defects are present. For systems

with outgoing defect rate limits of P ∗
E ≤ 1 ppb, it is recommended that the

multivariate methods discussed in the next section be used.

4.4 Analysis of a Multivariate Gauge

4.4.1 Definitions

In a multivariate analysis, the random variables X, W , and Y , are converted

into their vector forms and expressed as the column matrices X, W, and Y,

respectively. This changes the basic definitions to

X D
= (1− α)P1 (0,Σ1) + αR2 (µ2,Σ2) (4.150)

W D
= (1− β)P3 (0,Σ3) + βR4 (µ4,Σ4) (4.151)

Y = X + W (4.152)
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where

X is an N -element vector random variable representing the process error.

W is an N -element vector random variable representing the gauge error.

Y is an N -element vector random variable representing the gauge error

representing the observation.

P1 is the process distribution which occurs with event E1, and probability

1− α.

R2 is the rogue process distribution which occurs with event E2, and prob-

ability α.

P3 is the measurement distribution which occurs with event E3, and prob-

ability 1− β.

R4 is the rogue measurement distribution which occurs with event E4, and

probability β.

µ2 and µ4 are the means of the corresponding rogue distributions. They

are N -element vectors.

Σ1, Σ2, Σ3, and Σ4 are N × N variance matrices for the corresponding

distributions.

In application, a gauge observes Y and inferences about X and W can be

made only indirectly.

The mixture distribution for Y is given by

Y D
= (1− α)(1− β)P13(0,Σ13) +

α(1− β)R23(µ2,Σ23) +

(1− α)βR14(µ4,Σ14) +

αβR24(µ24,Σ24) (4.153)
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where

P13 is the main distribution which occurs when the combined event E13 =

E1 ∩ E3 occurs.

R23 is the rogue process distribution which occurs when the combined event

E23 = E2 ∩ E3 occurs.

R14 is the rogue main distribution which occurs when the combined event

E14 = E1 ∩ E4 occurs.

R24 is the combined rogue distribution which occurs when the combined

event E24 = E2 ∩ E4 occurs.

The mean µ24 = µ2 + µ4. The variance matrices Σij are given by

Σij = Σi +Σj (4.154)

for i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {3, 4}.

4.4.1.1 Problem Definition

As in the univariate case, the goal is to achieve a large probability of ac-

ceptance PA while maintaining a low outgoing defect rate PE. In the mul-

tivariate case, this can be achieved by ensuring sufficient observations are

present with the correct eigenvalue properties such that the probability of a

combined rogue event occurring inside the pass-zone of the gauge becomes

insignificant (much less than 1 ppb). Define

PA = Pr(g(Y) ≤ UT ) (4.155)

With the constraint

P ∗
E ≥ PE (4.156)

where
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PE is the outgoing defect rate.

P ∗
E is the upper limit on the outgoing defect rate and is a customer specifi-

cation.

g(Y) is a score function that is defined in the next section.

As in the univariate case, it is assumed that

PE ≈ αβγ24 (4.157)

The multivariate γij and ρij are given by

γij = Pr(gX(X) > UX ∩ g(Y) ≤ UT |Eij) (4.158)

ρij = Pr(g(Y) ≤ UT |Eij) (4.159)

ρij ≥ γij (4.160)

where gX(X) is the score function for the random vector X.

The probability ρ24 has the property that it is often easier to compute than

γ24. As such, in applications where ρ24 can be made very small, it is simpler

to set the upper bound ρ24 sufficiently small rather than to compute γ24. An

important advantage of minimizing ρ24 is that it is unnecessary to assume a

specific UX value as was done in §4.3.3. Instead, the new assumption is that

any part involving a combined rogue event should be rejected. If all parts

affected by a combined rogue event are assumed to be rejects, then γ24 = ρ24

for practical purposes.

4.4.1.2 Score Functions, Q Score

In the multivariate case, the input value is a vector, and this must be con-

verted to a scalar to be compared against the tolerance limit. The Q score
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used here is a quadratic form. As such, it has special statistical properties

that make the following analysis much more straightforward. The Q score

has the property that it is the optimal pass-zone for admitting the main dis-

tribution.

This thesis makes the assumption that g(Y) = gQ(Y), with the Q = gQ(Y)

score function given by

Q = gQ(Y) = ||T||2 and T = Λ−1VTY (4.161)

where

T is the T-vector, an intermediate vector used in the computation of Q.4

Λ is an n×n eigenvalue matrix, with n-eigenvalues on it’s main diagonal.

V is an N × n eigenvector matrix consisting of n-eigenvectors.

The Λ and V can be found by decomposing the variance Σ13 of the main

distribution as

Σ13 = VΛ2VT + E (4.162)

In practice, the eigenvector matrix V and eigenvalue matrix Λ are found

through the SVD decomposition of Σ13. Any error present in the SVD de-

composition is represented by the zero or positive semi-definite error matrix

E. This error is zero when rank (Σ13) = n.

The error ε in reducing Y to n-eigenvalues via T can be computed from

ε = Y −VΛT (4.163)
4If a Principle Components Analysis (PCA) was being performed, the T-vector would

contain the principle components. See Jolliffe (2002, p. 2) and Esbensen et al. (2002, p. 34).
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When ||ε|| = 0 the approximation is exact, and Y = VΛT. ||ε|| is monitored as

a large ||ε|| is a clear indicator that a rogue effect is present in the system.

However, by itself, ||ε|| is not a reliable indicator of rogue events to a P ∗
E

reliability level. Hence, the Q = gQ(Y) was used.

Assuming only nonzero eigenvalues are included in Λ2, then for any valid

variance matrix Σ13

Λ2 is positive definite,

Σ13 is positive semi-definite,

V is an orthonormal basis with the property that VVT = I.

Additionally, the matrix Λk can be found for any integer k from

Λk =



λk
1 0 0 · · · 0

0 λk
2 0 · · · 0

0 0 λk
3 · · · 0

...
...

... . . . ...

0 0 0 · · · λk
n


n×n

(4.164)

where λ1, ...λn are the n-eigenvalues. Note that ΛΛ−1 = I, and thus Λ−1 and

Λ−2 are the inverses of Λ and Λ2 respectively.

From the above, another equivalent definition for gQ(Y) can be found from

gQ(Y) = ||T||2 (4.165)

gQ(Y) = TTT (4.166)

gQ(Y) = YTVΛ−1Λ−1VTY (4.167)

(4.168)

Define the pseudo-inverse Σ+
13 as

Σ+
13 = VΛ−2VT (4.169)
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This yields

gQ(Y) = YTΣ+
13Y (4.170)

The origins of the above definitions are not unique to this thesis. (Ryan,

2000, p. 272) defined the multivariate Q-score as

Q = (X − µX)
TΣ−1(X − µX) (4.171)

In this thesis, the mean of the main distribution is assumed to be zero,

making µX = 0. This makes the gX(X)-score function

gX(X) = XTΣ−1X (4.172)

which means that the key difference between (4.170) and Ryan’s form is

the use of the pseudo-inverse to deal with the case where Σ−1 is a singular

noninvertible positive semi-definite variance matrix.

The automotive industry expects the suppliers to hold a consistent pro-

cess via SPC monitoring of the gauge observations to ensure a stable and

consistent process. In this case, the goal is to ship only products from the

main distribution P13(0,Σ13) to the customer. As such, the relevant gY (Y) is

g(Y) = gQ(Y) = YTΣ+
13Y (4.173)

From a practical point of view, the matrix computation in (4.173) is ineffi-

cient, hence the mathematically equivalent method given in (4.161) is used.

4.4.1.3 The χ2 Distribution

The gQ(Y ) function is a quadratic form. To calculate probabilities based on

this quadratic form, it is necessary to have the relevant distribution func-

tion. When the following assumptions apply, the χ2 distribution can be used
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for this purpose.

Let Z be a vector of normal variates with means and variances given by

Z = N (µ,Σ) (4.174)

Z =
[
Z1 · · · Zn

]T
(4.175)

µ =
[
µ1 · · · µn

]T
(4.176)

Σ =



σ2
1 0 0 · · · 0

0 σ2
2 0 · · · 0

0 0 σ2
3 · · · 0

...
...

... . . . ...

0 0 0 · · · σ2
n


(4.177)

where σ2
i > 0 for all i ∈ {1...n}.

The central χ2 distribution is given by

n∑
i=1

(Zi − µi)
2

σ2
i

D
=χ2(0) (4.178)

or equivalently

(Z − µ)TΣ−1(Z − µ)
D
=χ2(n, 0) (4.179)

The noncentral chi-square distribution with parameter k2 ≥ 0 is given by

n∑
i=1

Z2
i

σ2
i

D
=χ2(n, k2) (4.180)

or equivalently

ZTΣ−1ZD
=χ2(n, k2) (4.181)

where k2 is given by

k2 = µTΣ−1µ =
n∑

i=1

Z2
i

σ2
i

(4.182)
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The distribution function of the χ2 distribution can be used for probability

estimation as follows

Pr(ZTΣ−1Z < U) = Fχ2(U ;n, k2) (4.183)

where U is any upper limit and Fχ2(U ;n, k2) is the distribution function of the

χ2 distribution in n degrees of freedom and with the noncentrality parameter

k2 from (4.182).

4.4.1.4 Initial Estimates

If Σij = σ2
ijΣ13 for some constant σ2

ij, then the noncentral χ2 distribution

can be used to estimate the likelihood of a rogue event existing inside the

gQ(Y) ≤ UT pass-zone.

For any event Eij, the noncentrality constant k2
ij can be computed from

k2
ij = ||E(T |Eij)||2 (4.184)

= ||Λ−1VTµij||2 (4.185)

where

kij is the noncentrality constant assuming event Eij is present.

Λ is from (4.161).

V is from (4.161).

µij is the expected value of E(Y |Eij). In this case, µ13 = 0, µ23 = µ2,

µ14 = µ4, µ24 = µ2 + µ4. See (4.153).

The relevant ρij can be found from

ρij = Pr(||T||2 < UT |Eij) (4.186)

ρij = Fχ2

(
UT

σ2
ij

;n,
k2
24

σ2
ij

)
(4.187)
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where

Fχ2(U ;n, k2) is the distribution function of the χ2 distribution.

σij is the constant such that Σij = σ2
ijΣ13. By definition, σ2

13 = 1.

ρij is the conditional probability of finding elements from the associated

distribution in the pass-zone. Importantly, ρ13 is the probability of

finding observations from the main distribution in the pass-zone given

that no rogue events are occurring. Ideally, ρ13 should be large, i.e.

ρ13 ≈ 1. The probability ρ24 is the probability of finding combined rogue

events in the pass-zone, given that a combined rogue event is occurring.

To meet specification, αβρ24 < P ∗
E. As such, ρ24 should be very small.

UT sets the size of the pass-zone.

n is the number of independent observations. rank(Σ13) = n.

Assuming the χ2 distribution applies is often useful for estimating the

impact of n on the probabilities involved in advance of equipment construc-

tion. When little is known about Σ24, then some assumptions must be made.

When the runtime profiler was initially being tested, assuming the χ2 distri-

bution applied provided a useful tool for the qualitative selection of different

algorithms in different industrial applications.

In at least some industrial applications, quantitative predictions based

on the χ2 distribution should be treated with caution. For n > 2, no cases

were found where the assumption Σ24 ≈ σ2
24Σ13 applies. Hence, assuming

the χ2 distribution applies may not yield accurate numerical predictions.

The χ2 distribution is a good first start, when no better information is avail-

able. However, when better data becomes available, better methods should

be used, as described in the next section.
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4.4.2 Numerical Methods for General Variance Matrices

In most practical gauges, the combined rogue variance Σ24 is unrelated to

Σ13. This often improves rogue event detection, and is an effect that can

be exploited to significant benefit. The focus of this section is finding ρ24 by

reduction to a standard computational form.

Define the m eigenvectors VA and eigenvalues Ψ of the variance of T

when E24 occurs as

Var(T |E24) = VAΨ
2VT

A = Λ−1VTΣ24VΛ−1 (4.188)

where the number of eigenvalues m ≤ n, and VAV
T
A = I.

Define the random variable Z as

Z = Ψ−1VT
AT − c (4.189)

and the constant c as

c = Ψ−1VT
AΛ

−1VTµ24 (4.190)

This results in

T = VAΨ(Z + c) (4.191)

and the mean and variance of Z being

E(Z) = 0 (4.192)

Var(Z) = I (4.193)
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From (4.161)

Q = gQ(Y) (4.194)

= ||T||2 (4.195)

= TTT (4.196)

= (Z + c)TΨVT
AVAΨ(Z + c) (4.197)

= (Z + c)TΨ2(Z + c) (4.198)

(4.198) is in quadratic form.

Algorithm AS 106 from Sheil and O’Muircheartaigh (1977) can be used

to find

F (U ; c,Ψ,µ,Σ) = Pr((Z + c)TΨ2(Z + c) < U) where ZD
=N (µ,Σ) (4.199)

for fixed vector c, symmetric semi-positive definite matrix Ψ, fixed mean µ,

variance Σ, and upper limit U . Alternatively, algorithm AS 155 from Davies

(1980) presents a method to solve an equivalent equation.

In this specific case

ρ24 = Pr((Z + c)TΨ2(Z + c) < UT ) (4.200)

ρ24 = F (UT ; c,Ψ,0, I) (4.201)

Algorithm AS 106 from Sheil and O’Muircheartaigh (1977) starts with an

eigenvalue decomposition to reduce (4.199) to (4.201). Thus, the eigenvalue

decomposition from (4.188) is needed.

This method can be used to calculate ρ14 and ρ23 in addition to ρ24 by

simply replacing the relevant constants. This can be particularly helpful

when newly built gauges are not properly handling rogue process and/or

rogue measurement distributions.
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4.4.3 Estimating the General Matrices

To make useful probability predictions with the above formulation, it is nec-

essary to estimate Σ13 through Σ24. In many applications, a sample vari-

ance matrix can be built based on the observations from the accepted parts

of an existing gauge. The sample variance matrix of the accepted parts is an

approximation of Σ13. Limitations including the lack of available samples

make it difficult to find Σ14, Σ23 and Σ24 in the same manner. Thus, a model-

based approach that generates positive semi-definite variance matrices is

needed.

The following approach worked well for the industrial applications used

in this thesis. Define

Y =


G13H13S when E13 occurs

G23H23S + µ23 when E23 occurs

G14H14S + µ14 when E14 occurs

G24H24S + µ24 when E24 occurs

(4.202)

where

S is a standard normal random vector of length n, i.e. SD
=N (0, I).

G13 is a nonzero N × n matrix of rank n,

G14, G23, and G24 are nonzero N × n matrices.

H13, H14, H23, and H24 are nonsingular n× n matrices.

This results in

K13 = E(T |E13) = 0 (4.203)

Kij = E(T |Eij) = Ψ−1VTµij for ij ∈ 14, 23, 24 (4.204)
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The variance of Y conditional on event Eij is given by

Σ13 = Var(Y |Eij) = GijHijH
T
ijG

T
ij (4.205)

and the variance of T conditional on event Eij is given by

Var(T |Eij) = Λ−1VTΣijVΛ−1 (4.206)

= Λ−1VTGijHijH
T
ijG

T
ijVΛ−1 (4.207)

For an accurate model, choose Gij and Hij such that the resulting Y has

characteristics that match the physical system being analyzed. For instance,

many systems have a known frequency response curve. As such, G can be a

frequency transform matrix, and H can be the scaled values the frequencies

are expected to take. The frequency transform approach is shown in the next

example in §4.4.4.

Alternatively, if a discrete time linear response function rij(k) is known,

then Gij can be of the form

Gij =



r(0) r(1) r(2) · · · r(k)

0 r(0) r(1) · · · r((k − 1))

0 0 r(0) · · · r(1)
...

...
... . . . ...

0 0 0 · · · r(0)


where r(kT ) = rij(kT ) (4.208)

For each event E13 through E24, different response functions can be used to

build unique Gij(k) and Hij matrices. If necessary, every line of Gij can have

its own unique response function.

The GH matrix approach can be extended to deal with applications where

it is necessary to model process and measurement variation separately. Sep-

arate GH matrices can be used to define X and W, and these can be combined

together to find Y . This technique is shown in §4.4.4.
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4.4.4 Industrial Multivariate Example

To verify the computations through simulation, and to provide a good exam-

ple, the following model was developed

X D
= (1− α)N (0,Σ1) + αN (µ2,Σ2) (4.209)

W D
= (1− β)N (0,Σ3) + βN (µ4,Σ4) (4.210)

Y = X + W (4.211)

Y D
= (1− α)(1− β)N (0,Σ13) + α(1− β)N (µ2,Σ23) +

(1− α)βN (µ4,Σ14) + αβN (µ24,Σ24) (4.212)

For given constants a and σ4, the means and variances can be computed from

µ2 =
[
a · · · a

]T
(4.213)

µ4 =
[
−Na 0 · · · 0

]T
(4.214)

µ24 = µ2 + µ4 (4.215)

Σ1 = GH1H1G
T (4.216)

Σ2 = GH2H2G
T (4.217)

Σ3 = σ2
3I (4.218)

Σ4 = σ2
4I (4.219)

Σ13 = Σ1 +Σ3 (4.220)

Σ14 = Σ1 +Σ4 (4.221)

Σ23 = Σ2 +Σ3 (4.222)

Σ24 = Σ2 +Σ4 (4.223)

where a is a constant. The constants σ3 = σ4 = 1/6 for this simulation.

For this example, the G matrix is based on the Discrete Cosine Transform

(DCT), which is a frequency based metric, and the Hi matrices assume mass
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damping

G =


g0,0 · · · g0,N

... . . . ...

gN,0 · · · gN,N

 (4.224)

gi,j = cos

[
πi

N

(
j +

1

2

)]
(4.225)

Hi =


hi,0 · · · 0

... . . . ...

0 · · · hi,N

 (4.226)

hi,j =
f2
i

f 2
i + j2

(4.227)

Constants f1 and f2 represent the corner frequencies of the transfer function,

and they are f1 = 4 and f2 = 0.4 for this simulation. Assume α = 0.1,

β = 0.01, and P ∗
E = 10−9. This means a ρ24 < 10−6 is desirable.

First, consider the case of a univariate gauge, by setting g(Y) to the aver-

age function

gA(Y) =
Y1 + ...+ YN

N
(4.228)

Assume a pass-zone of |gA(Y)| < UA, UA =
a

2
. With this pass-zone, the mean

of the combined rogue distribution µ24 is inside the pass-zone, as g(µ24) = 0.

When the mean of the distribution is inside the pass-zone, the standard devi-

ation σ4 must be very large for the gauge to meet specification. For instance

σ4 > 8 · 105UA results in ρ24 < 10−6. It is often difficult to construct gauges

where σ4 is this large, because of nonlinearities and saturation effects which

tend to limit the maximum observable standard deviation. As such, it is

rarely feasible to overcome rogue effects in univariate gauges by increasing

the standard variation of the rogue events.

Now, consider the case of a multivariate gauge, with g(Y) = gQ(Y). As per

(4.161)

gQ(Y) = ||T||2 and T = Λ−1VTY (4.229)
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where Λ and V are matrices containing the first n eigenvalues and eigen-

vectors of Σ13. Set the pass-zone to be gQ(Y) < UT , where UT meets the

criteria

ρ13 = 0.9999 = Fχ2(UT ;n, 0) (4.230)

The value of ρ13 = 0.9999 was selected to yield a large PA, while still being

numerically tractable. The resulting ρ23 and ρ24 conditional probabilities for

given values of the constant a are shown in Figure 4.8.

It can be seen from the upper and lower halves of Figure 4.8 that large

values of a result in very small ρ23 and ρ24 values. This is of practical signif-

icance. Many attribute univariate gauges exist where the main distribution

and rogue distribution are separated by a values on the order of 6σ to 12σ,

because that is the design recommendation from Six Sigma and good GR&R

practice. However, if rogue distributions are present in these gauges, they

may fail to meet their 1 ppb design goals. These gauges can be fixed by

implementing a multivariate pass-zone.

It is not necessary to evaluate a large number of eigenvalues to achieve

the effect shown in the top half of Figure 4.8. The lower half presents the

graphs with only three active eigenvalues, i.e. when n = m = 3, in an ap-

plication defined to have N = 8 eigenvalues. When dealing with variance

matrices acquired from sampling processes, it may take very large numbers

of samples for the smaller eigenvalues to converge and become meaningful.

Gauges can be made to work using only the top few eigenvalues. For ex-

ample, the third algorithm that is discussed in Chapter 9 uses the top 11

eigenvalues and eigenvectors to describe a 500 data point sample.

When dealing with a true-attribute problem like this, the multivariate

pass-zone is surprisingly noncritical. A wide gap exists between the regions

where the rogue distributions occur and the region where the main distri-

bution occurs. Any suitable approximation of the gQ(Y) ≤ UT ellipse works,

because there is no gray zone caused by rogue effects.
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4.4.5 Finding an upper bound on ρ24 with a minimum

||Y24||

In the feedback application in §4.2.7, the random variable Y from (4.66) had

a near-symmetric distribution, implying the mean of Y was near zero. A

key feature of feedback systems is that they generate results with small or

zero average error. This is a problem for high-reliability univariate gauging,

because it is easier to detect errors with large means and small standard

deviations.

Consider for the purposes of illustration, the special case where ||Y|| >
M2 for any given constant M2. For sufficiently large M2, gQ(Y) > UT in

all cases, and PE = 0. This special case allows for the average value of Y

to be zero, while having nonzero Y . This special case is only useful for the

purposes of illustration, because most real applications have gauge error. As

such no constant exists where ||Y|| > M2. Also, if gQ(Y) > UT in all cases,

then both PA = 0 and PE = 0.

A more realistic practical model is as follows. Suppose either µ2 or µ4 or

both are random variables. Define the distribution of the sum µ2 + µ4 as

µ2 + µ4
D
=R5(µ5,Σ5) (4.231)

where the distribution R5, mean µ5 and variance Σ5 are the distributions of

the sum µ2 + µ4. Define K24 as

K24 = Λ−1VT (µ2 + µ4) (4.232)

where Λ and V are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors from (4.162). Assume

K24 meets the condition that

||K24||2 ≥ M2 (4.233)
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for some constant M2. This condition limits the values that the sum µ2 +µ4

can take. In particular, the sum µ2 + µ4 is not normally distributed.

The remaining random variables are defined in the usual way

X D
= (1− α)P1 (0,Σ1) + αR2 (µ2,Σ2) (4.234)

W D
= (1− β)P3 (0,Σ3) + βR4 (µ4,Σ4) (4.235)

Y = X + W (4.236)

Find the maximum ξ where

ξ = F (UT ;Ψ
−1a,Ψ,0, I) (4.237)

for any point a in the domain of the random variable K24. Ψ is the eigenvalue

from (4.188), and can be found from the decomposition of Σ24. The density

function F is Sheil’s algorithm AS 106 from (4.199).

From (4.200)

ρ24 = Pr
[
(ZT + cT )Ψ2(Z +Ψ−1) < UT

]
(4.238)

As ξ is a maximum

ξ > ρ24 (4.239)

At first, it might not be obvious what industrial applications have this

distribution. However, one can look for observations influenced by these

effects

1. Feedback systems result in small average errors, but in only a finite

number of directions (basis vectors). Mathematically, Σ2 has a finite

set of basis vectors. For instance, feedback may only correct the aver-

age of all the inputs, yielding rank(Σ2) = 1, and the lone basis vector
(1, ...1)

N
. For any given Σ2, the basis vectors can be found from eigen

decomposition.
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2. The rogue measurements also occur in particular directions, and these

directions are often different than the directions in which feedback

occurs. Mathematically, the basis vectors of Σ4 are different than the

basis vectors of Σ2. For instance, assume that measurement rogue

events affect only one input, and all inputs are equivalent. Modeling

all gauge error as variation error on the first input (since all inputs

are equivalent) results in rank(Σ4) = 1 and the lone basis vector is

(1, 0, ...0).

3. The rogue process errors and the rogue gauge errors of interest are

large.

When Σ2 and Σ4 have different basis vectors, it can become impossible for

sufficiently large rogue events to interact in the gQ(Y) ≤ UT pass-zone.

Many applications cannot achieve the above 3 conditions precisely, be-

cause even when rogue events are present, additional random effects are

also present. Hence, the definition of the above system of equations in terms

of the sum µ2 + µ4 instead of a simpler restraint on Y.

4.4.5.1 Industrial Application

The third algorithm from Chapter 9 meets the criteria described in the pre-

vious section. The rogue gauge error had a distinctive triangle shape, and

each triangle was known to have a large magnitude. The rogue process er-

ror also had a distinctive shape, which could not be described by any simple

combination of triangles, and had a different large magnitude. Through

simulation, the point a at which the maximum ξ occurred was found. This

resulted in ξ = 4.5 · 10−125 which means ρ24 < ξ was sufficiently small, and

the P ∗
E = 10−9 > PE specification was met, regardless of α and β. Assuming

α = 0.03 and β = 0.02 results in PE < 2.7 · 10−128. This result was verified

a number of different ways, including by a 100 million part simulation that

showed no outgoing defects, and on-line via a one million part sample run.
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In application, the estimate of ξ can be checked by observing captured

data on the combined rogue distribution, and confirming that no “near

misses” exist that would question the validity of the assumed constraint

from (4.231).

When the computed ρ24 on the known rogue distributions is extremely

small, as in this case, it is necessary to consider the accuracy to which a

prediction can be made.

4.4.6 Confidence Limits

The previous section described how to reduce outgoing defects to, for most

practical purposes, immeasurably small levels. Unfortunately, this does not

automatically mean the gauge is reliable to 10−9 reliability levels. Specifi-

cally, it is possible for the gauge to experience a rogue distribution that was

not part of the model. If the dominant combined rogue distribution in the

pass-zone is not in the model, then the resulting reliability prediction will

be wrong.

Two methods exist for quantifying reliability in this situation. For each

of these methods, the case of a rogue process event occurring for the first

time is equivalent to the case of a rogue gauge event occurring for the first

time. As such, it is assumed a rogue gauge event occurs for the first time,

and derivations proceed accordingly.

4.4.6.1 Conditional Probability Method

Consider the case where a significant rogue gauge event E4 occurs for the

first time. This may result in

1. A rogue gauge event E14 occurring in isolation.
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2. A detected combined rogue event where E24 occurs, and the observation

gQ(Y) > UT .

3. An outgoing defect event EE, where the combined rogue event occurs

E24 and the observation is in the pass-zone gQ(Y) ≤ UT .

From (4.157), the conditional probability of a combined rogue event causing

an outgoing defect EE is given by

Pr(EE|E4) =
PE

β
= αγ24 (4.240)

where

α is the probability of a rogue process event,

β is the probability of a rogue gauge event,

γ24 is the conditional probability that a combined rogue event causes an

outgoing defect, and γ24 ≤ 1.

This can be compared against the conditional probability that an outgoing

defect will not occur E ′
E.

Pr(E ′
E|E4) = 1− αγ24 (4.241)

These probabilities represent a substantial improvement over current

practice, which will invariably result in the customer receiving reject pro-

duction. The industrial applications have small values of αγ24. As such, if

the runtime profiler is being used, the probability of detection of the rogue

event is almost one. The runtime profiler will capture the rogue gauge event

as an event where gQ(Y) > UT . As this triggers a reject condition in the

current implementation, the part will be quarantined and the customer will

be safe. Additionally, if the rejects are analyzed, and the significance of the
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new rogue gauge event appreciated, the gauge can be checked to ensure it

is effective against this new type of reject. The customer is better protected

against receiving reject parts with runtime profiling, than without.

If the case where a significant rogue process event E2 occurs for the first

time is considered, then the conditional probability of a combined rogue

event causing an outgoing defect EE is given by

Pr(EE|E2) = βγ24 (4.242)

For small βγ24 the customer is protected in the same way as for the rogue

gauge event.

This section examined the conditional probability that the next part mea-

sured will be an outgoing defect caused by a rogue gauge event or rogue pro-

cess event of a type not previously observed. The next section assumes no

clustering and computes the probability estimate (not the conditional prob-

ability estimate).

4.4.6.2 Confidence Limits and Rogue Events not Previously De-
tected

Assume no rogue gauge events E4 were detected in NP parts, and no clus-

tering occurs. In this case, a binomial proportion confidence limit applies.

Thus, the method from Clopper and Pearson (1934) is used to compute the

upper limit of the 1-sided 1− ϑ confidence interval given no events have oc-

curred in NP Bernoulli trials. For a confidence interval of 1 − ϑ, the upper

confidence limit on β is given by

β ≤ 1−
(
ϑ

2

) 1
NP

(4.243)

(4.244)
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For NP � − ln ϑ
2
, the following approximation can be computed using the

Taylor series expansion of the exponential function

1−
(
ϑ

2

) 1
NP

≈
− ln ϑ

2

NP

(4.245)

(4.246)

Assuming the above approximation and ϑ = 0.05 for a 95% confidence inter-

val

β <
3.7

NP

(4.247)

It is a given that γ24 ≤ 1, as all probabilities must be less than or equal

to one. (4.157) yields

PE <
3.7α

NP

(4.248)

with a 95% confidence where α is the known rate of rogue process events.

The practical interpretation of this is that once

NP >
3.7α

P ∗
E

(4.249)

then the gauge can be assumed to meet the PE < P ∗
E reliability specification

for rogue gauge events. Similarly, considering the possibility of unknown

process events, once

NP >
3.7β

P ∗
E

(4.250)

then the gauge can be assumed to meet the PE < P ∗
E reliability specification

for rogue process events. If both the above criteria are met, the gauge can

be assumed to meet the PE < P ∗
E reliability specification.

The limitation of the above formulas lies in the assumptions. They as-

sume no clustering, suitably chosen α and β, and 95% confidence limits.

From an industrial point of view, machinery can wear, and this can cause
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clusters of rogue events. As such, it is likely necessary to continue runtime

profiling throughout the life cycle of the application.

4.4.6.3 Industrial Application - Confidence Limits

Using the method from §4.4.6 and (4.248), assuming an α = 0.03 and NP =

106 observations, then PE < 1.1 · 10−7. Thus the prediction is that the third

algorithm from Chapter 9 will encounter problems from unexpected rogue

distributions PE < 1.1 ·10−7 long before it encounters a combined rogue event

with ξ = 4.5 · 10−125, α = 0.03, β = 0.02, and a predicted PE = 2.7 · 10−128.

This is the typical result. If a reliable gauging algorithm is chosen, the

confidence limit becomes the practical upper bound on gauge performance.

Review of the million observations gathered revealed that the third al-

gorithm from Chapter 9 found a new and unexpected type of rogue process

event (part defect) inside its one million part sample run. This new type of

rogue process event was of significant concern, because if the rogue event

was undetected it would cause an outgoing defect and significant customer

issues. However, this rogue event did not affect the reliability estimation

results, as the gauge was sufficiently effective at detecting this new defect

mode. It was an example of a case where the gauge algorithm “got lucky”,

and was effective against problems that were not supposed to happen.

4.5 Discussion - Rogue Event Analysis

4.5.1 Rational

This thesis was inspired by industrial applications. Engineers were good at

being able to define the main production processes and at making sure the
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main distribution was acceptable from a quality perspective. Similarly, the

software programmers were good at making sure the accept path of the soft-

ware was reliable. However, both groups were poor at accurately predicting

the specific rates of rogue events present in an unfamiliar production pro-

cess, and the predictions grew worse the more unlikely the event was. Thus,

combined rogue events that had never been detected before were difficult to

predict accurately.

It is vital to have accurate predictions of rogue events for the appropri-

ate control algorithms to be selected for industrial applications. The run-

time profiler, that is covered in the next chapter, is very effective at captur-

ing execution information from programs. The gQ(Y) score function allows

the profiler to acquire information automatically about rogue events outside

the pass-zone of the gauge. Given this information, a statistical method is

needed to predict concentrations of rogue events inside the pass-zone. This

is the problem solved in this chapter, and the results are summarized here.

4.5.2 Rogue Event Analysis

The mixture models developed in this chapter show that it is possible to

extrapolate from rogue distributions that are detected outside of the pass-

zone to the combined rogue distributions that occur inside the pass-zone. As

shown in §4.3.5, practical applications can have many rogue distributions

outside the pass-zone. However, as discussed in §4.3.5.5 this can still be

reduced to a simple approximation of what is happening inside the pass-

zone.

Not all the interesting activity takes place inside the pass-zone. For

instance, in the feedback application from §4.2.7, the majority of waste is

being generated outside the pass-zone. This waste is straightforward to

profile. Chapters 6.3 to 8 will discuss tweaking algorithms to reduce waste

in the feedback cell.
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Not all rogue event problems can be solved with software. The impact

of rogue events should be considered before major capital investments are

done in new automated cells. Once the investment is made, then the goal is

to achieve a successful startup in the shortest amount of time possible. It is

expensive to staff new installations with skilled on-site personnel, simply to

deal with the contingency that an unexpected bug may happen. Neverthe-

less, this is frequently done.

With the analysis presented in this chapter and captured data from the

runtime profiler, it is now possible to make reasonably accurate predictions

about the impact of rogue events on different software algorithms. This

makes off-line simulations possible, and software can be optimized much

more quickly with less reliance on on-site coverage.

4.5.3 Technique

When implementing Rogue Event Analysis in new applications, start with

identifying the main distribution. With either univariate or multivariate

methods, use the method from §4.3.5.1 to determine an appropriate pass-

zone. Everything inside that pass-zone is expected based on assuming the

normal distribution and an appropriate ρ13.

Anecdotal experiences with the automotive part suppliers suggested that

customer complaints usually focus on easily identifiable problems. For a ca-

pable process, these problems will first be detected as rogue measurement

and rogue process distributions occurring outside the pass-zone. There are

many times fewer rogue parts in the rogue distributions than in the main

distribution, assuming α + β < 0.05 which often occurs. When sufficient

profiling information is available, this means it is much easier to determine
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the underlying causes of the rogue measurement and rogue process distri-

butions, and to estimate their frequencies, means, variances and distribu-

tions, appropriately. Significant rogue defects often occur for obvious rea-

sons, whereas the main distribution is often affected by the accumulation

of many individual small process error sources that are difficult to identify

individually.

Once the nature of the rogue measurement and rogue process distribu-

tions is determined, then the combined rogue distributions can be estimated.

The dominant distributions inside the pass-zone can be estimated using the

method from §4.3.5.4. While many rogue events may be present, most prob-

lems come down to a single combined rogue distribution in the pass-zone.

An example of this is given in §4.3.5.5.

Once the rogue distributions are understood sufficiently well, they can

often be controlled. The goal is to select optimal algorithms and parame-

ters, such that the combined rogue distributions are outside the pass-zone.

When the combined rogue distributions are outside the pass-zone, a gauge

can have a large pass-zone with no outgoing defects. This is the ideal char-

acteristic for a high-reliability production gauge.

Some attention must be given to clusters of rogue events. A cluster fre-

quently occurs when machinery is broken or a common cause event is hap-

pening in the cell. This breaks the independence between X and W , and

means that outgoing defects are no longer a function of αβγ24 and are instead

a simple function of α and a malfunction-specific γ. As such, the primary

function of the reliability formulas presented is to find the first instance of

any specific defect cluster. Clusters often occur when automated feedback

systems are present in the cell.

As discussed in §4.2, feedback systems can cause problems because of

their tendency to create distributions with zero means. This is good in the

case of the main distribution, but can make the rogue distributions more
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difficult to detect. §4.4.5 and §4.4.5.1 suggest a practical way around this

problem. Alternatively, if a rogue gauge event has a sufficiently large stan-

dard deviation, it is always detectable given a sufficiently large number of

observations.

4.5.4 What to do about rogue events in the pass-zone?

With modern programmable machinery, many rogue event distributions can

be modified in software. However, some gauge applications are irrepara-

ble. It is not advisable to reduce tolerance limits and accept high levels of

waste in situations such as the situation modeled in §4.3.3. Even in the

limit, reducing tolerances does not prevent reject product from reaching the

customers in some situations.

Feedback can cause situations like the one from §4.3.3, because many

feedback systems tend to ensure that the mean process error and/or the

mean gauge error are close to zero. Thus, the impact of the feedback system

on rogue events should be considered.

Many gauges already gather large numbers of inputs and consolidate the

results into a single output variable. Camera-based machine-vision systems,

as in the one in Chapter 9, are excellent applications for multivariate anal-

ysis. Other gauge types include coordinate measuring machines (CMM) and

acoustic gauges. With falling technology prices, it is much cheaper to deploy

a multivariate technique than has historically been the case.

4.6 Conclusion

The impact of rogue events on a production process can be modeled using

mixture distributions for the process error and the gauge error. The pres-

ence of rogue distributions significantly affects the performance of the man-

ufacturing cell, whether measured as waste in the feedback application, or
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as outgoing defects in the high-reliability gauging application. It is recom-

mended that rogue events be analyzed as soon as relevant data is available.

The runtime profiler, described in the next chapter, proved effective at gath-

ering information on rogue events.
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Chapter 5

Runtime Profiler

5.1 Introduction

Chapters 6 through 8 detail a feedback application that was challenging to

debug. It was used to build the list of requirements for the runtime profiling

approach that was first tested in the industrial application from Chapter 9.

The initial requirement list was

1. O(1) execution times of the profiler.1 It is desirable to be able to profile

any execution of the program, no matter how complicated the looping

behaviour inside the program. A profiler with an O(1) execution time

can be guaranteed to complete within a fixed amount of executive time.

As such, a sufficiently powerful computer will be able to complete all

profiling activities within the time it takes for the mechanical system

to deliver a new part to the gauge. By contrast, an O(n) profiler may

be able to execute in less time on average, however it offers no guar-

antees on execution time if the application being profiled does an in-

ordinate amount of looping. In this application, O(1) execution times
1Big O notation was explained in §3.1.10.
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were achieved by implementing Branch Count Sequence (BCS) tech-

nique from Harrold et al. (1998). This counted the number of passes

through any given code block. The counts were kept in a master list,

and this master list was saved once for each part delivered to the gauge

for inspection.

2. All inputs, outputs, and critical program variables needed to be

recorded. This was implemented by saving key structures to disk once

for each part observed.

3. Data Compression. It was known from the feedback application that

the data logging files would be huge. Therefore, data compression was

needed so large runs of part data could be stored cost effectively (on a

single hard drive).

In application, the primary performance limit of the profiler would be the

long-term data storage capability of the disk drive. 100 GB of disk storage is

spread over 10 million parts, then each data record must be approximately

10 kB (or less). While technological advancements since the initial appli-

cation have eased this problem, the disk limit continues to be the primary

issue in recording large amounts of information. Data compression reduces

the size of the records from items 1 and 2, and this makes runtime profiling

the complete BCS results feasible.

The BCS checks were effective at detecting coding errors along infre-

quently executed code paths that corresponded to reject conditions of the

gauge. In particular, when designing a complex inspection system, it is com-

mon to make many assumptions about the incoming data (observations). If

any of these assumptions are violated, it is common to reject the part out of

an abundance of caution. This can result in a large number of unnecessary

aberrant rejects, when it is discovered that acceptable parts are being re-

jected because actual production does not follow initial assumptions. When
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the runtime profiler was used, it was possible to reduce the rate of aber-

rant rejects because statistical Q-scores could be cross-referenced against

program decisions.

Despite the BCS algorithms success at reducing aberrant rejects, the sur-

prising result was that BCS code checks were ineffective at detecting outgoing

defects in the industrial application from Chapter 9. This was demonstrated

through the off-line use of redundant algorithms that used the recorded in-

put data to verify the output data. The gauging professionals that wrote

the inspection algorithms were very careful to ensure that only values of Y

inside the |Y | < UT pass-zone would lead to an accept. This lead to the dis-

covery of the rogue distributions and the combined rogue distributions dis-

cussed in Chapter 4. Combined rogue distributions can have observations

inside |Y | ≤ UT pass-zone, even though |X| > UX .

It is not obvious if combined rogue distributions are programming er-

rors in the conventional sense. In particular, the software was coded to the

programmers understanding of the problem. If the programmer is mak-

ing assumptions about the incoming data, and not rejecting parts when the

assumptions are violated, then outgoing defects may result. The experi-

enced gauge designer knows that software cannot validate every possible

assumption. For instance, combined rogue distributions have the interest-

ing property that they cannot be easily detected in software, but different

algorithms will experience more outgoing defects than others. In particu-

lar, as discussed in §4.3, multivariate gauge algorithms perform better than

univariate gauge algorithms. Additionally, as Chapter 9 demonstrates, us-

ing multivariate gauge algorithms can solve the combined rogue distribution

problem. As this thesis demonstrates, software profiling tools helpfully col-

lect the data required to understand these effects.
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5.2 Runtime Profiler with SPC

The vision system from Chapter 9 was capable of gathering large amounts

of information per part. The captured data that related to an application-

specific graph was control charted using a multivariate Q-chart. This lead to

the discovery that a multivariate Q-chart is effective at detecting combined

rogue distributions.

Thus the final version of the runtime profiler implemented the following

four features

1. BCS profiling with O(1) execution time. This was effective in detect-

ing many coding errors in the real-time gauge, feedback, display, and

control algorithms, but not the problems that led to outgoing defects in

this application.

2. Multivariate Q-charting using the gQ(Y) score function, as discussed in

§4.4.1.2.

3. Inputs, outputs, and critical program variables are captured. This

captured data can be used to test new and/or different algorithms to

double-check the results and to select the best available algorithm for

any given application.

4. Data Compression, to reduce the size of the output image on disk.

A key insight gained from implementing the system was that improving the

algorithm can reduce total rejects, thus covering the profiling and hardware

costs.
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5.2.1 Execution Time

It was possible to implement all four of these features with reasonable ex-

ecution times. The system specification was one part inspected every 500

ms. The original system inspected one part in 250 (ms). With the profil-

ing library, the system inspected a part in 10 ms or less, and the majority

of the time was spent compressing the outgoing log files and writing them

to disk. The system without the profiling library could inspect a part in 1

(ms) or less. These numbers were achieved both with a Pentium 4-M single

core portable PC and an AMD Athlon X2/4200 dual core PC with a single-

threaded program.

5.2.2 Tracing a Specific Anomaly

Automated systems often run seven days a week and twenty four hours per

day. The equivalent shift-coverage requires many people and significant

man-hours to find and remove infrequently occurring software bugs. This

represents a significant cost in commissioning new systems. The runtime

profiler solves this problem, by allowing debugging information to be cap-

tured automatically and then analyzed later.

In Chapter 4 it became obvious that conventional graphs had issues when

dealing with infrequent events. Importantly, if a logarithmic-scale was not

used on the ordinate axis, then infrequent events could be obscured by the

process of graphing. Additionally, it was also necessary to display many

variables on the same graph when dealing with problems that could have

a Y-vector with 500 elements. Lastly, it was also necessary to be able to

display data from 10,000 to 1,000,000 parts on the same graph, and as such

it was impossible to dedicate either a unique label or a unique pixel to each

part. This meant a new approach to visualizing the data was needed, as

conventional graphs would be inadequate for the application.
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The new visualization approach is shown by the annotated screen cap-

tures given in Figures 5.1 through 5.4. Each screen capture shows one of

the four key steps of the debugging process using the new run-time profiler

that was constructed in the development of this thesis. These four key steps

are described in the next four sections.

5.2.2.1 Step 1: Review the Score Function

As shown in Figure 5.1, the overall Q-Score is reviewed using the Red, Yel-

low, and Green intensity-based colour scheme. The intensity of the colours

is logarithmically weighted, such that any occurrence of any part at that

particular value stands out. The logarithmic weighting is used because, as

explained in Chapter 4, linear scaling tends to obscure infrequent events.

The extremely bright regions indicate that large percentages of the popu-

lation occur with that particular value. The red zones correspond to reject

(misoriented) product, the green zones correspond to correctly oriented prod-

uct, and yellow zones correspond to cases where both occur.

In the Figure 5.1, three errant observations show as yellow lines in the

reject zone. At these Q-scores, these errant observations correpond to ex-

treme outliers, and represent potential outgoing defects. Assuming nor-

mally distributed data, the probability of these outliers occurring by ran-

dom chance is less than 10−30. Given that three outliers occurred, it can be

safely assumed that the cause was not random chance. Therefore, further

investigation is needed.

In the screen capture shown in Figure 5.1, blue is the background colour.

Dark grey indicates a pass-zone. White marks values from the part under

current investigation.
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Yellow lines in red region represent 

potential false accepts

Outliers caused by Combined Rogue Distribution

White is Example Accept Part
3

2

1

Step 1: Identify Potential False Accepts on Q-Chart

1.  Y-Axis is automatically positioned and scaled to show all distributions.

2.  Blue Region (marked 2) represents the out-of-limits region.

3.  Grey region (marked 3) represents the in-limits region.

Red - Parts rejected by primary algorithm.  

Intensity increases with number of parts present at that value in the histogram.

Green - Parts accepted by primary algorithm.  

Intensity increases with number of parts present at that value in the histogram.

Yellow - Both accepted and rejected parts occured.  

Intensity increases with number of parts present.

Legend

Potential False Accept = The primary algorithm incorrectly indicated an acceptable part, 

and the Q score function showed the part was outside of control limits.

Large red region is the Rogue Process Distribution

Outliers caused by Measurement Rogue Distribution

Large green region caused by Main Distribution

Q

Figure 5.1: Debugging Using Runtime Profiler Step 1. This screen capture
reflects the Q-Score.
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5.2.2.2 Step 2: Check the T-vector

Drilling down, the T -vector is shown in Figure 5.2. This graph shows the

individual T-values. Of particular importance is T4, the fourth element of

the T = (T1, ...T11). It is the primary orientation detecting bar, and it clearly

shows that the springs of concern are misoriented.

5.2.2.3 Step 3: Check the Observations

The screen to review the raw observations is shown in Figure 5.3. Reviewing

the raw pitch-profile chart confirms that the springs are incorrectly oriented,

with three yellow traces clearly in the red region. In this case, reject input

data leading to an accept result is a key indication of a problem (bug).

5.2.2.4 Step 4: Check the Program Trace

The fourth and final step in the analysis is to review the actual BCS program

trace, which is shown in Figure 5.4. This screen capture has particularly

complex scaling, in order to cope with the vast number of possible state-

ments that could be executed in the program, and the vast number of times

each statement could be executed. Each column in the abscissa represents

a group of statements in the source code, arranged in order of execution.

Groups of statements that neither execute nor are intended to execute are

omitted from the graph. Groups of non-executing statements can be readily

determined by examining previous programs in an automated way. Omit-

ting these extraneous statements simplifies the graph enormously.

In Figure 5.4, the ordinate is nonlinearly scaled, such that any value

inside the dark grey (center) zone represents a valid frequency of execution.

The lower dark blue zone represents a block of statements that executed too

few times. The upper dark blue zone represents a block of statements that

executed too many times.
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Step 2: Drill Down and Review the T-vector

1.  Y-Axis is automatically positioned and scaled for each element in the T-vector to 

show every collected observation in the data set over the length of the axis.

Blue region represents the out-of-limits region.  Each element of the T-vector has its 

own set of limits.

Grey region represent the in-limits region.

Red - Parts rejected by primary algorithm.  

Intensity increases with number of parts present at that value in the histogram.

Green - Parts accepted by primary algorithm.  

Intensity increases with number of parts present at that value in the histogram.

Yellow - Both accepted and rejected parts occured.  

Legend

The Potential False Accepts still show clearly in the red zone.

1 White 

Trace is 

Example 

Good 

Part

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10

T1 through T10 are the first 10 elements of the T-vector from the Q-score function.

Each one is graphed individually as an intensity coded histogram, and arranged side by side.

Figure 5.2: Debugging Using Runtime Profiler Step 2. This screen capture
reflects the elements of the T -vector.
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Step 3: Drill Down to Raw Data

Y-Axis is automatically positioned and scaled for clarity.

Blue Region represents out-of-limits region.  Limits are set for each observation.

Grey region with black borders represent in-limits region.  In this case, the grey 

region is almost completely obscured by green and yellow, and only the narrow 

black border will be visible on some print outs.

Red - Parts rejected by primary algorithm.  

Intensity increases with number of parts present at that value in the histogram.

Green - Parts accepted by primary algorithm.  

Intensity increases with number of parts present at that value in the histogram.

Yellow - Both accepted and rejected parts occured.  

Legend

The meaning and magnitude of each observation is application specific.

As such, this graph can be customized on a per application basis.

The Potential False Accepts

show clearly in the red zone.

White Trace is Example Good Part

Observation Number
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Figure 5.3: Debugging Using Runtime Profiler Step 3. This screen capture
shows the elements of the observation Y -vector.
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Step 4: Review Program Trace corresponding to False Accept

1.  Y-Axis represents the number of times a group of statements is executed.  It is 

automatically positioned and scaled for a constant sized in-limit region

on a per statement group (basic block) basis. 

2.  Blue Region represents out-of-limits region.

3.  Grey region with black borders represent in-limits region.

4. Light Green - Regions of code that only execute when accepts occur.

5. Light Blue - Regions of code never executed for accept.  Start debugging at the first 

blue region encountered.

6. Beige box gives label and statistics on statements in source code.

7. White - Program trace corresponding to the false accepts.  Regions where the white 

line enters blue region indicates potential issues.

Legend

Potential False Accept = The primary algorithm incorrectly indicated an acceptable part, 

and the Q score function showed the part was outside of control limits.

5

2

3

1

2

4 6

7

1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55
Statement groups (basic blocks),  numbered from first executing group to last.

Figure 5.4: Debugging Using Runtime Profiler Step 4. This screen capture
displays the BCS trace data.
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By comparing the rates of occurrence of each zone against the preset

limits for each group of statements (basic block), the incorrectly executing

statements can be quickly identified. The information shown in the beige

box in Figure 5.4 uniquely identifies each group of statements in the source

code. Tracing a malfunctioning group of statements will often show the

error. Alternatively, the inspection program can be rerun in a debug mode

with the captured data, allowing a full program debug.

5.2.2.5 Insights Gained from the New Runtime Profiler

Significant economic gains were made in the Spring Orientation algorithm

by tracing cases with the yellow lines in the green zone. These correspond to

aberrant rejects: cases where the Q-score function from §4.4.1.2 indicated

the part was correctly oriented and the pattern algorithm disagreed. A

great many aberrant reject bugs were located in this manner. Reducing the

aberrant rejects in this manner resulted in the trace shown in Figure 5.1,

which shows a green pass-zone without any aberrant rejects - an excellent

result.

Problems relating to outgoing defects were not detected as changes in

the BCS program trace. In particular, issues relating to combined rogue

distributions in the pass-zone typically are not detectable by BCS methods,

and the methods from Chapter 4 must be used.

Unclear pass-zones often show up as yellow overlap regions between the

green and red zones. For an example of this, see the T1, T2, and T3 columns

from Figure 5.2. Individually, these do not have sufficient statistical ca-

pability for orientation detection. However, collectively, especially when T4

is present in conjunction with T2 and T5, the required statistical capability

level is present.
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Using the new runtime profiler resulted in much quicker detection and

problem resolution of program anomalies, especially when the anomalies are

occurring infrequently in high-speed systems.

5.3 Conclusions

The major discovery in this thesis was that the outgoing defects were not

being caused by conventional coding “bugs”, but were actually being caused

by combined rogue distributions. Instances where this problem occurs can be

spotted by using a runtime profiler of the type described that implements the

relevant score functions. This can be implemented feasibly, in industrially

acceptable execution times. The cost of the extra hardware and software is

easily offset by reduced commissioning times and reduced outgoing defects.
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Chapter 6

Introduction to Industrial
Applications

6.1 Overview

The fundamental point of this thesis is that rogue events can dominate the

operational costs of practical industrial processes and, by reducing the im-

pact of the rogue events, costs can be significantly reduced. As this work was

done with real industrial processes, it was not possible to demonstrate all of

this technology inside one practical industrial manufacturing system.

The approach taken in this thesis is to use three different industrial

applications:

Chapter 7 focuses on the feedback loop in a CNC machining cell with CMM

feedback. This is an industrially significant system and the effects

observed were not covered in previous literature.
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Chapter 8 focuses on the material transport algorithms in the CNC machin-

ing cell with feedback. The goal is to minimizing delay and maximiz-

ing the rate at which feedback loop updates can be performed, given

limited measurement capacity. This maximizes feedback performance

and reduces waste. Additionally, optimizing the material transport al-

gorithms proved vital to cell success.

Chapter 9 focuses on a high-reliability attribute gauging application. High-

reliability systems pose a different set of challenges as feedback sys-

tems, as shown in this application.

Chapters 7 and 8 focus on a particular class of manufacturing cell, and the

background to this cell will be introduced in this chapter. To a large extent,

much of this introductory material will be relevant to Chapter 9. Chapter

9 will cover the implementation specific details for the high-reliability at-

tribute gauging application separately.

The development of a new class of Computer Numerically Controlled

(CNC) manufacturing cell with Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) feed-

back was motivated by similar requirements from a number of automotive

part suppliers. Automotive part suppliers are under tremendous pressure

to reduce costs to remain competitive with both local and overseas competi-

tion. As such, four different plants independently made efforts to implement

CNC manufacturing cells with CMM feedback. These cells, if they worked,

had decisive cost advantages, that would keep the plants competitive. These

manufacturing cells encountered significant problems. In fact, only two of

the four plants succeeded in implementing CNC manufacturing with CMM

feedback. Implementing the concepts and lessons discussed in Chapters 7

and 8 proved crucial for cell success, and only the cells that implemented

these concepts succeeded.
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6.2 Manufacturing Cell with Feedback

Figure 6.1 shows the cell structure under analysis. Each CNC dual spindle

lathe has two live turrets capable of both milling and turning. The dual spin-

dle feature allows a single machine to produce a finished part that requires

machining on all surfaces.

In production, it is customary to sequentially label major part processing

operations OP 10, OP 20, etc. Minor part processing operations are labeled

by increasing one counts. Thus. the minor operations from OP10 are labeled

OP 11, OP 12, and so on, up to OP 14. Major parallel operations inside

the same machine are designated with a five code. For instance, a parallel

operation at OP 10 would be labeled OP 15, and the corresponding minor

parallel operations are designated OP 16 through OP 19. When two or

more different types of parts are manufactured inside the cell, each part

process has its own OP 10, OP 15 production process. The cell is responsible

for making sure the parts from each manufacturing process are separately

tracked, identified, packed, and shipped.

In this case, the dual spindle lathe holds two parts, one in each spindle,

with the main spindle performing OP 10 on the first part while the sub-

spindle performs OP 15 on the second part. The result is that the two-stage

machining process can produce a new manufactured part every cycle. With

every CNC in the cell in operation, nCNC complete parts are produced every

TCY C seconds. The parts are complete when they leave the CNC machines,

and require no further manufacturing operations. This makes the cell flexi-

ble, as no requirement exists for all the CNC machines to produce identical

parts.

The cell is able to implement feedback in three different ways:

Automatic: referring to Figure 6.1, in automatic mode the parts are deliv-

ered to the CMM through the material transport system, and offsets
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Figure 6.1: Cell Layout Diagram
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are electronically sent to the CNC machines along feedback path FP1

under computer control.

Semiautomatic: the parts are delivered to the automatic CMM, where the

operator reads them, and manually adjusts the CNC wear offsets fol-

lowing feedback path FP2.

Manual: the operator H manually grabs the parts, and measures them with

the hand gauge HG. If adjustments are required, they are manually in-

put to the CNC following feedback path FP3. The operator may place

the part back on the production line, where it will follow the automatic

process. When the operator places manually measured product on the

automated production line, the feedback control system is responsible

for making sure that an automatic update will not duplicate a manual

update already performed. Manual measurements with hand gauges

are less accurate than the automatic measurements from the CMM,

and are not reported to the computer system as observations. As such,

the manual measurements introduce many issues with gauge repeata-

bility and reproducibility, and process accuracy. However, manual mea-

surements have the advantage that they allow the operator to setup

new tooling much quicker than is possible with the automatic process.

The cell operator is able to make feedback adjustments in the cell at any

time, for any reason, and is able to access fresh production from the CNC at

any time. This capability is very important to cell operation.

From a feedback perspective, the auto/manual capability has the disad-

vantage that operator involvement affects feedback loop stability and perfor-

mance. Manual involvement creates the possibility that the feedback loop

will become sufficiently inaccurate that large volumes of scrap can be cre-

ated. §4.2.5 discussed the influence of operator intervention and conveyor

system delays on the stability of the feedback loop.
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Nevertheless, field trials indicated that the cells only worked if they al-

lowed the operator easy access to finished parts. The CNC machining pro-

cess is complex and fraught with numerous error sources that can result

in out of tolerance parts being produced. These error sources include tool

wear, thermal error, workpiece clamping, vibration, and workpiece and ma-

terial issues. It is extremely important to allow the operator to correct these

failures in an appropriate manner as quickly as possible. In practice, this

means that methods must be provided to allow for quick and easy transi-

tions between automatic and manual mode and back again, such that as

much time as possible can be spent in automatic mode.

With many parts being produced simultaneously, the route of any indi-

vidual part through the cell can easily become obscured. Figure 6.2 is a

part routing diagram. The part routing diagram shows the part-path cor-

responding to a single part. Parts are produced simultaneously on all the

CNCs in the cell. As such, many parts are progressing through Figure 6.2

simultaneously and in parallel.

Following Figure 6.2 the parts are made in the CNC in operations OP10

and OP15. In automatic mode, parts needing to be observed (measured) are

sent to the CMM through path AB. After the part is observed by the CMM,

the part can be packed and shipped to the customer (Route CE), additional

inspections may be required (Route CE), or the part can be quarantined

for rework and scrap (Route CF). Automatic feedback may or may not be

performed, depending if the observation supports a feedback adjustment,

and if the cell feedback mode (Automatic, Semiautomatic, or Manual) allows

it. The decision process in the CMM gauge is shown in Figure 6.3.

From Figure 6.3, the key decisions are

1. Should the part be accepted? If the part is accepted, it will be packed

and shipped to the customer.
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Figure 6.2: Part Flows in a Simple Production Cell
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Figure 6.3: Decision Process in the Production Gauge
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2. Are too many rejects present? If a limited number of parts are rejected,

the parts will be quarantined for rework and/or scrap. However, an

excessively large number of rejects, the relevant CNC machine will

be stopped and the situation investigated by the operator. The point

at which the CNC is stopped is application dependent, but the CNC

is usually stopped after either three to five consecutive reject parts are

observed. Stopping the machine after three to five rejects parts permits

one or two feedback operations to occur to correct the process, while

preventing the accumulation of large quantities of reject parts.

3. Is feedback appropriate? It is not appropriate to feedback every obser-

vation. Doing so can actually increase the standard deviation of the

manufacturing process and reduce the process capability index CPK .

Additionally, the CNC machine can potentially be damaged if large and

inappropriate adjustments are made, if feedback is attempted when

the machine should be stopped, or if the automatic system unexpect-

edly overrides an operator setup adjustment.

The accuracy of these decisions is affected by the relative magnitudes of the

process error and gauge error and in the observations.

From a capital cost point of view, it is desirable to purchase the minimum

amount of production gauging capacity for correct cell operation, subject to

the constraints that the cell must operate economically and the customer

should always receive in-spec product, i.e. product that is within part-print

specifications. To protect the customer against receiving out-of-spec (out-

side of specification) product when insufficient production gauging (CMM)

capacity is available, it is recommended that the following rules be adopted:

Rule 1: All parts observed as accept, can be packed as in-spec parts (Route

CD).
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Rule 2: All parts observed as reject, are rejected. Repeated rejects are in-

vestigated. (Routes CE/CF).

Rule 3: All parts manufactured between two parts with in-spec observa-

tions can be accepted as in-spec (Route AD) if no process changes are

pending, in-progress, or have recently occurred (within the last 3 sam-

ples).

Rule 4: All remaining parts are quarantined for on-line (Route AB) or off-

line measurement (Route AE). Measurements on these parts occur to

late for feedback, and as such are not counted as observations for feed-

back.

If available CMM capacity is present in the cell, it is desirable to minimize

the amount of off-line measurement. However, diverting CMM capacity to

measure quarantine parts affects the stability and performance of the feed-

back algorithms.

6.3 Implementing Feedback in the Manufac-

turing Cells

Figure 6.4 shows how the process reacts to special cause variation. Specif-

ically, the top trace shows the parts produced by the CNC. The lower trace

represents the parts for observation by the CMM.

The feedback controller can only adjust the CNC process after a CMM

observation. Thus it cannot react to sudden special cause variation, until

Sample 10 is observed.
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Figure 6.4: Process reacting to a rogue event
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In certain circumstances, the variation will not be detected until Sample

12 is observed. In this application, the CNC machining process has two

steps with the main spindle performing OP10 while the secondary spindle

performs OP15. If the event occurred, as shown, immediately before Part

10 was manufactured, it is possible Part 10 already had some of its OP10

features complete while OP15 is being performed. As the OP10 features

were complete before the event happened, these preexisting features will

be within specification, “in-spec”. As such, Part 11 will be the first part to

show all the changes caused by the event, and Part 12 the first observed part

reflecting all the changes in the event. The probability of this split update

event occurring is 1
nGS

, and it causes a delay of nFS.

The constants nGS and nFS are expressed in terms of parts. From a shop

floor perspective, measuring constants in terms of parts has the advantage

the sampling rates can simply be determined by counting how many parts

go down the line, for each part observed.

The CNC is sent offset data based on the latest sub-spindle machined

surfaces after part 10, and the main spindle surfaces after part 12. The

parts are machined on the main spindle first, and then machined on the

sub-spindle, which creates a one-part timing delay. This delay will either not

be detected when the intervening part is not sampled, or it will be detected

as a one sample period delay, in this case 2 parts, when the intervening

part is sampled. The update-sample delay in the cell, nU , is most easily

determined by counting the physical number of parts in the cell at any stage

of the production process. Alternatively, the update-sample delay, nU , can be

analytically computed from

nU = kUSnFS (6.1)
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where kUS is the smallest integer such that

nUTCNC > DCNC + TCONV + TWAIT + TCMM + TOP (6.2)

where

DCNC is the delay between the first finishing cut on the CNC, and the time

the part exits the CNC. Typically, DCNC ≈ 2TCNC . Built-in exit con-

veyors on the CNC will increase DCNC . Careful CNC program design

can reduce DCNC by postponing finishing cuts to later points in the

machining cycle.

TCONV is the total conveyor, material transport, part cleaning, cool-down

delay.

TWAIT is the wait time for the CMM.

TCMM is the observation (measurement) time in the CMM.

TOP includes the time for the operator to improve and/or modify the tool

offset, and the time required to transmit it to the CNC. In automatic

mode, the updates are fully automatic and almost instantaneous, re-

sulting in TOP ≈ 0.

Eventually, a within specification part will arrive at the CMM. In this

example, this will be either 20 or 22. An additional 3 in-spec parts must be

observed to ensure the process is stable, before the normal sampling rate nGS

occurs. This means the total number of quarantined parts for a single rogue

event will be nGS for the initial detection, plus nU to process the feedback,

plus a conditional delay of nFS if a split update occurs. The probability of a

split update occurring is 1
nGS

. Additionally, two further nFS sample periods

are needed for the process to stabilize. This yields a total CMM load from
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the event in Figure 6.4 of

ω1 = nGS + nU +
nFS

nGS

+ 2nFS (6.3)

= nGS + nU + kFS + 2nFS (6.4)

Not every part observed by the CMM will be scrap. For the specific case

shown in Figure 6.4, scrap on average will be

c1 ≈
nGS − 1

2
+ nU + kFS (6.5)

with all quantities expressed in parts. The average number of parts

scrapped per part produced can be estimated by multiplying c1 by the

probability of producing scrap.

Occasionally, due to rogue events involving special cause variation, the

feedback loop will not be able to correctly adjust the process. In this case,

the controller is permitted a second try.

ω2 = ω1 + nU (6.6)

Essentially, the second feedback loop correction cycle increases the weight

by nU .

Sometimes a third try is also needed. A practical danger exists in op-

erating the CNC machines for an excessively long time without correct tool

offsets. As such, even if this third update is correct, most cells are configured

such that the CNC machine will be stopped, and the further investigation

by a cell operator requested. This results in

ω3 ≥ ω2 + nU (6.7)

The greater than or equal is present, because the operator may not restart

the machine immediately, and downtime will likely be involved. In one of
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the plant cells, it was observed on multiple occasions that a single instance

of ω3 downtime could account for 25% to 50% of the daily scrap. As down-

time can upset the thermal characteristics of the machining process, and

cause additional scrap, strong financial incentives exist to avoid unplanned

downtime and the associated waste.

6.4 Summary

This chapter defined the cell layout under investigation, and the operation

of the gauges that observe the parts. It described the key formulas that will

be used to relate the weights of individual rogue events to total cell perfor-

mance. The next two chapters will describe the effects of key algorithms

on the cell, starting with the feedback algorithms, and moving to the ma-

terial transport algorithms. In the process, the physical cell characteristics

will be related to the overall waste presented in the cell, in an overall cost

minimization and cost reduction framework.
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Chapter 7

Manufacturing with Feedback

7.1 Application Overview

This chapter focuses on the CNC manufacturing with CMM feedback appli-

cation, and the importance of using improved algorithms for effective feed-

back. With the presence of manual intervention, sampling, breakdowns,

delays, and many other effects, a cell may not be completely controllable

through automatic means. These effects can cause the feedback loop to be-

come unstable and/or perform poorly. To compensate, the feedback algo-

rithm must update the tool wear offsets only at appropriate times and by

appropriate amounts.

From a practical perspective, the primary goal of this section is to find,

from the available possibilities, the feedback algorithm that will produce the

least waste in the production cell. The academic literature, as described in

§2.3, suggested many different possible feedback strategies. Additionally,

from visits to many different plants, it was observed that many different

feedback strategies were being used. Also, when a single cell was running

in semiautomatic mode, and the operators in the production plants were ob-

served, the operators did not consistently follow any single feedback strat-

egy. The challenge posed by these cells is that different types of rogue events
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require different responses, and a single response to all types of variation is

ineffective.

7.2 Introduction to Feedback Loop

The feedback loop is the same feedback loop from §4.2.1. The block diagram

is repeated in Figure 7.1 for convenience.

Two sampling switches exist in this feedback loop. The “UPDATE SAM-

PLE” switch closes the feedback loop. As Z(k) is located after the update-

sample switch, the wear offset output will always be denoted Z(k), where k

represents the k-th operation of the update-sample switch.

For many of the algorithms that will be discussed later in this chapter, it

is only necessary to consider the operation of the update-sample switch. For

these systems, the observation will be denoted Y (k), and it will be assumed

that this observation corresponds to the k-th update-sample.

It is possible to improve control system performance by collecting more

observations, and then only occasionally doing feedback loop updates

(update-samples). This is done by using the second “SAMPLE” switch to

gather observations, and then later deciding if the observations will lead to

an update-sample. For systems that gather more observations than are used

for loop updates, Y (j) will denote the j-th observation. It is assumed that

the control system software is capable of keeping track of the current values

of j and k, such that the j-th observation Y (j) is used for the corresponding

k-th wear offset update Z(k). This bookkeeping is easily implemented with

modern computers.

7.2.1 Delay in the Physical Cell

Both of the successful industrial cells were implemented such that the typ-

ical delay D encountered in the cell was between 4 and 5 parts in normal
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Figure 7.1: Feedback Loop for Sample Update
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operation. The industrial cell from which the data was captured had a

fixed nGS = 3 parts per sample. This means that if the update sample rate

nU = 2nGS, then D = 1 update-sample for the vast majority of the update-

samples. More specifically

nU = 2nGS =⇒ Pr(D = 1) ≈ 1 (7.1)

Similarly if the update sample rate nU = nGS, then D = 2 update-samples

for the vast majority of the update-samples.

nU = nGS =⇒ Pr(D = 2) ≈ 1 (7.2)

Assuming D appropriately, the off-line method §4.2.4.2 can be used to deter-

mine the conditional probabilities of different events occurring based on a

single observation Y (j).

7.2.2 Probability Estimation From Captured Data

The feedback loop is restricted to two actions: CHASE (A) and WAIT (A′).

With CHASE, the update sample loop is iterated. To maintain D = 1 update-

sample, the loop update frequency should be limited. With WAIT, the up-

date sample loop is not iterated. Many consecutive WAIT actions can be

performed. However, eventually feedback will be needed to keep the process

in control.

By only performing CHASE when it is most advantageous, the probability

of variations in D affecting the feedback loop is minimized, and effective

control action results. Additionally, if CHASE actions are timed to coincide

with rogue process events, then waste is minimized.

With collected data, it is possible to estimate the conditional probabilities

of the CHASE / WAIT decision meeting with success. Unfortunately, multiple
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rogue events can occur in a row, and as such neither the CHASE nor the WAIT

decision will bring the process back into specification. Sometimes, two con-

secutive CHASE decisions are required. This is referred to as a TWO-STEP

CHASE. Also, in some circumstances, the outcome of the CHASE and WAIT

decision is the same within expected gauge error. This is an INCONCLU-

SIVE result. Including, CHASE, TWO-STEP CHASE, WAIT, INCONCLUSIVE, 4

different probabilities were computed for any given observation Y (j).

CHASE EA and TWO-STEP CHASE EB: The optimal action is CHASE if the

CHASE action A yields |Y (j +D)| < UT and waiting would not obtain a

better result. A TWO-STEP CHASE occurs if it requires two consecutive

CHASE actions for |Y (j +D)| < UT , and waiting would not yield better

results. Sometimes, the tool wears quickly, and two consecutive iter-

ations are required to keep the process tolerance, as the extent of the

rapid tool wear problem is not obvious on the first iteration.

WAIT EC : The optimal action is to not update the output.

INCONCLUSIVE ED: The optimal action by the feedback system is not obvi-

ous. For instance, both CHASE and WAIT operations may result in the

same value of |Y (j + D)| within gauge error. Alternatively, it may not

be possible for the feedback controller to achieve |Y (j + D)| < UT as a

malfunction is occurring.

Using a sample of data, it is possible to graph the optimal outcome for any

given value of y. The resulting histogram is shown in the top half of Fig-

ure 7.2. It can be seen that significant tails exist, and that these tails are

bigger than that predicted from the normal distribution. These large tails

represent rogue events.
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Figure 7.2: Zone A, B, C - shown against the captured histograms from the
industrial plant.
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The conditional probability Pr(Ei|Y (j) = y) is shown in the lower half of

Figure 7.2 for various values of y. It should be noted that at the tales shown

in the upper half of Figure 7.2, only one to three data points are present, thus

the graph shown in the lower half of Figure 7.2 becomes very discrete in the

tales with many bars being exactly 1/3, 1/2, or full height. Nevertheless, it is

possible to discern large zones labeled A, B and C on the graph. In the center

Zone A a large concentration of inconclusive readings ED exist. Given the

limit on update-samples, it is better to CHASE infrequently in this region,

and WAIT the rest of the time. Outside the center region, in Zone B, the

problem is more biased to CHASE decisions.

In the end, the decision making process was divided into three zones as

shown in Figure 7.2.

Zone A is a frequently occurring but largely indeterminate process zone. Oc-

casional updates in this zone keep the process well centered. Excessive

updates cause issues with feedback loop stability.

Zone B is the region in which feedback should occur. Many rogue process

events are present in this region, and rogue process events require a

feedback response.

Zone C is a region in which feedback should never occur, because it can

damage the machine. Note that no samples exist in this region, so it is

not included on the graph. This corresponds to the ε case addressed in

§4.2.8.

7.3 Wear Update Algorithms

Simulation results will be presented on seven different wear update algo-

rithms. When dealing with infrequent events, simulations have a significant
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advantage over field data, in that all of the algorithms see exactly the same

sequence of events. This greatly improves the accuracy and validity of the

comparison, as it controls for infrequent statistical effects.

Five of the simulated wear update algorithms (#1 to #5) were causal al-

gorithms, and did not rely on future predictions. All of the causal algorithms

were field tested.

The remaining two algorithms (#6C and #7C) are noncausal, and are de-

signed to serve as benchmarks for comparison purposes. The advantage of

the noncausal algorithms is that they can be used to estimate the maximum

possible performance achievable inside this system. The following subsec-

tions describe each algorithm individually. The results of testing these algo-

rithms are presented in §7.4.

7.3.1 Algorithm #1: SPC

This algorithm was the first to be developed and deployed. A key aspect

of SPC is averaging, and this algorithm simply takes the average of the

last 3 observations, and immediately updates the system with the result.

This algorithm was implemented as a simplification of the work from Bering

et al. (2002). For modeling purposes, averaging represents a simple effective

algorithm that makes decisions on three data samples instead of one.

As implemented, this algorithm is

Z(k) = Z(k − 1)− Y (k) + Y (k − 1) + Y (k − 2)

3
(7.3)

where

k is the current update-sample count.

Y (k) is the observation corresponding to the current update-sample.
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Y (k − 1) is the observation from the previous update-sample,

Y (k − 2) is the observation from 2 update-samples prior.

Z(k) is the wear offset corresponding to the current update-sample.

Z(k − 1) is the wear offset corresponding to the previous update-sample.

This algorithm updates every cycle, and as such, nGS = nU for the simula-

tion. Every cycle updates are required in this application, because of the

presence of rogue events.

The earlier work from Bering et al. (2002) has an algorithm to avoid doing

updates every iteration, and this was intentionally not implemented in this

simulation. The earlier work did not contemplate a situation in which rogue

events happened as often as they did in the industrial cells examined in this

thesis. When these rogue events were encountered in the industrial plants,

it became obvious that new algorithms were required and hence this the

work presented in this thesis was developed.

7.3.2 Algorithm #2: Feedback

This algorithm was developed and deployed next. It makes the assumption

that for a sufficiently small gain g, the feedback loop should be stable. As

such, this feedback algorithm feeds back the observation as a correction to

the CNC immediately.

The feedback algorithm was implemented in two different forms. The

first form triggered a feedback loop update k for every observation j, result-

ing in nGS = nU . The wear offset value Z(k) was computed from

Z(k) = Z(k − 1)− gY (j) where j = k (7.4)

where
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g is the gain of the feedback loop.

j is the current sample count.

k is the current update-sample count.

Y (j) is the observation corresponding to the current measurement sample.

Z(k) is the wear offset corresponding to the current update-sample.

Z(k − 1) is the wear offset corresponding to the previous update-sample.

With nGS = nU , the vast majority of update-samples would have D = 2

update-samples. As such, gain values of g = 0.33 and g = 0.5 were used,

with g = 0.5 representing the gain value that should generate the minimum

variance.

The second feedback algorithm triggered a loop update for every second

observation. As such, nGS = 2nU , and the vast majority of update-samples

would have D = 1 update-sample. The wear offset value Z(k) was computed

from

Z(k) = Z(k − 1)− gY (j) where j = 2k (7.5)

With j = 2k, the odd numbered samples j = {1, 3, ...} are ignored. This

algorithm was modeled with g = 1 which is the theoretical optimum as

shown in §4.2.3.1.

The feedback algorithm with g = 1 is better in simulation than in real-

ity. Importantly, the data set used in this simulation was based on a day of

normal cell operation, and as such, does not include any instances of the op-

erator consistently causing a larger than expected loop delay. Nevertheless,

aggressive and precisely-timed updates are very effective at controlling the

process. The limitation is in achieving the precise timing in a practical cell,

when operator effects are present.
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7.3.3 Algorithm #3: Fixed Increment

If the observation is outside the control limits (±3µm), the fixed increment

algorithm applies a correction in H-sized increments, where H=4µm. These

values were chosen because for this industrial data set, 2H should be on the

order of a frequently occurring Zone B adjustment in Figure 7.2. Assuming

the operators use the convention that action only occurs when the control

limits are exceeded, then the control limits should be one unit of positioning

resolution (1µm) inside ±H. The algorithm matches the instructions given to

the cell operators for use in semiautomatic mode. Semiautomatic operation

was described in §6.2.

This algorithm is

Z(k) = Z(k − 1)−


H when Y (k) ≥ H

−H when Y (k) ≤ −H

0 otherwise and no update occurs.

(7.6)

and nGS = nU . The vast majority of update-samples have D = 2 update-

samples, assuming the operator is attentive.

From a practical point of view, it must be remembered that this algorithm

is used in semiautomatic mode, and is implemented by having the operator

press the “+” and “-” wear offset buttons on the CNC machines. This differ-

ence in detail does not affect this simulation.

7.3.4 Algorithm #4: Two-Stage

If the observation is outside the control limits at (+5µm to −4µm), the feed-

back algorithm is used with g = 1, nU = 2nGS. Otherwise, this algorithm

attempts to look for a trend in the last three observations. If they are all

consistently above or below the mean, then the average of the three obser-

vations is used to update the feedback loop. This algorithm implements
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feedback in the mathematically ideal Zone B, while limiting the rate of feed-

back updates in Zone A. The control limits are chosen to correspond to those

from Figure 7.2 for Zone A, and were optimized to the nearest micrometer

based on simulation results in an effort to minimize scrap.

As tool wear generates a distribution with a nonzero mean, some experi-

mentation was done in the manufacturing cell as to whether the average of

the three observations or the last of the three observations should be used

for feedback. No consistent advantage was found. As such, the average is

used in the simulations.

When an update occurs, this algorithm sets

Z(k) = Z(k − 1)− g


Y (j) when Y (j) > 5µm

Y (j) when Y (j) < −4µm
Y (j)+Y (j−1)+Y (j−2)

3
otherwise.

(7.7)

where

g is the gain. This algorithm was simulated with g = 1.

j is the current sample count.

k is the current update-sample count.

Y (j) is the observation corresponding to the current measurement sample.1

Y (j − 1) is the observation corresponding to the previous measurement

sample.
1Referring to §7.2 and Figure 7.1, it is possible to gather more observations (samples)

than to perform feedback loop updates (update-samples). From §4.2.3.1, the minimum
variance response is attained when D is one update-sample and g ≈ 1. In Zone B, it
is desirable to respond to a rogue process event as quickly as possible. Thus in Zone B,
assuming another update is not already in progress, the current observation Y (j) is used to
update Z(k) immediately via the update-sample switch. Otherwise in Zone A, where rogue
events are unlikely, several observations Y (j), Y (j − 1), Y (j − 2) can be gathered before the
update-sample switch closes.
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Y (j − 2) is the observation corresponding to the measurement sample from

2 samples prior.

Z(k) is the wear offset corresponding to the current update-sample.

Z(k − 1) is the wear offset corresponding to the previous update-sample.

Per §7.2, it is assumed that the j-th observation Y (j) is used for the corre-

sponding k-th wear offset update Z(k).

When +5µm ≥ Y (j) ≥ −4µm, an update will only occur if

g |Y (j) + Y (j − 1) + Y (j − 2)|
3

≥ 1µm (7.8)

and if no other update has occurred as a result of the j−1 and j−2 samples.

When Y (j) > +5µm or Y (j) < −4µm, an update will only occur if no

update occurred on the previous j − 1 sample. This means that nU ≥ 2nGS.

As a result, from §7.2.1 and (7.1), the vast majority of loop updates will have

D = 1 update-sample.

7.3.5 Algorithm #5: Split-Sample

In this system, when rapid process change has been encountered, it may

be necessary to issue two feedback loop updates in rapid succession. If an

update is already in process, and the delay in the system is uncertain, then

it may be difficult to know which parts have been machined with the revised

offsets. As such, the next observation may be from a part made with either

the old or the new wear offsets. As a result, the optimal response is not

obvious.
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These ambiguously-timed observations can still be used for feedback,

without compromising loop stability, if the next offset is reduced by the worst

case change in the offset table. The resulting optimization is a split-sample

update. Split-sample updates do not affect loop-stability, because the mag-

nitude of the update has been reduced appropriately. The resulting feedback

loop is shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.3: Feedback Loop for Split Sample Update

The resulting split-sample algorithm is identical to the two-stage algo-

rithm, except for the addition of the split-sample update option. When a

split-sample update is needed, i.e. when the j − 1 observation triggered an

update and the j − 2 observation did not trigger an update, then

Z(k) = Z(k−1)−g


Y (j)− |Z(k − 1)− Z(k − 2)| when Y (j) > 5µm

Y (j) + |Z(k − 1)− Z(k − 2)| when Y (j) < −4µm

0 otherwise

(7.9)
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where

g is the gain for this simulation.

j is the current sample count.

k is the current update-sample count.

Y (j) refers to the observation corresponding to the current sample.

Z(k) refers to the wear offset corresponding to the current update-sample.

Z(k − 1) refers to the wear offset corresponding to the previous update-

sample.

Z(k − 2) refers to the wear offset corresponding to the update-sample from

2 update-samples prior.

Per §7.2, it is assumed that the j-th observation Y (j) is used for the corre-

sponding k-th wear offset update Z(k).

When the result of the above calculation yields Z(k) = Z(k−1), the update

is automatically suppressed and no update-sample event will occur. Gains

of g = 1 and g = 0.9 were used in this simulation. When the j−1 observation

did not trigger an update, this algorithm uses (7.7) and (7.8) and proceeds in

the same manner as algorithm #4: two-stage.

It is important to avoid two or more consecutive split-sample updates.

Specifically, if many rogue events occur in a cluster, it is often advantageous

to wait for the system to stabilize. As such, the algorithm will only perform

a split-sample updates when the j − 1 observation triggered an update and

the j − 2 observation did not trigger an update.

It takes a great deal of book keeping to implement algorithm #5, and

to a lesser extent with algorithm #4. As such, it would be difficult to get

an operator to consistently perform the necessary calculations to implement

this algorithm. However, this algorithm can be easily implemented with

modern computers.
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7.3.6 Reference Algorithm #6C: Expected

The expected value of the system performance was calculated for reference.

It was computed from the expected process scrap rate assuming a normal

process distribution using the average, µCC , and standard deviation, σCC ,

of the common-cause variation. It was included to show the expected scrap

rates from a model that does not include the effects of rogue events.

The calculation is

Pr(Scrap) = 1− Φ

(
UTOL − µCC

σCC

)
+ Φ

(
µCC − LTOL

σCC

)
(7.10)

where UTOL and LTOL are the upper and lower tolerance limits respectively.

It should be noted that this estimate does not properly model any rogue

effects, including the effects related to operator intervention, rapid cutting

tool wear, and cutting tool replacement. As such, when the manufacturers

used this estimate, they were very disappointed by system performance.

7.3.7 Reference Algorithm #7C: Foreknowledge

The optimal CHASE/WAIT decision was applied at each step in the simula-

tion, based on which decision yielded the optimal future results. This value

was calculated to serve as the theoretical upper limit on control system per-

formance when rogue events are modeled.

The calculation is

Z(k) = Z(k − 1)−

Y (k) when |YA(k + 2)| < |YA′(k + 2)|
0 when |YA(k + 2)| ≥ |YA′(k + 2)|

(7.11)

where

k is the update-sample count, and an update occurs for every sample.
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YA(k + 2) is the projected value of Y assuming the CHASE action is taken

and Z(k) = Z(k − 1)− Y (k).

YA′(k + 2) is the projected value of Y assuming the WAIT action is taken and

Z(k) = Z(k − 1).

As this algorithm uses future results, it cannot be implemented in a physical

control system. This algorithm updates on every iteration, as such nU = nGS.

7.4 Simulation Results

The industrial partners were strongly committed to reducing scrap, and

would only run the best available algorithms. As such, the effectiveness of

the different algorithms was simulated based on a factory acquired data set.

Using factory acquired data means that the simulation results fully reflect

the impact of operator interaction and all of the complexities of the machin-

ing process. Additionally, the simulations can be made extremely accurate,

to the point that they exactly match algorithm behaviour in the field.

The results shown in Table 7.1 represent the limit of what can be

achieved with these algorithms in the simulated cell. Nevertheless, the

simulations do have their limitations. For instance, two of the simulations

were run with g = 1. In practice, some special cases exist that make it

advisable to set g < 1. Those special cases were not in this data set, as

this data set came from mature production with experienced operators

that knew how to maximize the probability that D = 1 update-sample with

nU = 2nGS. Overall, the results trend closely with the results that were

attained in the industrial cell, and the factories involved were more than

satisfied with the results.
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Table 7.1: Simulated Performance of Different Feedback Algorithms Based
on Captured Data
Process Parameters
# of Samples, Parts 1238 Samples 3714 Parts
Average µCC 0.0007 mm
Standard Deviation σCC 0.0029 mm
Tolerance Bands Narrow Wide
UTOL 0.009 mm 0.018 mm
LTOL -0.007 mm -0.014 mm
Statistical Tolerance Band 5.6σCC 11.2σCC

Algorithm Results (% Waste)
Reference Algorithms
#6C Expected 0.54% 0.1 ppm
#7C Foreknowledge 13.86% 5.72%
Algorithms
#1 SPC 61.40% 31.86%
#2 Feedback: g = 0.5, nU = nGS 68.35% 32.24%
#2 Feedback: g = 0.33, nU = nGS 36.17% 15.28%
#2 Feedback: g = 1, nU = 2nGS 23.54% 8.83%
#3 Fixed Increment 29.08% 8.61%
#4 Two-Stage: g = 1 24.99% 8.00%
#5 Split-Sample: g = 1 23.11% 7.25%
#5 Split-Sample: g = 0.9 21.00% 7.73%

The tolerance ranges were chosen based on the predictions of the

common-cause normal distribution. The narrow tolerance range was chosen

to be close to the tails of the predicted normal distribution from Figure

7.2. The wide tolerance range was chosen to be roughly twice as big as the

narrow tolerance range, and corresponds to a CPK = 1.6 process. When

dealing with single sided monotonic tool wear, it is advantageous to run

the process slightly off of center. The narrow tolerance band is based on a

customer specification, and is centered for optimal production performance.

In terms of widely-used process standards, the wide tolerance range

meets the Motorola Six Sigma definition where a 6σ band is divided into two

sections: the first is a 1.5σ band to allow for variation in the mean, and the

second is a 4.5σ band to allow for variation from the mean. This represents
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a CPK = 1.5 process.

Often, samples affected by rogue events are eliminated from a short-run

data set because one errant data point can significantly skew a data set. Ad-

ditionally, operators are expected to quarantine the affected parts that might

be affected by rogue events. However, in a fully automated cell, no operator

is present. This sampling bias, coupled assuming the normal distribution

applies and no rogue events occur, can significantly underestimate process

waste. This can be seen in the simulation results for Reference Algorithm

#6C. For the narrow tolerance band, common cause variation predicts 0.54%

waste versus the best achievable waste from the split-sample algorithm of

23.11%. Using a wider tolerance band, shows a more dramatic underestima-

tion effect: 0.1 ppm versus 7.25%. The prediction errors occur because the

rogue events are not modeled.

Some caution must be exercised when using the algorithm #2 feedback

with g = 1 and nU = 2nGS. The data set in this simulation does not contain

some of the infrequent cases that may be encountered on cell startup, with

inexperienced operators, and/or with special quality procedures. The cell

controller should work in all of these cases, in addition to the usual D = 1

update-samples case. Advantages exist in maintaining a lower loop update

rate and a g < 1 to deal with the cases where D = 2 update-samples. Algo-

rithm #5 has a lower average loop update rate, and with g = 0.9 it also yields

better results than algorithm #2.

The results showed that algorithm #5 split-sample was most effective.

The split-sample algorithm offered the fastest response to rogue process

error. Additionally, operating with g = 0.9 yielded reasonable results for the

response of the split-sample algorithm. This is an important result if the

controller is to remain stable in corner cases where D = 2 update-samples

for extended periods of time.

Interestingly, with the narrow tolerance band, the algorithm #5 split-

sample with g = 0.9 outperforms the same algorithm with g = 1. Referring
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back to Figure 7.2, it can be seen that the CHASE/WAIT decision choice is not

reliable. If g = 0.9, g is sufficiently large that when rogue process variation

occurs, the process is rapidly brought back into specification. However, it is

also likely measurement variation caused by either random delay or mea-

suring error, will yield an incorrect feedback response. For narrow tolerance

bands, operating with the split-sample update with g = 0.9 allows the con-

troller to quickly recover from an incorrect adjustment in a sufficiently large

number of corner cases as to make an appreciable difference on the total

score for this data set. This effect does not always result in an improve-

ment, as can be seen by comparing the split-sample algorithm results with

g = 1 and g = 0.9 for the wide and the narrow tolerance bands. However, the

split-sample algorithm with g = 0.9 performs better than any of the other al-

gorithms when complex corner cases are considered. Thus, the split-sample

algorithm #5 with g = 0.9 proved to be the robust choice in the industrial

applications.

For ease of operator training at wide tolerance levels, a simple fixed incre-

ment algorithm yields competitive results. Flexibility in control algorithms

and cell configurations (allowing manual modes) is critical for cell success.

It is recommended that captured profiling data be used to select the optimal

algorithm in industrial applications based on the actual process conditions

encountered.

7.5 Estimating Performance in Advance of

Cell Construction

The best information comes from profiling a running process in a manufac-

turing cell, because this data is highly accurate and reflects the full manu-

facturing process with all of its complexities. This data source is not avail-

able when the initial cost estimates of production are being compiled. Often,
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small prototype runs are performed. If sufficient data is available, then a full

probability distribution can be computed, as was done in §7.2.2. However,

the prototype runs are often too short for this.

Prototype runs are often of sufficient length to allow the estimation of α.

Specifically, it is possible to capture how often the operator must intervene in

the process to keep part production within the applicable control or tolerance

limits. This can be a reasonable approximation of α. If the chosen feedback

algorithm and update sample rates make sense for the expected α, with an

allowance for β, then a reasonable likelihood of cell success can be expected.

If on the other hand, the expected α is very large, then it is not advisable to

construct an expensive automated cell for the application. Once the cell is

deployed, captured data can be used to develop simulations to permit more

accurate analysis of system performance.

7.6 Summary

The split-sample update algorithm yielded the best quality results. This was

born out in the two successful plant deployments. The split-sample update

algorithm has the advantage that it has multiple modes of operation, and

selects the appropriate mode for different process conditions.

From the analysis presented, the reason why plant operators do not fol-

low a simple single control algorithm, is that a single simple algorithm does

not yield optimal results across all process conditions. The SPC approach

works well when the input data is dominated by noise that can be assumed

to be normally distributed. A strong feedback approach works well when

the cutting tool is wearing rapidly. The control approach changes accord-

ing to the type nature of the process error, rogue process error, gauge error

and rogue gauge error present in the manufacturing process. When the un-

expected happens and the above approaches fail, operator intervention is

required.
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This chapter focused on the control system aspects of ensuring loop sta-

bility. It presented the split-sample update algorithm which yielded the best

results in the manufacturing cells. The next chapter will focus on the key

performance limitations set by the material transport system algorithms

and design. Based on this information, the system can be further optimized.
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Chapter 8

Manufacturing with Feedback:
Impact of Queuing / Material
Transport Algorithms

8.1 Application Overview

As discussed in §4.2.5, variations in the delay inside the feedback loop could

affect cell performance. In the industrial application, this delay is influ-

enced by physical factors, including cell layout, the relative production and

measurement capacities of the machines in the cell, and the performance of

the robotic material transport system. This chapter is about the algorithmic

improvements that can be made to the material transport system, and the

physical constraints of the cell.

Initially, the automotive suppliers purchased material transport systems

that featured long and variable delays. When the collected data were re-

viewed, they strongly suggested correlations between problems in the mate-

rial transport system and problems in the production process. This resulted

in the research presented in this chapter.
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Ultimately, the sampling rates and delays present in the cell will be lim-

ited by characteristics of the cells, including the characteristics of the ma-

terial transport system and the number and performance of the CNC ma-

chines and CMM gauges in the cell. The next section presents a calculation

on the minimum CMM capacity required for feedback loop operation. As-

suming that a minimum CMM capacity is present, §8.3 addresses the prob-

lem of how to minimize queue delays by improved software queue control

algorithms.

8.2 Capacity Limits

From a practical point of view, there is an advantage in minimizing the

capital costs associated with the cell by minimizing measurement capacity.

This section aims to derive a formula that captures this constraint.

A certain amount of inspection capacity needs to be dedicated to provid-

ing the feedback system with ongoing samples such that tool wear can be

corrected for. This capacity will be influenced by the production capacity

of the CNCs, UCNC and the sampling rate nGS. For this analysis, it will be

assumed that the peak production rate from the CNCs will be equal to the

total possible cell production per period, i.e. UCNC = fPER.

Some material transport algorithms increase the sampling rate when the

process goes out-of-spec. This increased sampling rate is denoted by nFS

where nGS ≥ nFS ≥ 1.

Let fA be the rate at which the process jumps out-of-specification. The

minimum CMM capacity needed to monitor the process occurs when fA = 0,

and is

UCC =
UCNC

nGS

(8.1)
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The additional CMM capacity needed to support the faster sampling due to

fA is

UFS ≈ fA(nGS − 1) [1 + kFS(kUS + 2)] (8.2)

where

kFS =
nFS

nGS

(8.3)

kUS =
nU

nGS

(8.4)

UCC represents the measurement capacity needed for the cell to make

feedback adjustments at the normal rate, and UFS represents the measure-

ment capacity needed for additional sampling. For the cell to keep up with

production, the available CMM capacity must exceed cell requirements,

hence

UCMM ≥ UCC + UFS (8.5)

If this inequality is violated, even for a short period of time, the feedback

loop will be starved of updates. To prevent instability due to insufficient

updates, one or more of the CNC machines should be shut down or switched

to manual mode.

The waste produced by the feedback system in the cell is given by ωFN .

As ω1 > c1, some of the parts in ωFN will be within specification, and will

not require rework. In order to find out which parts need rework and which

parts are within specification, all of the parts need to be measured. These

measurements can be taken either inside the production cell (on-line), or

outside the production cell (off-line), however on-line measurements are of-

ten cheaper. Thus, if the cell has additional available measurement capacity,

i.e. UCMM > UCC , it is worthwhile to measure ωFN parts on-line, to see which

parts require rework and which do not.

Some of the ωFN parts will have already been measured by the CMM

because the CMM automatically observes one part in every nGS as part of
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its normal sampling strategy. As such, the additional CMM load created by

these extra measurements, USCEXTRA, will be given by

USCEXTRA ≈ ωFN(1− 1/nGS) (8.6)

The total capacity required for CMM measurements inside the cell is

UTOTAL = UCC + USCEXTRA (8.7)

It is desirable to construct the CNC machining cell such that

UCNC � UCMM > UTOTAL > 0 (8.8)

This ensures sufficient measurement capacity to measure parts during ad-

verse process conditions. Additionally, capital costs can be reduced when

UCNC � UCMM .

8.3 Queuing Algorithms

The choice of material transport (queuing) algorithm affects nFS, nGS, nU ,

and hence ω1. Often, queuing algorithms are implemented in software. In

this case, the queuing algorithm is implemented as physical pieces of ma-

terial transport equipment. As such, an incorrect choice of equipment can

result in sudden cell feedback loop failures and/or uneconomic production.

The following four queuing algorithms are popular choices.

8.3.1 Algorithm #1: Oldest First

The oldest first algorithm is a First-In First-Out (FIFO) design. Conceptu-

ally, and often in implementation, each CNC has a conveyor. At the CNC
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parts are loaded onto the conveyor, and the parts are unloaded at the other

end of the conveyor, near the CMM.

Standard practice is to not purchase any more inspection capacity than

necessary, as this minimizes the capital cost of the cell. As such, assume

the limiting case where the CMM is just keeping up with production from

the CNCs. The CMM will be measuring parts from one machine, and an

additional nCNC −1 parts will be waiting to be measured. The average CMM

cycle time will be TCMM/nCMM which results in TWAIT being

TWAIT =
(nCNC − 1)TCMM

nCMM

(8.9)

This is the result from Bering and Veldhuis (2010b). This algorithm sets

nFS = nGS, kFS = 1.

Regardless of its popularity in implementation, this algorithm is deeply

flawed. By selecting the first, and hence oldest part on the conveyor, this

algorithm selects the part with the longest wait time for the feedback loop

updates. Additionally, this algorithm has the major flaw that if UTOTAL >

UCMM , even for short periods of time, then parts backup on the conveyors

and feedback updates slow or stop.

The feedback loop is sensitive to short conveyor stoppages. As such, stop-

pages on the order of worst-case conveyor transit times can create additional

scrap, rework, and quarantine parts. If the CMM attempts to inspect all of

the parts immediately, in an effort to catch up, then the feedback loop will

be left in an unstable state and the process will not be brought back un-

der control. Parts will continue to back up on the conveyors until the CNCs

are switched to manual mode or the automation is stopped. This algorithm

has been found to cause the cell to suddenly stop working for no significant

reason.
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Figure 8.1: Queuing Algorithm #1: Oldest First
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8.3.2 Algorithm #2: Every nGS -th Part

This algorithm observes every nGS-th part from every CNC. This is a very

easy to understand strategy, and is compatible with discrete time control

system analysis techniques that assume a fixed sampling frequency. It has

the advantage that it reserves some CMM capacity for the measurement of

quarantined parts.

For easy analysis, the CMM wait time and the queue wait was modeled

as a MM/1 Markov Queue Process, with λ = UCNC/nGS, and µ = UCMM ,

yielding

TCMM + TWAIT = (µ− λ)−1 for (µ− λ)−1 > TCMM (8.10)

If the cell is very lightly loaded, the above equation may result in TWAIT < 0,

which is impossible. In such a case, it may be necessary to assume TWAIT =

0. This condition tends to occur only in models, as most manufacturing cells

are designed for heavy resource utilization to maximize capital cost recovery.

This algorithm sets nGS = nFS.

8.3.3 Algorithm #3: Newest Part from the queue con-

taining the oldest part

This algorithm uses a LIFO (Last In, First Out) implemented (in concept) as

nCNC bidirectional conveyors. The CMM observes the newest (most recent)

available part from the conveyor containing the oldest (least recent) part.

This minimizes nGS = nFS and TWAIT , where

TWAIT =
TCMM

2nCMM

(8.11)

On average, the newest part only has to wait for the existing CMM cycle to

complete.
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Figure 8.2: Queuing Algorithm #2: Every nGS-th Part
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Figure 8.3: Queuing Algorithm #3: Newest part from queue containing the
oldest part
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This algorithm is very fair, and prioritizes all production equally. From

a wait time perspective, this algorithm can only be improved upon if it is

possible to accurately predict future events inside the cell. To a certain

extent it is possible to predict future events in the cell if the CNCs can be

assumed to have a constant cycle time. However, this assumption did not

apply in practice. The cycle times on the CNC machines varied, because

the cycle time on the bar feeders varied, operator intervention occurred,

and the material transport system serviced multiple CNC macines. In the

case of the production cells, the cycle time inconsistencies were sufficiently

large that it created an unstable and difficult to predict arrival distribution

at the CMM. For a system with an unpredictable arrival distribution, this

algorithm yields the minimum average TWAIT .

For algorithms 3 and 4, the special cause quarantine parts are best han-

dled by creating an extra number of quarantine queues, nQ. Every time

a part is measured from a quarantine queue, a timer is set to the current

time. The CMM measures the newest part from either the CNC queues

or the quarantine queue containing the oldest part. When the quarantine

queues are empty, this algorithm simply dedicates all available measuring

capacity to keeping up with production. This results in nGS simply being the

ratio between the production speed and the measuring speed. As such

nGS = nFS =
UCNC

UCMM

(8.12)

When all of the quarantine queues contain parts, they receive equal treat-

ment as the CNC machines. As such

nGS = nFS =
(nCNC + nQ)UCNC

nCNCUCMM

(8.13)

This result is shown in Bering and Veldhuis (2010b).
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8.3.4 Algorithm #4: Newest Part with Penalties

This algorithm is very similar to #3, with the change that if a CNC is consis-

tently producing acceptable parts, the oldest part on the associated conveyor

has its age reduced by a penalty. For example, with a 30 second penalty,

the machines producing consistently acceptable parts will get measured on

average once every 150 seconds, whereas the machines that have recently

produced reject product will get measured every 120 seconds, or 30 seconds

more often on average. The precise cycle times will vary depending on how

many machines have parts available to be measured, and how many ma-

chines are producing reject parts. However, in the event that many parts

are waiting to be measured, no machine will on-average be penalized for

more than the magnitude of the penalty.

The effect of the timing penalty is to make nFS < nGS. By judiciously

selecting penalties, nFS can be set to 1 or 2. This permits tighter sampling

on the CNCs experiencing marginal process conditions. In the event that

all of the machines are running the same, this algorithm remains fair. All

machines will get the same inspection rate.

Some care should be exercised in limiting the size of the penalty. If nFS

is made too small relative to nGS, then the in-spec processes will be starved

of inspections which will eventually cause them to run out-of-control. This

effect may result in worse overall process performance.

8.3.5 Special Case Algorithms

§4.2 discussed the optimum performance of the feedback loop which occurs

with g ≈ 1 and D = 1 update-sample. Feedback loop performance improves if

nU , the update-sample rate, is made as small as possible, within the practical

limitations of the cell design while maintaining a high probability that D = 1
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Figure 8.4: Queuing Algorithm #4: Newest Part with Penalties
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update-sample. It is possible to construct a cell with D sufficiently small that

these conditions are met with nU = 1, 2 or 3 parts. This is accomplished by

reducing the measurement time TCMM , the waiting for measurement time

TWAIT , and all the material transport, conveyor, cooling and cleaning delays,

TCONV . Additionally, the delay in the CNC itself, DCNC , can be reduced

by moving all finished machining operations to the end of the cycle on the

second (sub) spindle. The extent to which this can be actually achieved is

limited by both the machining process, the cell and CNC machine design.

This is shown in Figure 8.5.

In manual mode, many operators assume that they are operating the

machine with nU ≥ D, nU = 2 parts, and nGS = 1 part. When this occurs,

the second part from the machine, “the second off”, reflects updated offsets.

After careful study of the CNCs and operator actions in manual mode, it was

observed that instances where D = 3 parts could occur in special conditions,

and these circumstances occurred with the production parts. This obviously

violates the nU ≥ D assumption when nU = 2 parts.

This situation occurs when the CNC exit conveyor adds a sufficiently

large delay to the CNC cycle, and makes DCNC > 2TCNC with some part

programs. This situation confused the operators, and explained some of the

observed behaviour. When the operators became confused, they increased nU

by waiting for the CNC to make an additional 3 to 5 parts before measuring

and adjusting again.

8.3.6 Queuing Algorithm Summary

The key to minimizing delay in the feedback loop is to minimize the length of

time before the newest part is observed. Minimizing this time requires min-

imizing part delivery times, which are limited by the cost and performance

of the material transport system and the time required to cool and clean
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Figure 8.5: Special Case Algorithms
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the parts. Additionally, assuming these systems are implemented with pro-

grammable robotic systems, the chosen material transport algorithm also

has a big impact on cell performance.

8.4 Simulation of the Material Transport Al-

gorithms

In the manufacturing cell with feedback, the control loop performance is

affected by delays present in the conveyor system. These delays are affected

by the total CMM load. As such, the conveyor system was simulated at two

different rogue event rates. The first, fA = 1 incident/day, corresponds to

minimal special cause variation and infrequent rogue events. This gives

an approximation of the delays experienced in the cell when the process

is running very well (normally). The design goal of the cell was for the

cell to operate with a bent-bar condition, which caused vibration and rapid

tool wear. A bent bar would result in rogue events occurring at a rate of

fA = 115 incidents/day. As such, the second simulation was run at fA = 115

incidents/day, and it gives an approximation of the delays experienced in

the cell when the process is running at the limits of process capability. The

results are shown in Table 8.1.

The Oldest First algorithm quits operating shortly after the rate of spe-

cial cause variation exceeds 50 incidents/day. At fA = 50 incidents/day, the

oldest first algorithm was running with 8.1% scrap and 17.4% waste. This

corresponds to the point at which the short term requirements for CMM ca-

pacity exceed CMM availability, the conveyors start backing up, and timely

feedback updates cease.

The Oldest First algorithm caused many practical difficulties inside the

cells. This algorithm was implemented with conveyors which are extremely
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Table 8.1: Simulated Performance of Material Transport Algorithms
Algorithm Waste1 Reject1 Off-line2 Reject3

ω1 c1 % of Total % of Total
fA = 1 incidents / day (0.022%)
#1: Oldest First 12.9 6.5 - 0.15%
#2: Every nGS-th Part 14.3 6.3 - 0.14%
#3: Newest Part 11.2 4.8 - 0.11%
#4: Penalties 8.3 4.3 - 0.10%
Special Case: nU = 3 7.0 4.0 - 0.09%
Special Case: nU = 2 6.0 3.0 - 0.07%
Special Case: nU = 1 5.0 1.0 - 0.02%
fA = 1 part in 39 = 115 incidents / day (2.55%)
#1: Oldest First - Inoperative -
#2: Every nGS-th Part 14.3 6.3 (4.9)4 35% 16.1%
#3: Newest Part 12.3 5.0 (5.1)4 33% 12.7%
#4: Penalties 9.1 4.5 (4.7)4 20% 11.4%
Special Case: nU = 3 7.0 4.0 - 10.2%
Special Case: nU = 2 6.0 3.0 - 7.7%
Special Case: nU = 1 5.0 1.0 - 2.55%
Notes:

1. ω1 and c1 are expressed as affected parts per incident.

2. Off-line % Total is percentage parts quarantined for off-line measurement, as a percentage of total
production.

3. Reject % Total is percentage parts that were made outside of part-print dimensions.

4. Numbers in parentheses are from the cell simulation based on actual production data.

popular pieces of equipment. Many automation companies deploy conveyors

by default. Three of the four cells initially attempted deployed this algo-

rithm. None of the attempts met with success. The two successful cells used

Algorithms 2 and 3. As such, it is recommended that the conventional old-

est first conveyor approach not be used in production cells when the part

tolerances are such that the presence of the conveyors affects feedback loop

performance.

Algorithm #4 performs almost as well as the special case where every

part is observed and nU = 3. It should be noted that the Special Case where

nU = 1 has an unfair advantage over the other machining processes. Specif-

ically, nU = 1 is only achievable when finishing operations take place on a
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single spindle, which often means no split-offset updates occur. The general

process case assumes finishing cuts on both spindles, with the resultant pos-

sibility of split-offset updates. As split offset updates were known to occur

in both successful production cells, this is the reason why c1 = 2 for nU = 1,

and c1 = 4 for nU = 2.

The design goal of the cell was for the cell to operate with fA = 115 in-

cidents/day of special cause variation, and this goal was met. The scrap

results are within the allowable range for short-term continued operation.

The penalty algorithm generates approximately 11% scrap, and this is com-

petitive with the special case nU = 3 algorithm at 10%. If high-levels of

special cause variation were going to be a long-term issue for the cell, then

optimizing the cell design and manufacturing process such that the nU = 1

special case assumptions applied would be advantageous.

The simulated performance estimates matched the observed conditions

from the production cells. When production conditions were the worst, 2

lab-grade CMMs were employed to keep up with the quarantine part flow.

As the process improved, fA was reduced, and the load on the CMMs dra-

matically reduced. A simulation of the live CNC system was performed,

and the results are shown in parentheses in Table 8.1. Improving cell tim-

ing will reduce c1, and the resulting cell scrap. If special cause variation is

synchronous to a detectable event, this can be exploited. With 1 part in 39

variation, n = 3, the every n-th part algorithm can synchronize to the bar

feed. This is a good argument for its deployment in the field, and why the

simulation number for Algorithm #2 is lower than Algorithm #3. Otherwise,

for the general case, Algorithm #4 is the best.

8.4.1 Additional Field Observations

Algorithms 1 to 3 were implemented in various production cells. Real cells
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matched the ωi predictions closely and smaller ωi consistently resulted in

improved cell performance, reduced scrap and better control action. A key

subtlety, however, is that in practice nGS, nU , and nFS are always integers.

This means when nU = 2.6, sometimes nU will be 2, sometimes 3, and occa-

sionally nU may be 4. It proved vital to ensure that the PLC logic caused

the automation to move parts in a manner that minimizes nU and ωi, and to

ensure that the automation was executing the PLC commands in the man-

ner expected and modeled. In the field, it was worthwhile to analyze all

rogue events in an effort to reduce waste wherever possible. Reductions in

nU and ωi through tweaking of automation and minimization of delay times

translated into improved process results.

Reducing certain cell parameters, like nU , nGS and nFS can have multiple

beneficial impacts. For instance, a reduction in nU reduces ci and ωi, which

directly reduces scrap. However, reducing nU also improves control action,

and this also reduces scrap. Improved control action may mean that the

finishing cutting tool insert may undergo reduced tool wear because, when

it is properly adjusted, there is less chance of vibration and excessively deep

cuts. Reduced tool wear can translate into reduced operator intervention,

which can reduce fA too. As such, there were strong synergies in the cell,

compounding the impact of every improvement. Thus, reducing the severity,

ωi, and frequency, fA, of the rogue events, through any applicable means,

increased cell performance.

8.5 Summary

Waste reduction initiatives are ultimately limited by key cell performance

characteristics. Importantly, the cell minimum CMM inspection capacity

required by the cell can be found from (8.5). It is important to select a

queuing algorithm which minimizes both the average and maximum wait
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times before parts are observed. For the conveyor algorithm, the wait time

TWAIT can become very large, causing feedback loop instability.

When feedback loop stability is maintained by setting D = 1 update-

sample, as discussed in §4.2, then reducing nGS, nU and nFS results in im-

proved feedback performance. Scrap is impacted directly, through (6.5), and

because faster sampling generally results in faster feedback response. Fast

feedback response is most effective when correcting for the rapid process

changes that correspond to rogue process events. However, practical cells

have limitations on how many samples they can gather cost effectively. Al-

gorithm #4, Newest Part with Penalties, performed the best, because it at-

tempts to balance data collection when rogue process events are present,

while ensuring every machine in the cell is consistently monitored. Given

sufficient inspection capacity and a suitably designed cell, subject to con-

straints, the special case optimizations deliver the minimum achievable pro-

cess waste.

The delays present in the feedback loop, including TWAIT , are critical to

feedback loop performance. As such, when new cells are being constructed,

it is recommended that conveyor delays and cell timing data be captured and

profiled.
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Chapter 9

Spring Orientation

9.1 Application Overview

The first two industrial applications deal with the control system and the

material transport system in a production cell. As such, it is appropriate

that the third industrial application focuses on the third major element of

a production cell: the gauging system. This gauging application is a high-

reliability application where certain classes of gauging error (outgoing de-

fects) have large economic costs associated with them. This application pro-

vides the best illustration of the debugging capabilities of the runtime pro-

filer, because unlike the Manufacturing with Feedback example, line speeds

and production volumes were far too large for a person to cope with. As such,

automated tools were required.

The spring-orientation application is an example of what this thesis

terms a “true-attribute” gauge. The AIAG GR&R (AIAG, 2003) standards

specify procedures for attribute gauges. These depend on assuming a known

underlying repeatable continuous characteristic exists that can be linked to

gauge error. In effect, measurement inaccuracy is due to the existence of a

“gray” zone in which the underlying characteristic can be misinterpreted.
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The true-attribute gauges examined here did not have a single underly-

ing repeatable characteristic. They monitored many characteristics, and if

the part was presented in different orientations, the observations were not

repeatable. This creates a challenge in estimating the performance of these

gauges.

The goal of this chapter is to show how rogue events analysis and runtime

profiling can be employed in this application to examine the effects of rogue

events on algorithms and identify algorithms that produce fewer outgoing

defects.

9.2 Spring Orientation System

The previous sections dealt with applications that responded well to semi-

automated data analysis, and the results could be understood in the context

of simple graphs. Many industrial applications yield large volumes of data,

and as such, some method of automated processing is required. As such, this

section describes algorithms from an industrial application involving large

amounts of data and parts being processed too quickly for human analysis.

The profiler used to test the individual algorithms will be described in the

following section.

The customer required an industrial noncontact machine-vision and

gauging system to inspect flexible parts. The challenge was to select an

algorithm that could reliably detect if the parts were correctly oriented

(right side up) for the next phase in the production sequence. Figure 9.1

shows the correct and incorrect orientations. The parts had only a few stable

orientations, and mechanical safeguards prevented all but 2 orientations

(right side up and upside down) from being processed by the next machine.

The absence of intermediate orientations and the clustering of outgoing

defects meant that many of the marginal detection issues dealt with by
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Wall (1997) and the GR&R procedures (AIAG, 2003) were not obviously

applicable or were ineffective.

Figure 9.1: Correct (Left/Green) and Incorrect (Right/Red) Spring Orienta-
tions

Unfortunately, detecting spring orientation is a challenging operation,

and presents a number of practical problems. As might be gathered from

Figure 9.1, the difference between the orientations is subtle. People can spot

the difference, but double human inspection has a detectable outgoing defect

rate in multimillion part samples. Another issue is that springs are flexible.

They readily bounce and deform. Occasionally the vision system inspects

springs in flight as they bounce along the conveyor. Together these results

indicate that it may not be possible to accurately detect spring orientation,

even though spring manufacturing experience indicated otherwise.

Together all these factors make it difficult to determine which algorithms,

if any, will meet the customer’s requirements. This led to the purchase of

many different systems in an attempt to find one that worked. All of the
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purchased systems failed to meet reliability expectations, and no one under-

stood why. It was extremely difficult to detect any outgoing defects whatso-

ever, and this left open the question of whether the cause of the defects was

software, hardware or operator related. Additionally, as no one was able to

differentiate between a reliable and an unreliable system, it was difficult

to even specify the purchase of new equipment. This system was of both

academic and practical interest.

9.3 Methodology

In production, multiple inspection systems are used in sequence to monitor

all of the critical characteristics for the parts. This particular gauge checks

if the orientation is correct, and if it is, then it outputs an accept signal.

All other failures, including any measurement failures, results in a reject

signal.

Measuring one lot of parts in the gauge results in the following two

groups of parts

Accepts or Total Accepts - the number of parts accepted by the gauge.

Rejects or Total Rejects - the number of parts rejected by the gauge.

These two groups can be further separated. The Accepts can be divided into

True Accepts - the number of defect-free parts in the accepts. For any

reliable gauging algorithm, this number is almost the same as Total

Accepts.

Outgoing Defects - the number of defective parts in the accepts. This

should be zero.
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Similarly, the Rejects can be divided into

Process Rejects - these rejects correspond to defective production.

Measurement Rejects - these rejects correspond to good production that

was rejected because of a rogue measurement event.

Technical issues exist both with classifying the accepts and rejects, and the

next sections detail the issues and the experimental controls to solve them.

9.3.1 Finding All of the Outgoing Defects

The production cell was tested with a variety of techniques, before the run-

time profiler and the related tools were developed. The following techniques

were attempted with no success:

1. Manual Secondary Inspection - These parts can be inspected by hand,

visually, and their orientation determined. However, when people in-

spect massive numbers of similar parts, then they start assuming all

parts are the same. At the peak of teh effort, every part was being

checked by hand by four different operators, and outgoing defects were

being found in the hand inspected batches.

2. Automated Secondary Inspection with unreliable algorithms - More

testers were purchased to reinspect the same part multiple times.

However, this approach failed because if the part was inspected once

by an algorithm that did not work well, then repeated observations

by the same algorithm risks generating identical results, even if

independent observations are gathered on the same part.
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Aside from being ineffective, using secondary inspection testing has another

issue. It can only prove the existence of outgoing defects, and it does not

clearly indicate their underlying causes. For instance, in a production cell,

an outgoing defect could be caused by a software problem, an electrical prob-

lem, a mechanical problem, or an operator problem. By themselves, sec-

ondary inspections cannot confirm the existence of a software problem, when

other explanations are possible.

These issues motivated the development of the runtime profiler, which

could capture extensive information on program execution. From the cap-

tured data, two new and reliable algorithms were developed for spring ori-

entation testing. These permitted the generation of a database of confirmed

good production, process rejects, and measurement rejects. Operation of the

new and reliable algorithms was also checked by generating a database of

one hundred million samples of known orientations, to ensure that no new

defect modes would be found. Additionally, the new and reliable algorithms

were deliberately designed to be diverse. For instance, one algorithm (not

described in this thesis) used out-of-focus image regions to determine spring

orientation, while a complementary algorithm (described later in this chap-

ter), used the in-focus image regions to determine spring orientation. All

of these checks gave us some confidence that we had reliable algorithms to

determine spring orientation. At this point the theory presented in Chapter

4 was developed to help us understand the differences between the reliable

and unreliable algorithms.

9.3.2 Process, Measurement, and Combined Rogue De-

fects

Following the method from Chapter 4, it is desirable to ensure that the

probability of the combined rogue distribution occurring in the pass-zone

of the score function is minimal. Effectively, this results in four groups of
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practically acquired images

1. Obvious Process Rejects - These are the springs that are clearly upside

down.

2. Obvious Measurement Rejects - These are springs that are clearly mea-

surement errors, and all algorithms agree on this.

3. Marginal Measurement Rejects - Based on the same image data, some

algorithms accept these parts, and some algorithms reject these parts.

4. Combined Process and Measurement Rejects - A collection of image

exists, largely caused by feeder problems, and in these images, it is

impossible to tell what the correct spring orientation is. For almost all

of these parts, more than one spring is in the field of view, making it

reliably identify the features on the spring of interest.

Different measuring techniques require different areas of the part to be in-

focus. One of the issues with categories 3 and 4, is that some algorithms

can actually identify spring orientation. However, from a reliability point of

view, it would be a poor idea to push the limits of the algorithms capability

this hard, because it might cause unexpected outgoing defects.

To simplify the accounting, the above four categories were simply reduced

to total rejects and measurement rejects. Total rejects represents the sum of

all four of the above classifications, and represents the cost to the supplier

of all reject (waste) production. Measurement rejects represents the sum of

items 2 through 4. Measurement rejects are similar to producer’s risk (Type

I Error), in that they represent the savings available if the equipment could

be made perfectly reliable. In particular, If all of the feeder, material trans-

port, image acquisition and natural bounce problems associated with these

parts could be eliminated, then in theory no measurement rejects would ex-

ist.
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In application, some of the measurement rejects are unavoidable as they

are caused by the nature of the feeding process, and the bouncy nature of the

flexible parts (springs) being inspected. However, the run-time profiler also

detected the presence of an additional group of measurement rejects where

the rogue measurements were being caused by software issues (not mechan-

ical issues.) Once the underlying causes of this group of software related

rejects was understood, then software improvements permitted resulted in

fewer measurement rejects. The cost savings in waste reduction was large

enough cost savings to cover the cost of the additional profiling hardware.

9.3.3 Test Design

The end result of the new approach was that we had captured over one

million parts, and had a database that indicated with reasonable certainty

which parts were correctly oriented, which parts were incorrectly oriented,

and which parts were known to have measurement issues. Given this infor-

mation, multiple algorithms could be tested. The next section describes the

three most commercially and theoretically significant algorithms that were

analyzed.

9.4 Vision System Algorithms

Three possible algorithms are considered in this thesis. The first two were

considered the most “provable”, in that it was possible to make strong soft-

ware engineering arguments of algorithmic correctness. As such, they were

deployed onto a production line. These three algorithms were selected be-

cause two of them were actually deployed in production, and the third was

the recommended replacement.
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9.4.1 Algorithm #1: Intensity

The intensity algorithm looked at the average intensity of the image over

a specific area, and compared it to a preset value. If the average intensity

was below the preset, the part was correctly oriented. The strength of this

algorithm is that it depends on a simple, easy to observe, inherent property

of the part. This creates a robust argument for algorithmic correctness.

The weakness of the intensity algorithm was the field testing showed

outgoing defects. Figure 9.2 shows how this might happen when clutter

is present in the image. The fundamental problem with using engineering

principles to demonstrate an algorithm’s effectiveness is that the approach

fails if the engineer fails to foresee all the rogue events the system will

experience.

Figure 9.2: Vision System Algorithm #1: Intensity

The intensity algorithm inspired the model in §4.3.3.
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9.4.2 Algorithm #2: Ratio

As shown in Figure 9.3, the ratio algorithm observed the distance between

two features, and divided it by the distance between two other features. If

the ratio was greater than the preset, then the part was correctly oriented.

The strength of this algorithm was that it was based on a known mechanical

property of the part.

Figure 9.3: Vision System Algorithm #2: Ratio

The weakness of the ratio algorithm was that failures in the feature

recognition algorithm could theoretically cause failures in the ratio algo-

rithm, which would result in outgoing defects. Developing a robust feature

recognition algorithm was a challenge in this application, as none of the

tested algorithms was robust against all issues encountered in production.
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As such, error margins were included inside the ratio algorithm in an effort

to ensure that it would never generate an outgoing defect.

The ratio algorithm is the algorithm modeled in §4.3.5.

9.4.3 Algorithm #3: Pattern

The pattern algorithm observed the position of all of the in-focus features,

normalized the positions to a preset length, and checked if they fit a preset

pattern. The strength of this algorithm was that it forced recognition of all

the features. As such, a failure in the feature recognition algorithm should

not cause an outgoing defect.

In the spring industry, specialized machines are used to measure the

pitch profile of certain classes of springs. These machines work by deter-

mining the position of the coiled and unground spring at many different

points along its length. The pattern algorithm implemented a similar ap-

proach. From one camera view, it measured the height of each spring coil

present in the spring image, shown as Yp in Figure 9.4. This was graphed

against the coil spacing (difference between two consecutive heights), shown

as ∆Y . The resulting interpolated ∆Y (Yp) values become the multivariate

Y observation used in the multivariate analysis in §4.4. The resulting inter-

polated pitch-profile graph is shown as a green line in Figure 9.4. The red

zones are boundaries which the green line is not supposed to cross. Crossing

a boundary is detected as an incorrectly oriented spring.

A key challenge facing the pattern algorithm was that no one knew if it

was possible to construct accurate pitch-profile graphs from a single camera

view of a ground and heat treated spring. The other pitch profile systems

used many camera views and unground springs, which could be measured

much more accurately. Additionally, the univariate models suggested that

pitch-profile decisions might be marginal. Multivariate (M-SPC, PCA) test-

ing was not done until the development of the runtime profiler. The results
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Figure 9.4: Vision System Algorithm #3: Pattern
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of this analysis resulted in the model provided in §4.4.5.1.

The runtime profiler provided many insights into the performance of this

algorithm. For instance, the BCS algorithm was very effective at detecting

unusual code paths that led to unnecessary rejects. Nevertheless, the pos-

sibility existed that other sources of rogue variation might be present, and

the runtime profiler was used to look for these. It was estimated that the

reductions in unnecessary rejects would provide sufficient financial returns

to cover the cost of the profiling.

9.5 Simulation Results

The data presented in Table 9.1 are from a million-part data sample gained

by profiling the Algorithm #2 Ratio, with production parts.

Table 9.1: Results from 1034788 Part Sample

Algorithm Accepts Total Measurement Outgoing
Rejects Rejects Defects

Currently in-use production process*1:
2. Ratio 93.42% 6.58% 1.92% 98.7ppm
Revised Algorithms (after profiling):
1. Intensity 97.68% 2.31% 0.16% 0.71%
2. Ratio 97.15% 2.84% 0.19% 0.15%
3. Pattern 96.65% 3.35% 0.47% 0ppm
Manual (Human) Cross-Check:
Visual Inspection 96.71% 3.29% 0.41% 17ppm
Notes:

*1. The Ratio algorithm was deployed on-line with two levels of redundancy. The results above are from
both levels combined together.

The primary insight from Table 9.1 was that the pattern algorithm was

a much more accurate algorithm both in terms of outgoing defects and mea-

surement rejects. Additionally, algorithm #1 (Intensity) and algorithm #2

(Ratio) had detectable issues with rogue and combined rogue distributions.
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As a practical matter, human inspection is never perfectly reliable. In

production, there were 17 parts (17 ppm) where the human cross-check

passed defective product. Subsequent review of all the unusual classifica-

tions showed that the pattern algorithm was accurate (and that people make

mistakes).

Based on the human cross-check results, 2.88% of the population corre-

sponded to obvious process rejects, and 0.41% of the population where obvi-

ous measurement errors. Specifically, rogue measurement events happened

with sufficient frequency that 0.41% should not have been accepted because

the measurements were sufficiently corrupted that the results would be sus-

pect. Thus, the pattern algorithm rejected all of these suspect parts. How-

ever, the Ratio and Intensity algorithms accepted a portion of these parts,

which is less than ideal.

9.6 System Reliability Estimation

9.6.1 Algorithm #1: Pattern

The failure in the algorithm #1 is obvious. Clutter will cause rogue gauge

error, and it will make the test ineffective. This could be easily demonstrated

in application.

9.6.2 Algorithm #2: Ratio

The model presented in §4.3.5 was designed to show the active statistical

effects present in algorithm #2. As such, in order to estimate PE, the α and

β values need to be updated to match the empirical values. From Table 9.1,
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assume

α = 0.0284 + 0.0015 (9.1)

= 0.0299 (9.2)

β = 0.0019 + 0.0015 (9.3)

= 0.0034 (9.4)

From §4.3.5

U1 = 1.320 (9.5)

U2 = 2.182 (9.6)

The combined rogue distribution in the pass-zone has mean µ = 1.434 and

variance σ2 = 0.116. Using the approximation that the dominant combined

rogue distribution YD ≈ lnYR from (4.146) yields

ρ24 = Φ

(
U2 − µ

σ

)
− Φ

(
U1 − µ

σ

)
(9.7)

≈ 0.838 (9.8)

From (4.148), the resulting PE is

PE = 2αβ(1− β)3ρ24 (9.9)

≈ 1.69 · 10−4 (9.10)

≈ 169 ppm (9.11)

The previous sections used ωi and ci to reflect the number of parts quaran-

tined and scrapped (reworked) in each quality incident. In this application,

defects clustered in groups from 7 to 10 related parts, where a typical value

of c = 9 can be assumed. The actual value from the simulation was PE = 1500

ppm. Assuming a cluster size of c = 9 parts,
P ∗
E

c
= 167 ppm, which matches

PE ≈ 169 ppm.
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It should be noted that accurate predictions like this are uncommon in

practical systems. The goal is to determine if the algorithm is capable of

detecting the first instance of any defect cluster, and this algorithm is defi-

nitely not capable of this. Additionally, probability predictions in real world

systems have many practical issues, including the following

1. Often X and W are not perfectly independent. From the data, rogue

gauge error occurs with an observed probability of
0.015

0.0284 + 0.0015
=

0.0502 when rogue process error is present, and it occurs with an ob-

served probability of 0.0019 when rogue process error is not present.

Thus, independence is not present in the raw data.

2. Issues with independence are often caused by clustering. Clustering

effects usually indicate that an underlying physical cause is affecting

the assumptions in the statistical model. It is important to track op-

erator activity as it relates to clusters of events. Often the operator is

either fixing a problem (which caused the cluster) or the operator made

a mistake (which caused the cluster.) In this application, when the cap-

tured data was reviewed it was obvious that clusters of failures were

occurring.

3. The statistical model and simulations are often simplifications of the

true complexity of the real world manufacturing process.

As such, from a practical point of view and for small PE, achieving PE ≈ P ∗
E

within two orders of magnitude is a great result, and a far better result than

any other technique that was attempted on this particular production line.

It might not be obvious why a result accurate within two orders of mag-

nitude would be a great result. Runtime profiling and rogue event analysis

revealed

ä all the outgoing defects in this example;
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ä all of the results in Table 9.1 and in this section;

ä the existence of clusters;

ä that X and W were not perfectly independent; and,

ä that this algorithm was incapable of finding the first instance of a po-

tential outgoing defect.

From a practical point of view, finding the first instance of any defect cluster

is vital, because it represents the start of the quarantine zone. Without an

accurate quarantine zone, it is impossible to do the necessary checks to find

the size of the cluster, and hence ci. Without an accurate ci, it is impossible

to calculate the defect rate. In short, without the collected information, it is

not known if the outgoing defects exist, how large the clusters are, or if the

gauge can accurately detect the beginning of a cluster of outgoing defects.

Getting an accurate prediction with collected information is far easier with

the tools developed in this thesis than without them.

It is also possible to compare the predictions from the model to the ini-

tially captured information from the production line, which used a different

implementation of the same ratio algorithm. Factoring in clustering, the em-

pirical result was
P ∗
E

9
=

98.7 · 10−6

9
= 10.9 ppm. Using α = 0.0658 − 0.0192 =

0.0466 and β = 0.0192 results in PE = 1.414 · 10−3 = 1414 ppm. However, this

algorithm was marketed as having three independent levels of redundancy.

The following PE predictions are for the combined reliability of a system

with n-independent levels of redundancy, where individually each level had

an outgoing defect rate of 1414 ppm.

ä One level of redundancy implies PE = 1414 ppm.

ä Two levels of redundancy implies P 2
E = 2.0 ppm.

ä Three levels of redundancy implies P 3
E = 0.0028 ppm.
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ä The empirical result was 10.9 ppm.

The issue with redundancy is that many systems are not truly redundant,

as the “redundant” observations have hidden dependencies. A review of the

application revealed that the third level of redundancy was ineffective, and

the second level would not be as effective as the first, hence the above results.

The practical system behaved better than a singly redundant system and

modestly worse than a doubly redundant system.

An important observation from the runtime profiling data was that re-

dundancy does not yield the anticipated returns, as the redundant observa-

tions had hidden dependencies. Thus, neither the claimed “three levels of

redundancy” nor the deployed “six levels of redundancy” actually worked. If

the input data has hidden dependencies, the recommended solution is to use

a multivariate method.

9.6.3 Algorithm #3: Pattern

The third algorithm, pattern matching, used the runtime profiler to double

check its results. The runtime profiler implemented the gQ(Y) score func-

tion from (4.161) that double-checked that the captured observations were

within control limits. The pattern algorithm implemented a pass-zone that

is thought to be an effective approximation of this pass-zone.

A great deal of computational effort was invested in attempting to deter-

mine if either the pattern algorithm or equivalently the gQ(Y) multivari-

ate pass-zone were ineffective. Test runs of up to 100 million randomly

generated test parts were commissioned. These test runs showed no out-

going defects either. From §4.4.5.1, the predicted PE was extremely low

PE = 2.7 · 10−128. There is no way to confirm these estimates experimen-

tally. It must be assumed to be correct within the confidence limits given in

§4.4.6.3 given no detected failures on any of the test runs.
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An important industrial result was that the runtime profiler / pattern al-

gorithm found an unexpected rogue defect, a constant-pitch spring. Springs

with a constant pitch would cause problems if they were shipped to the cus-

tomer. Both the profiler and the pattern algorithm detected the constant

pitch spring. Given the presence of this unusual defect, it is important to re-

member that §4.4.6.3 predicted that previously unknown rogue events could

be a more significant source of issues than the expected combined rogue

events for this system. The straight spring was not an outgoing defect in

this particular case, but it easily could have been. Periodic review of the

captured profiling data is needed to detect these unusual line events.

9.7 Summary

Runtime profiling was of significant benefit in this application. This applica-

tion had caused the industrial partners much grief and expense. Highly reli-

able systems with no obvious gray zones render many techniques including

GR&R, variable acceptance sampling, and large batch attribute acceptance

sampling ineffective when attempting to isolate infrequent failure modes.

Algorithm #2, Ratio, was sufficiently effective that no one ever demonstrated

a problem with the gauge software until profiling data were examined by

secondary algorithms.

The vision system also suffered from the issue that line speeds were suf-

ficiently fast that most conventional debugging techniques would have been

ineffective, even if sampling methods detected a problem in a timely man-

ner. Firstly, a large volume of state information must be captured to un-

derstand the program execution sequence. Capturing a defective product

does not explain how the algorithm failed. Secondly, the profiling data re-

vealed the algorithm was failing while executing the intended “accept” path.

The algorithms were being affected by combinations of rogue events, and
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combined rogue events were generating the outgoing defects. As such, the

Rogue Event Analysis methodology is required to understand which algo-

rithms are vulnerable to interactions of rogue events, and which algorithms

are not vulnerable.

The result of this analysis indicates that the pattern algorithm is highly

effective at detecting correct spring orientation, and has a less than 1 ppb

probability of outgoing defects due to incorrect orientation with a 95% confi-

dence interval at 111 ppb. As the sample size becomes larger, the confidence

interval will fall. As such, it is recommended that runtime profiling be con-

tinued on an ongoing basis.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

Statistical analysis of rogue events provides insights into how infrequent

events impact production cells in economically significant ways. A new run-

time profiler was demonstrated that could detect these effects, and a statis-

tical model was developed to aid in understanding the significance of rogue

events in relation to zero defect requirements. It provided methods to under-

stand which algorithms will be effective inside systems affected by random

rogue events, and the probability equations that can be used to improve

them.

Three industrial applications were used to highlight the value of these

contributions, and all of the applications are of theoretical and significant

economic significance. The first industrial application involved CMM to

CNC feedback algorithms, and selecting the most appropriate algorithm for

the application. It solves the problem of how to keep the feedback loop stable

in the presence of variable queue timing. This was published in Bering and

Veldhuis (2010c).

The second industrial application examined how the material transport

system affected overall cell productivity, and the CMM to CNC feedback

loop. Timely feedback loop updates translate directly into improved product
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quality. Additionally, if some CMM capacity is reserved to measure quaran-

tined parts, then the cost of rework outside the cell is minimized. As shown

in Chapter 8, selecting of the optimal material transport algorithm balances

these two priorities. The results were published in Bering and Veldhuis

(2010b).

Combined rogue events can affect the performance of a gauging system.

For a high-reliability true-attribute gauge, it is recommended that a multi-

variate score function be used to define the pass-zone as described in Chap-

ter 4. An industrial high-reliability gauging application was examined in

Chapter 9. It was shown that of several possible algorithms, only one had

the desired statistical properties that would minimize the costs of outgoing

defects. Additionally, the benefits gained from reduced waste in the gaug-

ing application more than offset the additional cost of the runtime profiling

used to collect the data. The runtime profiling methodology and application

results were published in Bering and Veldhuis (2010a).

When deployed in manufacturing, this work has the potential to change

the economics of new machine, cell, and gauge startups significantly, and to

create a competitive advantage for the Canadian manufacturing sector.
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